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chapter 1 introduetion 

9 1.1 The reaction between copper and silicon 

When we say that we understand a chemica! react!on, we 

usually mean to say, that we can pred!ct the nature and the 

amounts of compounds , tha t w111 be formed from the reac

tants under certa!n circumstances. We need to Know, wh!ch 

products are thermodynam!cally possible, and which phase 

relat!ons ex!st between the compounds. The mechanism which 

is followed g!ves a way to pred!ct the amount of products 

formed in a certa!n time and the effect of a change in the 

react1on cond1t1ons on 

determ!ne the resulting 

heterogeneous react!ons 

plays an important role. 

this amount. Ma ter !als proper ties 

appearance of 

also the state 

the prod ucts. In 

of the interface 

When one of these aspects is not 

Known, the react!on is poorly understood. 

Sol!d state reactions in b!nary diffus!on 

w!dely stud!ed and generally wen · understood. 

couples are 

The react1ons 

preeeed by d1ffus1on of one or more components caused by a 

grad!ent in chemica! potential. The phase diagram descr!bing 

the system shows, which compounds can be expected in a 

diffus!on couple. The parabol!c growth la w g! ves a way to 

pred!ct the amounts of products formed in a certa!n time. 

Systems are normally cons!dered to be purely b!nary, 1f the 

amount of 1mpur1t1es is less than, say, 0 .1 atomie percent. 

Hardly any attention has been pa!d to the !nfluence of a 

th!rd component present in much lower concentrations, al

though 1t has already been demonstrated in oxyd!c systems, 

tha t both the react1on K!net!cs and the product morphology 

may be infl uenced by such an !mpur 1ty (11 t.1). 

In th!s thesis we w111 descr!be the !nfl uence of phos

phorus concentrat1ons on a p.p.m. scale on the react!on 

between copper and silicon. In prel1m1nary experiments 1t 

was found that "pure" copper, obta!ned from one supplier, 

already reacts w!th silicon to cu 3si at low 

temperatures, wh!le "pure" copper from another suppl!er 

1 



hardly reacted at all. The main difference between the two 

types of copper appeared to be surface segregation of 

phosphorus, which was found to occur in the react1 ve type of 

copper. On the other hand, various 1nvest1gators who hàve 

studled the solid state reaction between copper and silicon 

found widely scattering results. 

One of the aims of this thesis is to explain why the 

presence of phosphorus has such a large 1nfluel}ce on the 

reaction between copper and silicon. Furthermore we want to 

find out whether different amounts of phosphorus present in 

copper m!ght be responsible for the confl1ct1ng results 

found by the former 1nvest1gators on th1s react1on. 

§ 1. 2 Literature survey on the reaction between Cu and Si 
In fig 1. 1 the phase diagram of the copper-s111con 

system 1s shown as g!ven by Huigren and Desa! (11t.2). Based 

on this phase diagram we expect the formation of Cu5Si, 

cu15si4 and cu3Si in diffusion couples between topper and 

silicon below 550°C. 

Veer and Kolster (lit. 3) have studied the reaction 

between copper and silicon in the temperature range between 

350 and 550"C. The only product observed is cu3s1. The 

reaction is a diffusion controlled process, but an 

incubation time exists. Exper!ments with inert m~Kers show, 

that copper 1s the only d1ffus1ng component. The activation 

energy is 78 KJ/mol. 

Onishi and Miura (lit.4) have studled the 1nfluence of 

compressive stress on the thicKness of the reaction layer. 

If th1s stress is larger than 8MPa, the amount of product is 

independent of the applied stress. Between 420 and 465°C at 

12MPa the reaction is a d1ffus1on 11m1ted process w1th an 

act1vat1on energy of 150KJ;mol. The formation of KirKendali 

pores at the copper;s111c1de interface indicates, that cop

per is the only d1ffus1ng component . Only cu3s1 has been 

observed. 

2 



1085 

1 

558 

500 

467 

.1 .2 
---iXSi 

Flg.J.J The copper- s111con phase dlagram accordlng to llt.ê. 

Ward and Carroll (lit. 5) have electroplated copper onto 

silicon slices. At low temperatures (between 250 and 350°C) 

and after short reaction times (~100s) only cu3Si has been 

formed in a diffusion limited process. The activation energy 

is 105kJ/mol. 

Although we expect the formation of three compounds, in 

all these investigations onlY cu3Si has been found. Further

more the results on the reaction rate are conflicting. 
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§ 1. 3 Contents of this thesis 

After a brief outline of the theoretica! background 

(chapter 2) and the experimental techniques (chapter 3) the 

reaction between copper and s!licon is described in chapter 

1!-. Attention is being paid to the compounds formed in alloys 

and diffusion couples. The influence of phosphorus as an 

impurity in copper is demonstrated and the kinetics of the 

reatien are determined. W!th these data 1t Will b.e explained 

why usually only Cu3Si has been found and whY "pure" 

copper from different sourees react at different rates. 

In chapter 5 the reaction between copper phosphide and 

silicon is st udied, in order to get more insigh t in the 

phase relations in the ternary system cu-Si-P. The large 

influence of the a tmosphere, in which the annealing of the 

alloys and diffusion couples takes place, on the nature and 

morphology of the reaction products will be described. 

Chapter 6 deals wi th the reaction between copper and 

germanium, both w!th and without · the presence of phosphorus. 

Based on the resemblance of the phase relations in the cu-Ge 

and Cu-Ge-P systems, compared w!th the Cu- Si ahd Cu-Si-P 

systems, it can be expected that the same type of reactions 

takes place. As turned out from our experiments, this is not 

the case. In chapter 7 the reasens for this difference are 

explained. 
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chapter 2 theoretica! framewerK 
In this chapter the theoretica! basis for the research 

described in this thesis will be given. This cernprises a 

phenomenological descript1on of diffusion and som~ solut1ons 

of the differentlal equation describing d1ffusion. The con-

sequences for the reaction kinet1cs are studied. The dHfe

rences between binary and ternary systems w1th respect to 

the layer sequence and the thickness of the product layers 

w 111 be discussed. 

The next subjects are the various diffusion mechanisms 

and the consequences for the tempera t ure dependenee of 

dHfusion. 

A few words will be devoted to impur1ty segregat1on. 

§ 2.1 Phenomenological description of diffusion 

§ 2.1.1 Binar y systems 

§ 2.1.1.1 Layer sequence .in a b.inar y d.i:f:fus.ion coup Je 

If we press two elements together in a dHfusion couple 

at elevated temperatures, a homogenization will occur. After 

a while a concentratien gradient will be observable, which 

is cont1nuous if the two elements form a complete sol!d 

solut1on in the whole concentrat1on range. 

However, if the two elements react according to the 

hypothet1cal phase diagram of f1g .2.1, react1on layers will 

be formed, 11ke schemat1cally represented in the right hand 

side of fig .2 .1. 

The discontinu1ty in the concentratien gradient arises 

from the fact that local chemica! equilibrium is assumed. A 

straigh t-11ned interface between a and y <1eve1ops, 

which sterns from the phase rule: 

6 



t e mpe r ature 
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F .ig.ê.J Relat.ion between a hy pothet .ie al phase d.iagram and 

the product layers formed .in a d.iffus.J.on couple, after 

anneal.ing at temperatuur 

[2. 1) 

F : c - p + 2 

where F is the number of <1egrees of free<1om 

c is the number of components 

p is the number of Phases allowed to be in 

equilibrium with each other. 

In a binary system, there are 2 components; in a <11ffus1on 

couple temperature an<1 pressure are f1xe<1. When two phases 

are in equilibrium, no <1egree of free<1om is left for the 

thermo<1ynam1c potentlal (or in a binary system .the concen

tration) to a<1apt itself. S1nce an a<1aptat1on of the thermo

<1ynam1c potentlal is essential for the <11ffus1on process, 

only s1ngle-phase<1 regions can be forme<1. Only straight-

11ne<1 interfaces are allowe<1, un<1er the con<11 t1on tha t loc al 

equ111br1 um exists, tha t is: nuclea tion is fa st compare<1 

with the <11ffus1on process. If however nucleation is 

h1n<1ere<1, phases may be absent an<1 the phases that are 

forme<1 may show supersaturat1on. 

7 



2.1.1.2 DetermJ.natJ.on of d1.ffus1.on coeffJ.cJ.ents; 

we define the origin of the coordinate system applying 

to a planar diffusion couple, X:O, fixed wi th respect to 

the non-diffused left hand side of the diffusion couple. If 

the total volume remains constant we can express the inter

diffusion flux j i of component i across any plane in a 

diffusion couple, fixed wi th respect to the origin, by 

Fic}{'s first law, eq.[2.2). 

[2. 2) 

where the gradient has been ta}{en parallel to the x-axis. 

D is called the chemica! or interdiffusion coefficient, 

expressed in m2;s and ei is the concentration of 

compound i in mole particles i/m::l. 

In a diffusion couple however 

exist, tha t is, the concentra ti on 

changing wi th time. In that case 

a steady state will 

and i ts gradient 

Fic}{ 's second la w 

not 

are 

of 

diffusion [2.:3) is a more convenient form to determine D. 
It has been derived from combining the first law with the 

law of mass conservation for constant partial molar volumes 

of both componen ts. 

[2 . 3) 

Sci s Sci 

<D - > 
St SX Sx 

Various solutions to this differential equation exist, 

depending on the problem studied. The most common case is 

tha t the diffusion coefficient is a functioa of the 

concentration. The differential equation [2.3) becomes an 

inhomogeneous one. It can be transformed in to a homogeneous 

equation by the substitution originally made by Boltzmann 

(11t .1), À x;tO·~. 
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Hatano (11t.2) has appl1ed th!s subst1tut1on to 1nter

d1ffus1on problems, wh!ch allows D(c1) to be calcu-

lated from an experimental c1cxJ plot. The boundary 

cond1 t!ons for the differentlal equat!on for a sem1-1nf1n1te 

d1 ffus1on couple are, tha t the compos1 t!ons at the ends of 

the couple halves, th1s 1s 

f1g.2 .2) do not change dur!ng the react!on. 

The or1g1n of the x-ax1s 1s def!ned by: 

de 
1 

0 

and 

The plane where x = 0 1s called the Hatano plane. 

(see 

[2. 4] 

W1th this def1n1t1on the 1nterd1ffus1on coeff1c1ent 

D(c1 w) can be obta1ned w1 th equat!on [2.5], wh!ch can 

be solved graphically from the measured penetrat!on curve as 

1s shown 1n f1g.2.2. 

c. + --------- ~ --::.:'7 .~: ~. ;:. :r--
~ I :( , ·. 

~ ·.· .· 

[. 

x* x=O 

c . 
~ 

F1g.2.2. Solut1on of [2.5] by graph1cal means. Both dashed 

areas have equal s1ze. They determ1ne the pos1t1on of the 

Hatano plane, x=O. The shaded area g1ves the value for the 

1ntegral 1n [2 . 51 at x*. 

9 



[2. 5 J 

CiM 

1 dx 

Jx D(c M) (-) de 
1 1 

2t de 
1 

c 1 :c1 M 

cl 

The d1ffus1on coeff1c1ent describes the 

overall process. 

K1rkendall and Smigelskas (11 t .3) have marked the 

or1g1nal contact interface in a copper-brass d1ffus1on 

couple w1 th molybdenum w1res. After an anneal1ng treatment 

the markers have moved w1th respect to the Hatano plane 

towards the brass s1de. This effect, called the K1rkendall 

effect, can only be explained 1f we assume that the 

components, copper and z1nc, have unequal d1ffus1on 

coeff1cients, a concept 1ntroduced bY Darken (11 t.4). 

Then the 1nterdiffus1on flux of component 1 has two 

components: f1rstly there ex1sts an intrinsic flux of atoms 

wh1ch is determ1ned by the concentratien grad1ent of 

component 1; secondly, s1nce the intrinsic d1ffus1on coeff1-

c1ents differ contraction occurs at the s1de of the fastest 

mov1ng component, expans1on at the other s1de, result1ng 1n 

a net displacement of latt1ce planes, shown by the marker 

displacemen t . The express1on for the 1nterdiffus1on coeff1-

c1ent can now be genera11sed to (11 t.5) 

[2. 6 J 
N 

D = c 2v2D1 + c 1v1D2 

where v1 denotes the partlal molar volume of component 1. 

The intrinsic d1ffus1on coeffic1ents D1 can be deter-

mined from the marker displacement and the 

concentratien profile. 

If at least one of the start1ng mater1als is a pure 

component, e.q. cl : 0, a s1mple express1on for the 

intrinsic d1ffus1on coeff1cien t ex1sts, as is shown by van 

Loo (11 t.5): 

10 



D (X=X ) 
1 m 

2t 

[2. 7] 

Xm 

<1X j 
(-) c

1
<1x 

<1c x=x 
1 

-co 

More . general expresslons have been <1er1 ve<1 by van Loo 

(11 t.5) an<1 Bastin (11 t.6). App11ca tlon of the varlous equa

t1ons <1epen<1s on the character1st1cs of the system stu<11e<1. 

Sauer an<1 Frelse (11t.7) have <1er1ve<1 an expresslon for 

the 1nter<1Hfus1on coefflent in case of a blnary system 1n 

whlch the partlal molar volumes Vm are concentratlon 

<1epen<1ent [2.8]: 

[2 . 8] 

x• +co 

V (Y) M <1X M 

[(1-Y'J~ Ox y'f 
( 1-Y) 

D(Y*) 
m 

(-) + 

2t .<1Y V (Y) V (Y) 
m m 

-co x• 

where Y = 

an<1 N1 <1enotes the mole fract1on of component 1. 

All prevlous glven solut1ons for the <1eterm1nat1on of 

<11ffus1on coefflclents are <1epen<1ent on the exlstence of a 

concentrat1on gra<11ent 1n the phase stu<11e<1. If however the 

homogene1ty range ls very small the gra<11ent becomes 

vlrtually zero an<1 <1x;<1c1 becomes 1nf1n1 te, lea<11ng to 

1nf1n1te <11ffus1on coefflclents when <1eterm1ne<1 wlth the 

prev lous equa t1ons. To escape thls problem Wagner (11 t.8) 

has <1ef1ne<1 a new varlable, calle<1 an 1ntegrate<1 <11ffus1on 

coeff 1c1en t: 

11 



[2. 9] 

where N (Y''l and 1 . N1 (Y' l are the -unknown- 11m1t1ng molé 

fract1ons of component 1 1n compound y. For a 11ne compound 

y w1th a layer th1c~ness <1y and 

N1 (Y'l;N1(y);N1 (Y''l 

Wagner der1ves from [2. 8] 

(N1 (Yl -N1-l (N1 +_N1 (Y) l dy2 

(-) 

2t 

x(y-1, Yl 

N +_N N 

[2. 10] 

+ 

+oo 

(y l -N -:: [ 1 (Y l r (y) r (y) 1 _m __ (N -N -)dx 
1 1 m , 

(N +_N l + 

N +_N -
1 1 

V . N +_N - V 
1 

i 1 m 1 1 m 
-oo X(Y,Y+1) 

where x(y-1, y) and x(y , y+1 1 are respect1vely the pos1t1ons 

of the left - hand and r1ght-hand beundarles of the y-layer. 

1 

If no grad1en t ex1sts ou ts1de the y layer the term 

between the square brac~ets becomes zero. 

§ 2 .1.1.3 Layer th.J.ckness 

W1 thin a b1nary d1ffus1on couple the th1c~ness of the 

product layers w111 be adjusted 1n such a way, that a 
I 

react1on layer where the d1ffus1ng component lias a low 

dlffusion coeff1c1ent, w111 be th1n compared w1 th a layer 

where the d1ffus1on coeff1cient 1s high. 

Chang1ng the react1on cond1 t1ons w111 be a solut1on 1f 

12 
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one deeldes to stUdy a layer w1th a low d1ffus1on coeff1-

ei ent. The most frequently appl1ed method is to change the 

compos1 t1on of the start1ng ma ter !als. Instead of pure ele-

ments, compounds are used. W1th the a1d of equat1on [2.10] 

and using the fact that the 1ntegrated d1ffus1on coeff1c1ent 

is a material constant for each phase, 1t can be shown that 

in th1s case a th1cker layer w111 develop. 

,A.ssume that two layers develop, both without a 

concentration gradient, as is experimentally often the case, 

and that the molar volume is constant throughout the whole 

couple. 

Ny is the mole fract1on of component B in compound y wh1ch 

forms a very th1n layer (dyil in a couple between the pure 

elements (s1tuat1on I, see fig. 2. 3), N5 is the mole fract1on 

of B in the ma1n product 5 in that same diffus1on couple, 

w1th th1ckness d 5 I. we get the follow!ng equat!on: 

oY 
int 

(N -N )(N -N) (d Il2 
y A B y y 

----------------·-------
d I 

y 

+ --· 

[2. 11a] 

In a d1ffus1on couple between A and 5 (s1tuat1on IIl only 

y develops, w!th a layer th1ckness dyii 

The follow!ng equat1on applies: 

[2. 11b] 

( Ny - N J,) ( N 5 - Ny l ( dy I I l 2 

Dy int w--------

(N5-NA) 2tii 

S1nce oY int is a material constant, [2 . 11a] equals [2 . 11b]. 

We take ti=2tii. 

Furthermore NA=O and NB=1, s1nce pure elements are used. 

We can deduce a relat1on between d 5 , dyi and dyii: 

(1-Nyl wN 5 
----ll(dyil2 + 

(1-N5 JwN5 
--------wctyi"dl>I 

Ni-Ny N5 -Ny 

It can be shown that ctyii > l>yi (appendix A). 

[2 . 12] 
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The practical appl1cation of th1s techn1que will 

discussed 1n § 4. 5. 2. 

A y 
I I 

N : : 
B . --- - -~- ~ - - - - . - -

B 

I -·.---
d I d I 
1 y oE--- Ö ---~1 

~~ 

I 
I 
I 
I 

I 

I 

i.'l I I 6---- - ~ -r----------'-- --- - -

A y i 

~ 
I 

I I 
IE-- dyii~: 
I I 

I 
I 

I 
I 

I 

ö 

-- ,j - - - - - - - --;.~----

i\---- -------------------- --+---- ---J 

I II 

be 

F1g . E.3 Penetrat1on curve for two bypothe t1c al d1ffus1on 

coupJes; I = a couple between the pure elements A and B, 

11 = a coupJe between a compound ó and the pure element B. 

§ E.1.1 .4 React1on R1net1cs 

The Boltzmann subst1tut1on À = x;t 0 · 5 has phys1cal mea 

n1ng, s1nce À 1s only a funct1on of the concentrat1on c . 

Therefore all concentrat1ons, 1nclud1ng the phase boundary 

concentrat i ons , move proport1onally w1th the square root of 

t1me . This is the well Known parabolle growth law : 

[2 . 1 3 ) 

w1th K 1s the react1on rate constant. 
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Although sofar nothing has been said about the 

diffusion mechanism, an exception has to be made here. 

Formally the parabolic growth law only applies for a volume 

diffusion limited process. When the reaction layer grows by 

grain boundary diffusion the si tuation is different, since 

only a small part of the in terface area is in vol ved in the 

supply of reactants. Star:K (11 t .9) has demonstrated tha t, in 

case .of grain boundary diffusion through the reaction layer 

and infinitely fast lateral dHfusion at the reaction inter

face, dlnd/dlnt = 11/20 which is experimentally indistingui

shable from dlnd/dlnt = 1/2. 

It has to be stressed tha t equa tion [2.13] is va lid for 

a diffusion limited process. In practice several deviations 

can occur. If the reaction layer is porous, as for instanee 

in oxida tion reactions may happen, direct contact between 

the reactants is maintained and no limitation by diffusion 

through the reaction layer occurs. 

linear function of time. 

The layer thic:Kness is a 

Another situation appears when a reaction barrier 

exists. We can thin:K of non-porous oxidation layers or 

deformed layers at the reaction interface. The reaction ra te 

then is determined by the transport of the components across 

the interface. The dHfusion in the reaction layer is again 

not ra te determing. 

Often the reaction barrier w111 be removed, after an 

incuba ti on time t 0 and the reaction ra te of the process 

w 111 be limi ted by the dHfusion through the reaction layer. 

From that point of time the thic:Kness of the reaction layer 

follows a modified parabol1c growth law: 

[2. 14] 

In equa ti on [2.14] i t is assumed, tha t no product layer has 

been formed during the incubation time. 

A consequence of the presence of an incuba ti on time is, 

that a plot of the layer thic:Kness as a function of the 

square root of time gi ves a false impression of the reaction 

Kinetics. This can be demonstrated with fig.2.4. Here the 
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layer thicl<.ness, for a 

from [2.14) W!th 1<. = 

function of t112. 

600 

(IJ 

.j.l 
·.-I 
s:: 
::l 

:>, 400 
~ 
l1l 

L 
~ 
.j.l 
·.-I 
.Q 
~ 
l1l 

'0 

, 

d.!ffusion 

104 and. 

l!mi ted. 

t 0 5, 

process calcula ted. 

is plotted. as a 

, , 
0 

0 2 4 6 
to 

t~(arbitrary units) 

F1g.ê.IJ A Pl<Jt o:f das a :funct1on o:f t1/ê; d calculated 

from d 2 = k(t-t 0 J, wlth K = 104 , t 0 = 5. 

Fig.2.4 shows that the layer thicl<.ness is not a l!near 

function of t 11 2. Furthermore the react1on rate constant 

d.er i ved. from the beginning of such a plot is too high: 1f 

only d.ata up to t 0 ·5:4 are measured., an apparant rate 

constant (1<.') 2 =11000 is found., which is 101: too high. 

In fig .2.4 it is obvious that an incubat!on time exists, but 

for smaller t 0 the scatter in the experimental .d.ata will 

obscure i ts presence. This may be the reason why incubat!on 

times are hard.ly found. when the thicl<.ness is plottèd. against 

t 11 2. And. IF an incubat!on time is found. 1t can not be 

accompanied. w!th a 

this would. imply 

l!near 

that 

relationshiP 

(t-to>1/2 

(11 t.10), 
t1!2 

because 

+ K. 
Therefore plotting the squared. thicl<.ness as · a function of 

the reaction time is the best way to d.etermine the react1on 

l<.inet!cs . 
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2.1.1.5 Th1n f11ms 

In the prev!ous sect!ons sem1-1nf1n1te d!ffus!on cou-

ples are d!scussed. The sem1-1nf1n1ty is essent!al, because 

then the condition is fulfilled that the compos1t1on at the 

end of the diffus!on couple does not change dur!ng the 

anneal!ng treatment. S!nce the 1970's , however, th!n layer 

diffus!on couples have become of great interest, espec!ally 

in micro electron!c device !ndustry, where centacts are 

constructed on silicon wafers. So the react!ons between 

roetal films and bulK silicon slices are !ntensively stud!ed. 

The remarKable finding in these studies is, that 1nter

d1ffus1on and react1ons in th!n films can be observed at a 

much lower temperature than in bulK couples. Th is is d ue to 

the pur!ty of the interface between thin films, h!ghly 

defect!ve m!crostructures and better detect!on sens!tiv!ty 

in th!n film analytica! techn!ques (11 t.11). In compound 

formation, the stable compounds tend to form sequentially, 

i.e. they grow one by one in th!n film bilayers, instead of 

grow!ng together as in bulK cases. One essential difference 

between a th!n layer and a bulK specimen is the !nfluence of 

the surface in the thin film case: about 10ï. of the atoms in 

a film of 20 nm th!cK have to be considered to be surface 

a toros, w1 th poss!ble d!fferences in bond!ng, mob111 ty and 

la tt!ce pos! tions. These a spects have not be cons!dered in 

the prev!ous d1scuss1on, and w111 not be d!scussed here. 
11 

Gosele et al (11 t.12) have shown tha t in d!i'fus!on 

couples a layer has to exceed a cri tical th!cKness befere a 

secend phase can develop. In the nicKel-silicon system the 

cri t!cal thicKness for the N1 2s1 layer is est!mated to 

be 2 IJID, a value that w!ll not be reached in structures with 

layers of about 100 nm. Therefore no ether co'mpounds are 

expected in these th!n film couples for K!netic reasons. 

The react1ons in thin film couples are often term!nated 

because one of the reactants is depleted. The continuatien 

of the react1on depends on the reactant left, as is shown 

in f1g.2.5., where the react!ons in the nicKel-silicon 

system are summar!zed. The f!rst layer is N1 2Si. If 
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silicon is . depleted the forma ti on 

unt!l all Hi 2Si is consumed. Th en the forma ti on of 

beg ins. On the 

is converted 

concl uded With 

other hand, if 

into HiSi and 

nicKel 

the 

is depleted 

reaction is 

It cannot be predicted Which compound appears first, 

although 1t is sometlmes suggested that it !s that compound 

which has the highest melting point, i.e. the most stable 

compound (li t.13). 

In con cl usion : the resul ts found in thin layer couples 

can not be transla ted to bulK diffusion couples ' and vice-

versa. The concept of cr!tical thicKness however may be 

useful in bulK d!ffusion couples although the layer thicK

nesses usually will exceed these cr!tical values. 
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Fig.E.5. Formation map of thin film Ni silicides showing 

the sequence of phase formation against formation 

temperature. The schematic phase diagram Ni-Si is, shown on 

top for comparison (after Tu, Jit.JJ). Note that the phase 

diagram cannot be correct omn- a number of point~. 
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2.1.2 Ternary systems 
In a l>1nary, 1so:bar1c and 1sotherm1c system we have one 

degree of freedom, a concentratien Na• def1n1ng the 

act1c1tY of the compohents. In a ternary, 1so:t>ar1c and 

1sotherm1c system we have an add1t1onal degree of freedom. A 

system 1s def1ned :by two concentrat1ons Na and N:t>· 

The chem!cal potential of a component is dependent on the 

concentrations of :both other components. The def1n1 t1on of 

d1ffus1on coeff1c1ents in a ternary system is a compl1cated 

matter, s1nce not a single d1ffus1on coeff1c1ent :but a 

complex system of coeff1c1ents exists. Be ca u se th1s thesis 

w111 not deal w1th diffus1on' coeff1c1ents in ternary 

systems, we w111 not go further 1nto the d1ffus1on equations 

for ternary systems. Although in :b1nary systems the concen-

tration grad!ent may :be taken as the dr1v1ng force for 

d1ffus1on, 1n ternary systems 1t 1s clear that the dr1 ving 

force is a grad1ent 1n chem!cal potentlaL Th1s 1s demon-

strated w1 th an ex per !ment cond ucted l>Y Darken (11 t.1~l. 

where a d1ffus1on couple is made from a Fe-e and a Fe-C-S! 

alloy, :both W1th the same carbon content. In f!g.2.6 the 

results are shown. 

carbon has occurred. 

It is clear tha t a red1str 1:bu t1on of 

If the chem1cal potentlal of carbon 1s 

plotted (see f1g.2.6) as a funct1on of d1stance 1 t :becomes 

clear the carbon d1ffus1on 1s not 1n conflict w1 th 

thermodynam1c rules. 

The ad<11 t1onal degree of freedom also has a consequence 

for the layer formation. Two phased reg1ons are allowed. 

Whether they occur, depends on the thermodynam!cs and the 

rel a ti ve di ffus!on coeff1c1en ts in the system. Cons1<1er a 

dHfus!on couple between B and AX, where BX and A are for-
med. Rapp (11 t.15) has extens1 vely studled the sta :bil! ty of 

an original planar interface between BX and A in case of an 

acc1<1ental perturl>at1on, in oxi<11c systems, Le. x oxygen. 

Whether th1s perturl>at!on grows or van1shes depends on the 

element dH:fus!ng in the rate 11m1t1ng step. If the BX layer 

is locally thinner and the d1Hus1on of B through BX 1s rate 

11m1t1ng, the growth of the BX phase at th1s part1cular 
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place w!ll be faster than in the surround.!ngs untll a 

uniform th!cl<.ness has been reached., so the perturba t1on 

van!shes, see fig.2.7.I.a. If the d.Hfus!on of X through A 

is rate 11m1t1ng however, in th!s area where BX is thinner ( 

and. so the A layer is th!cl<.er) the supply of X w111 be 

retard.ed. compared. w1 th the surround.!ngs. Therefore a per-

turbat!on w111 be reta!ned. and. d.evelops !nto a two phased. 

region (f1g.2.7.I.b). Rapp's mod.el only appl!es for systems 

w!th the layer sequence B/BX/A/AX. However in sulph!d.!c 

systems a lso the layer sequence B/ A/BX/ AX has been observed. 

(11t.16), (Fig.2.7.II). 

Van Loo (11t.17) has d.eveloped. a mod.el, wh!ch enables 

us to pred.let whether layer sequence I or II w111 occur. It 

states that the layer sequence d.epend.s on the slope of the 

tie l!nes between the metal phase(s) and. the phases AX and. 

BX. If th!s s!gn is 

d.!agram (fig.2.8.a) the 

s!gn of the slopes 

the same throughout the wh:ole phase 

sequence AX/ A/BX/B is found.. If the 

changes (f1g.2.8.b) the sequence 

AX/BX/ AB/B is the only one thermod.ynam!cally, allowed.. 

Component x end.ures a r!se 1n chem!cal potentlal and. is 

therefore sta t!onary. For d.eta!ls of th!s mod.el one is 

referred. to the or!g!nal l!terature. 
3 .o 

Fe (7. 2 at\Si) 2.15 at\C Fe 2.15 at\C 

--
2.5 ' ...... ... .... .... 4 .o 

at\ c I .... 
.... 
' ' ' 3. 5 

. 2 .o ... r activity c 
' ' activity 

' 3.0 xlOO ... , ,, -..... _______ 
- 2. 5 

1.5 

2. 0 
2. 0 ). 0 1.0 2 .o 

distance/cm 

F1G.2.6 The carbon penetratJ.on curve and the carbon actJ.vJ.ty 

for a dJ.ffusJ.on couple, annealed for 13 days at 1050"C, 

af ter Darken ( 11.t.14J. 
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Fig.2.8 S c hematic phase diagrams and the Jayer sequences 

that are r elated ". .ith them, aft er van Loo ( lit.17 ) . 
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Bes!des thermodynam!c and lUnet1c cons1derat1ons, 1n a 

ternary system al ways the ma ss balance has to b.e obeyed, 

wh!ch sta tes tha t 1n a react1on between AX and B the same 

number of moles of BX and A have to be formed. If t,he phases 

A and BX are formed 1n parallel layers, th!s restllts 1n a 

f!xed ratio of the layer th1cKnesses for A and BX, depend!ng 

on the molar volumes. The total th1cKness w111 be determ!ned 

by the slowest d1ffus1on in one of the layer. If the 

react!on layer 1s built up as a two-phased mixture of A and 

BX the total th1cKness w111 depend on the d1ffus1on 

character1st1cs of the matrix phase. 

~ 2.2 Diffusion mechanisms 
So far nothing has been sa1d about d1ffus1on on micro-

scopic scale. We have to d1st1nguish two groups of 

mechanisms: d1ffus1on through the bulK of a phase and short 

circuit diffus!on. Both types w111 be d!scussed br!efly. 

~ 2.2.1 Volume diffusion 
In volume d!ffusion the motion of a d1ffus1ng a torn 

taKes place through the la tt1ce. In crystall1ne sol!ds the 

atoms occupy well def!ned equ111br1um pos1t1ons; they move 

by jumping succes!vely from one equ111br1um site to another. 

Several mechan!sms are poss!ble: 

U exchange mechan1sms. 

In the direct exchange mechan!sm two ne1ghbour1ng atoms 

exchange the1r pos! t1ons (f1g.2.9.a) . In dense structures 

th1s mechan1sm would 1nvolve large d1stort1ons and hence 

large act! va t1on energ!es. A cycl!c exchange mechan!sm 

(fig.2.9.b) would 1nvol ve less energy, but th1s mechan!sm 

rema1ns unl1Kely, because of the constra1nt 1mpos~d by the 

collecuve mot1on. There 1s no exper1mental support for th1s 

mechan!sm 1n crystall!ne sol1ds, al though 1n metallic 

11quids and 1n amorphous alloys cooperauve mot1ons are more 

11Kely operating (11 t .18). 
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F11!.2.9 

Schematic presentat1on of the 

various diffusion mechanisms, 

a) exchange mechanism, 

b) rinK exchange mechanism, 

c) interstitial mechanism, 

dJ interstitiaJcy mechanism, 

e) vacancy mechan1sm . 

•••• O•• •••• al 

•••• ._.... 

•••• •••• c ) 

••••• ••••• . .... 
••••• e ) 

l;ü mechanisms involying :Q21n1 <1efects 

• ••• :a: 
b ) 

• • • • . y .. 
• • • • 

d ) 

A sol1<1 in thermal equilibrium always contains . point 

<1efects 11ke inters ti tials an<1 vacancies. These <1efects 

offer the possil:>il1ty for atoms to move without too large 

latt1ce <1istortions. Small interst1tial atoms, 11ke hy<lrogen 

an<1 carbon in metals, diffuse through the ' 1att1ce l:>y motion 

from one in terst1 ti al si te to another inters ti ti al si te, 

ol:>viously calle<1 inters ti t1a1 mechanism (fig.2.9.c) . A se-

con<1 mechanism in volving in terst1 ti als is the in tersti tialcy 

mechanism (fig.2.9.<1): the a toms move from inters ti t1al 

sites to sul:>sti tut1onal sites an<1 vice-versa. Th is mechanism 

is important when the material is out of equilibrium, for 

instanee af ter plastic <1eforma ti on or irra<lia u on. 

l:>e 

Near the 

as high 

melting point 

as 10-3 si te 

the vacancy concentration can 

fraction . These empty 

allow neighl:>ouring atoms to move easily (f1g.2.9.e). 

sites 

It is 

this vacancy mechanism that provides an explanat1on for the 

Kirken<lall effect (§ 2.1.1.2): the a toms of one component 

exchange their posit1ons w1th vacancies more often than the 

other a toms. A nett displacement of the latuce results, 

since the equilibrium numl:>er of vacancies w111 l:>e main-

taine<1. The vacancy flux w111 l:>e sustaine<1 l:>ecause <1isloca-

t1ons an<1 surfaces act as sourees an<1 sinks for vacancies. 

If the supply of vacancies is too large to l:>e al:>sorl:>e<1 pores 

will l:>e forme<1, the so-calle<1 Kirken<lall pores. This happens 
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often near the or!g!nal interface, 1n the couple halfw!th 

the highest concentra ti on of the fastest <11ffus1ng 

component. 

2.2.2 Short circuit diffusion 

All those reg!ons in a latt!ce wh!ch have lost the!r 

perfect or<1ere<1 structure can serve as short c1rcu;1ts. We 

can th!nl<. of gra!n boun<1ar !es, interfaces, <11sloca ti ons an<1 

surf aces. Notably gra!n boun<1ar1es are well stu<11e<1 (11 t.19, 

11 t .20). It is establ1she<1 tha t <11ffus1on tal<. es place 

!nvolv!ng vacanc!es in the gra!n boun<1ary, w!th an act1va

t1on energy lower than for bulk <11ffus1on. 

It is often <11fficult to <11st1ngu1sh between volume 

<11ffus1on through vacanc!es on the one han<1 an<1 short 

c1rcu1 t <11ffus1on through <11sloca ti ons on the oth~r han<1. 

Espec!ally in h!ghly <1efect1ve structures w1 th fast 

<11ffus1on <11rect1ons the <11stinct1on gets vague: in both 

cases "bulk" <11ffus1on occurs an<1 a low act1vat1on energy is 

exper!mentally foun<1. 

~ 2.3. Tempera ture dependenee of diffusion 

The 1nter<11ffus1on coeffic!ent can exper!mentally often 

be <1escr1be<1 w!th an Arrhen!us equat!on, although t;t'le 1nter

<11ffus1on coeff!c!ent in a b!nary intermetallic system is 

the sum of two terms (equat!on [2.6]), each w1th their own 

tempera t ure <1epen<1ence, 

[2. 15) 

Where Q is the act1vat1on energy, an<1 Do 1s the frequency 

factor. 



This rather simple temperature dependenee can be 

explained by several reasons: 

a] the d1ffus1on process is almost entirely determined by 

the d1ffus1on of one component,. 

b] the act1vat1on energies for both components are equal, 

c] the temperature range in Which the experiments are 

conducted is short. An apparant 11near relation 

between lnD and 1/T is easily found then within the 

experimental error. 

If the tempera ture range is very large, dev1at1ons from 

[2.15] are found: the plot between ln D and 1/T is curved or 

two d1st1nct slopes are observed. In the first case two 

competative processes occur, while in the second case a 

different process becomes rate determ1n1ng. This second, low 

temperature process is generally grain boundary d1ff.us1on, 

which becomes 1mportan t at low tempera t ures beca u se of lts 

low act i va t1on energy, i.e. lts weak dependenee on 

tempera ture. 

o polycrystalline 
~ single crystal 

450 400 350 

-14~--~~--~~--~----~~---L--~~----~--~ 
O.G 1. 2 1.6 

------7 1 000 K/T 

F .11/.2.10 Self d.1ffus.J.on .J.n s.J.lver as a funct.J.on of tempe-

rature, determ.J.ned for two types of spec.J.mens: a s.J.ngle 

crystal an poly crystall.J.ne mater.J.al. 

D11b = 2.3 * 10-5 expta11~RTJ tcmE/s) 

D1 = 0.895 exp(G1/RTJ tcmE/s) 

Ql/b = 11N104 J/mol, Ql = 19N104 J/mOl 
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Th is is very nicely <lemonstra te<l bY Turnbull (11 t.21) 

for the self <11ffusion of s11 ver (f1g.2.10). We see the 

large <lifference between polycrystall!ne an<l single crystal 

materiaL Below 700°C the <11ffusiv1ty in the grain boun

<laries is so high relat!ve to the latt!ce <11ffusivhy, that 

the grain boun<larieS contribute substant!ally in polycrys-

talline materiaL Of course at high temperatures also 

<liffusion tal<.es place in the grain boun<laries, but since the 

temperature <lepen<lence is small, this will only contribute a 

small fract!on to the total transport. Besi<les, thè amount 

of grain boun<lary sur;face quicl<.lY gets smaller at high 

temperature <lue to recrystall1sat1on. 

The branching of the ln D versus 1/T plot occu~s aroun<l 

700°C, Which is at about 0.75 Tm (melt!ng point in 

Kelvin). It iS of ten foun<l, that below T = 0.75 Tm 
grainboun<lary <liffusion becomes important (11 t.22). It 

shoul<l however be stresse<l that the ex tent in which grain 

boun<lary <11ffusion con tr ibu tes to the transport, <l~pen<ls on 

the grain size. We can thinl<. of a coarse graine<l sU ver 

specimen in the Turnbull experiment where grain boun<lary 

<11ffusion only contributes signi f ican tl y below, say 

500°C, wh!le in a single crystal grain boun<lary <liffu

sion w111 obviously not occur. 

Since the reaction rate constant (as <lefine<l in 

equa t1on [2.13]) contains even more tempera ture <lepen<lent 

variables (11 t.23), 1t is surprising tha t even then one 

process is so overwhelmingly important, that li simple 

Arrheni us Plot often is foun<l. The act1vat1on energy, 

<letermined from the reaction ra te constant is an 

experimental value for the overall · process. It can not be 

attribute<l toa single process, unless it is certain from 

other ev i<lence, tha t 1t is in<lee<l this single probess tha t 

<letermines the react1on ra te. 
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§ 2.4 Segregation 
Segregat!on is the phenomenon that causes the composi

t!on of a grain boundary or a . surface to differ from the 

bull< composltion. Although grain boundary and surface segre

ga ti on are based on the sa me thermodynamic principles, they 

are often described by different models. A rough di vision 

(Which is certainly not true for all cases) can be made 

between two types of approximat!ons: grain boundary segrega

t!on is described bY phenomenological models, often based on 

adsorpt!on theories, while surface segregation is studied 

wi th atomistic models, where the electronic structure of the 

segregant is stressed. 

These differences in approach stem from the fact that 

grain boundary and surface segregation are encounter.ed in 

different fields. Grain boundary segregat!on is studied in 

relation Wlth material properties 11l<e br1ttleness in metals 

caused by non metallic impurlties such as carbon, phosphorus 

and sulph ur in iron. On the other hand surface segrega t!on 

is important for heterogeneous catalysis, where a detailed 

descript!on of the alloy surface is necessary for the under

standing of the catalyst behaviour. 

Here only a brief survey on some aspects of segregation 

will be given. For a more comprehensive treatment of this 

subject the reader is referred to the numerous reviews (lit. 

24 ani1 25) and bool<s (11 t. 26) published on this subject. 

Segrega ti on is already discussed by Gibbs, who observed 

that a phase has boundaries, and that these boundaries will 

contribute to the total free energy of a system. He deve

loped his theory for 11quids, but already not!ced that the 

same would apply for solids (11 t .27), both for free surfaces 

and for internal boundaries 11l<e grain boundaries. 

The central equation is the Gibbs Adsorpt!on Equation: 

(2 . 16] 

Where y is the surface energy, ss is the specific surface 

excess entropy, rA and rB are the surface excess concentra-
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t!ons and ~A and ~B are the chem!cal potent!als of component 

A and B in the alloy, respect!vely. Thus equat!on [2.23) 

g!ves a relat!on between surface compos!t!on (expressed 

!nd!rectly in terros of f"s), bul}{ compos!t!on (exp::essed in 

terros of ~' s) and temperature. In order to apply this equa

t!on !t is necessary to l<now the surface energy of the alloy 

as a funct!on of temperature and bull< compos!t!on. 

Unfortunately 1t is d!ff!cult to determ!ne the surface 

energy of a sol!d and the relat!on between the observable 

quant! ties and those in equa t!on [2.16) is not a s!mple one 

(11t.28). Therefore approx!mat!ons have been developed. 

The general procedure is to wr!te down the total free 

energy of a system and min!m!ze th!s free energy w1 th 

respect to the compos! t!on of the phases. The general result 

for a b!nary system can be wr! tten as: 

where 

H s 
A 

N s 
A and 

H b 
A 

N b 
A 

[2. 17) 

exp (- AHa/RT) 

are respect! vely the a torn 

fract!ons of component A in the surface layer and the bull< 

ph a se. is the en thalpy of adsorpt!on or 

segrega ti on . 

HcLean (11 t.29) has post u la ted tha t the stra!n energy, 

Eel assoc!a ted w1 th a sol u te a torn in a sol!d sol u t1on 

(ar!s!ng from the d!fference in atomie volume) w111 be 

el!m!na ted by segrega ti on of the sol u te a tom. Th us: 

[2. 18) 

w!th K is the bull< modulus of the solute, a is the shear 

modulus of the solvent and r 0 and r 1 are the appro

pr!ate rad!! for the solvent and solute atoms respect!vely. 

With!n a factor 2 the values ar!s!ng from th!s equat!on 

agree w!th the exper!mentally .. determ!ned values (11t.24). 
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McLean has made the assumpt1on that monolayer 

segrega ti on occurs, in analogon wi th the Langmuir adsorption 

isotherm. The analogon can be extended to a BET (Brunauer-

Emmett-Teller) isotherm (li t.30). The interaction between 

solute and solvent can be taKen into account and more 

component systems can be described bY these approximations 

(11t.31). 

Another way to determine ~Ha is calcula ti on of 

the change in the tot al free energy when a tomic bonds are 

broKen (broKen bond model)(l1t.32). A point of discussion is 

the nurnber of atomie layers where the composition differs 

from the bulK composi ti on. For i deal sol u ti ons the surface 

layer comprises one atomie layer (11t.32), but for regular 

solutions 3 (11t.33) to 7 (11t.34) layers are influenced by 

the presence of the surface. 

Expresslons 11Ke [2.19] are der i ved 

[2 . 19] 

Zv 

~a (eBB- eAA) + 2wZ 1 (HAb- HAs) + 2WZv(HAb- 1/2) 

2 

With zl is the number of la te ral bonds of the atom 

w1th1n 1ts layer (parallel to the surface), Zv is the 

number of out of plane bonds, e1J iS the bond energy 

between atom 1 and j and w is the alloy parameter, lts 

prec1se de fini ti on depend1ng on wh1ch model is used to 

descr1be the sol u ti on. As a consequence the var1ous models 

also taKe different atomie bonds into account. 

It is clear that any realistic descr1pt1on of segrega

t1on should i nel u de all contribu U ons: surface energ1es, 

alloy 1nteract1ons, and solute stra1n energy. A f1rst appro

Xlmation 1s a simple summation of all contribut1ons leading 

to [2.20] (11 t .35) . 
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[2. 20) 

2 AHm 

AHa (YA- YB)o + (Z 1 (NAb-NAs) + Zv(NAb-1/2) I 

ZN A b ( 1 -NA b) 

where y 1 is the surface energy of the pure component 

1, . 0 iS the surface area per a torn, is the 

Th is enthalpy of mixing an<1 z is the coor<11nat1on number. 

equat!on has s!nce been exten<1e<1 to concentrate<1 solut!ons 

(11t .36) an<1 multilayer segregat!on (11t .37). 

Ev1<1ently, the rnathematics 1nvolve<1 is rather compli-

cate<1. Several mo<1els are <1evelope<1 to pre<11ct segrega t!on 

behav!our on s!mpler <1ata, like the shape of the phase 

<11agram (lit.38), but these are not always satisfactory. 

Fortunately the exper!mental <1eterm1nation of surface 

(an<1 of gra1nboun<1ary) segregation has exper!enced a large 

evol u ti on s!nce the <1evelopement of surface sens! ti ve 

techn!ques like AES (A uger Electron Spectroscopy), LEIS (Low 

Energy Ion Spectroscopy) an<1 SIMS (Secon<1ary Ion Mass 

Spectroscopy) (11 t.39). 

So far nothing has been sa1<1 about the time necessary 

to <1evelop an equilibrium surface concentrat!on. McLean 

(lit.29l has comb1ne<1 equat!ons for <11ffus1on with those for 

segregation. The most s!mple solut!on, for a monolayer cove

rage by an 1mpur1 ty, is <1ep!cte<1 in f!g.2.11. Here is a 

the enrichment 

It follows tha t 

cm 2 ;s an<1 a 

factor, 

for a 

10 3 

<1 the th!ckness of an atomie layer. 

hypothetical system w1 th D=41110-11 

alrea<1y after 10 seconds 60 i: 

of a monolayer is forme<1. The phys!cal basis for the very 

short times necessary to reach equilibrium concentrat!ons is 

the fact that only a small amount of material is 1nvolve<1 

an<1 that the <11stances are very short. So in practical 

situat!ons the surface of an alloy at e1evate<1 temperatures 

w111 always be covere<1 with a . .segregating element. 
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APPENDIX A 

In§ 2. 1. 1. 3 1t has been <1e<1uce<1 that: 

( 1-Hy) wH 5 (1-H 5 ) wH 5 
<<1yii)2 = W{<Ïyi)2 + w<1yi w<15 I 

H5 -Hy H5 -Hy 

If <1y I t 0 then 

<<1yii)2 (1-Hy)wH5 (1-H 5 ) wHd <1s I 

+ w--

(<1 I)2 y Hs-Hy H5 -Hy <1yi 

H 1- Y/Hs 

<1yii><1yi 1f the r!ght han<1 s1<1e of [A. 2) > 1 

This is true when: 

S!nce Hy<Hs<1 1t follows that: 

an<1 

So <1y I I/dy I for all cases. 
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chapter 3 experimental procedures 

~ 3.1 Haterials 

The research described in this thesis is concerned wi th 

the infl uence of impur1ties on re action d1ffusion. For this 

reason we have obtained copper from various sources, contai

ning different amounts of impurit1es. In table 3.1 a summary 

is gi ven on the composi t1on of the types of copper. 

table 3. 1 Chemie al 

copper type 

MRC, MARZ qual. 

MRC, VP qual. 

Drijfhout 

Preussag 

Cu1P 

analysis of the different types of 

P content s content 

< 1 

< 5 

32 

5 

1 

a 

b 

c = 

ppma < 1 ppma 

ppma < 5 ppma 

ppmb 1.5 ppmb 

ppmb 3.4 ppmb 

ati:c not determ. 

as sta.ted by the supplier 

determined by mass speetrometry 

as prepared 

copper 

Copper phosphide has been suppl1ed by Al ph a Prod u cts 

(Ventron) in the form of balls that contain 15 wtï. 

phosphorus according to the supplier. 

contain an excess of copper. 

Some of the balls 

Cu1P is prepared by melt1ng Cu MRC VP with copper phosphide 

to a total phosphorus content of 1 atï.. 

The poly-crystalline n-type silicon rod has been suppl1ed bY 

Vieille Montagne and germanium bY Ventron, m6N purity. 
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9 3.2 Preparation of the alloys 

Alloys have been prepared of lumps of raw mater!als 

!nstead of powders. Powders have the advantage that they can

be thoroughly mixed before melt!ng, but may introduce a 

large oxygen contam!nation in the alloys. The lumps on the 

other hand have less surface area and this area can be 

cleaned by grind!ng before melt!ng in order to remove the 

ox!da ti on layer. The 1 umps are mei ted three times by an 

electr!c are in an argon atmosphere. Th!s results in comple

tely homogen!zed alloys. Alloys are prepared w1 th Cu MRC VP. 

The alloys are checked for weight losses after melt!ng. 

Phosphorus has a strong tendency to evaporate espec!ally in 

low copper alloys. B!nary cu-Si and cu-Ge alloys are 

prepared without losses. The alloys are equil!brated in 

evacua ted sil!ca capsules for 3 weeks. (b!nary Cu-Si and Cu

Ge alloys) to 2 months (ternary cu-Si-P and cu-Ge-P alloys) 

at temperatures between 400 and 600 °C. After the heat 

treatment the alloys are water quenched. 

Samples are metallographically prepared as follows: 

they are mounted in res!n (manufactured by Struers) which 

has been made electr!cally conduct! ve w1 th iron powder 

(1ron:res1n 2:1 by weigh t). Polishing is ex ecu ted on 

successive types of SiC paper and on nylon cloth w!th 

diamond paste (6, 3, ~J,m) and f!n!shed w!th a short 

treatment w!th alum!na (0.05 J.Lm) on soft cloth. 

The morphology is studled w!th optica! m!croscopy, the 

compos1 ti on of the con st! tu t!ng phases is determ!ned w1 th 

electron probe micro analys!s (EPMA). 
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~ 3.3 Preparation of ditfusion couples 

3.3.1 Pre par at ion of · the slices 

Diffusion couples are prepared wi th slices cut from 

the raw materials with a SiC saw. The silicon slices are 

1w1w0.2 cm3, copper slices are circular wi th a diameter 

of 0.9 cm. The slices are ground on SiC paper, polished on 

nylon cloth wi th diamond paste and on soft cloth wi th 

alumina. For each type of material a different cloth has 

been used, which has only been used for that specific 

material, in order to a void contamina ti on. Between the 

various steps the slices are cleaned with alcohol or refined 

petrol. As a f!nal step the slices are washed With aceton 

and carefully but quickly dried in order to limit oxidat!on. 

After preparatien the slices are immediately placed in the 

vacuum furnaces again to limit oxidation to a . minimum. The 

whole procedure takes about 5 minutes. 

3.3.2 The vacuum fur nace 

The diffusion experiments are conducted in specially 

designed vacu urn furnaces (li t.1). In f!g.3 .1. a schematic 

view is given. The main body of the furnace is a molybdenum 

block. The diffusion couple is placed on top of this. Two 

thermocouples are placed inside the block close to the 

surface to measure and controle the tempera ture of the 

diffusion couple. The furnace is hea ted bY a thermocoax 

element. Around the heat!ng element radiation shields are 

placed, firstly to reduce heat losses, but secondly to 

prevent the warming up of the rubber leaktight rings. The 

platelets of the diffusion couple are pressed together with 

a weight of 20 kg that rests via a half alumina ball on the 

d!ffusion couple, resulting in a compressi ve stress of 3 

MPa. The furnace is evacuated with an o!l diffusion pump, to 

a pressure lower than 0.1mPa, which is good enough to 

prevent oxida ti on· of the diffusion couples during 
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annealing. An experiment, where the vacuum pump has fa1led 

shows that this vacuum is a prerequisite. 

The couples are placed in the furnace, which is then 

evacuated. Wh en the minim urn pressure has been reached the 

heating is put on. Experiments are conducted between 375 and 

650 oe; the tempera ture is controlled wi thin 2 oe .. 

The furnace reaches the desired temperature after about 15 

minutes. The moment the furnace has attained that tempera-

ture is taken as zero time for the reaction. After the 

anneal!ng treatment the furnace is switched off. The initial 

cool!ng rate is about 250°e/h. Depending on the original 

tempera t ure the cool!ng takes 2 to 4 hours. 

l diffus ion couple 
2 hea t i ng e l e me nt 
3 radiatio n snealds 
4 mo lybdenum block 

with thermocouple 
5 water cooled wal! 
6 we ight 
7 t o vacuum pumps 
8 a lumina ball 

F1.g .3.J Vacuum 
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~ 3.3.3 Hetallographic preparation of the ditfusion couples 

After annealing the d1ffus1on couples are embedded in 

the res1n described in § 3.2. The specimen is ground perpen

dicular to the react1on layer, unt11 a constant th1c:Kness 

has been reached. Next the couples are polished. The couples 

are studled both w1th opt1cal and electron m1croscopy. The 

morphology of the silicide layers is studled after etch1ng 

in dilute n1tr1c acid (n1tr1c acid 60ï. : water 2 by 

vol u me) for abou t 15 seconds. No solut1on has been found 

that g1ves sat1sfactory results 1n etch1ng german1des . 

In the next chapters the follow1ng code 1s used to 

1dent1fY a d1ffus1on couple between material A and B, 

annealed at X °C for Y hours A/B;X,Y. Somet1mes a 

ser1al number is 1ncluded, when several specimens prepared 

under 1dent1cal cond1t1ons exist. So: Cu1P/Ge;500,24,II 

means a couple between copper conta1n1ng 1a tï.P, and germa

nium, annealed at 500 °C for 24 hours, and th1s spec1fic 

couple 1s the second duplicate, 

~ 3.3.4 Other ditfusion couple techniques 

The vacuum furnace 1s not the only techn1que ava1lable 

to prepare dHfus1on couples. 

w1ng techn1ques are used. 

a) a spring tube. 

On rare occasions the follo -

The pla telets are placed · 1ns1de a tube as dep1cted 1n 

f1g.3.2 . where they are pressed together b}' a spring, wh1ch 

rema1ns outs1de the hot part of the furnace. To prevent 

ox1dat1on an inert gas (helium) 1s passed through the tube. 

Th1s procedure has two d1sadvantages : the major one is that 

the compress1ve stress that can be appl1ed is 1nsu:ffic1ent 

for the system stud1ed. Secondly the inert gas will always 

conta1n some oxygen and the cont1nuous flow w111 ox1d1ze the 

specimens. 
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:b) a clamp. 

A clamp consists of two pla telets made o:f stainless steel 

between which the c:1iffusion couple is placec:1 anc:1 the whole 

is screwec:1 together (fig.3.3). The clamp is anneal~c:1 insid:e 

an evacua tec:1 silica capsule. The c:11Sac:1vantage is that the 

compressi ve stress is· not reproc:1 uci:ble. 

1 2 3 5 

L 
I 

All 
..__---"-

,---j\ 
' 

I 

J 

V 
[__-

,_t;:::J ==========1 
FJ.g.3.2 Spr.tng tube 

stainless steel d.tscs 
screw 

-+-lf-1--d.Hfus.ton coupl e 

FJ.g . 3.3 Clamp 

9 3.4 Optical microscopy 

9 3.4.1 General remarks 

6 

:::J 

p 

1 ~ pawl 
2: spr.irJC 
3: alumi.na tube 
IJ': pressure bar 
5: d.Hfus.J.on couple 
ö: support plate 

I 

Alloys anc:1 c:1iffusion couples 

microscopy, :both w1th normal anc:1 

are stuc:1iec:1 with optica! 

polarizec:1 Ugh t (Reichert 

MeF2) to c:1etermine the n um:ber of phases formec:1 in a speci

men, the morphology of the react1on layers in diffusion 

couples and the thick.ness of the react1on layers. The fact 

tha t cu3Si anc:1 cu3Ge are coloured under polarized 

light greatly facilitated the ident1f1cat1on of the phases. 
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~ 3.4.2 Heasurement of the thickness of the reaction layers 

in ditfusion couples 
A Relehert metal-microscope equ!ppe~ w!th a cal!brate~ 

eye p!ece 1s use~ to measure the th!c~ness of the react!on 

1 ayers. Since some of the ~1ffus1on layers have a lens-

shape~ form (see chapter 4), the ~1ffus1on couples are 

groun~ unt!l a maximum th!c~ness has been reache~. The shape 

of the react!on layers m!ght lea~ to values of the th!c~

nesses that are systemat!cally too low. 

The ran~om uncerta!nty 1n the th!c~ness has three 

sourees 

a) When the zero-l!ne an~ the re a~-out l!ne are set, the 

rea~-out suffers from the usual errors 1n est1mat1on the 

f !nal ~ec !mal. These magn!tu~e of the error 1n th!c~ness 

~epen~s on the magn1f1cat1on of the object lens as is 

shown 1n table 3. 2. 

Table 3. 2 Error 1n th!c~ness as a function of the th!c~ness 

< 150 IJ,m 0.05 lf 15 -> IJ,m 

150 - 300 IJ,m 0 . 05 lf 30 -> 2 IJ,m 

300 - 760 IJ,m 0.05 11 76 -> 4 IJ,m 

760 - 1540 IJ,m 0.05 11 154 -> 8 IJ.ffi 

> 1540 IJ,m 3110,05 11 154 -> 23 IJ,m 

The relat!ve error !S about 1ï. 1n the whole range. 

b) In~epen~ent measurements on the same series of exper!

ments show a varlation of approx!mately 25 IJ,m !n the 

range of 760-1540 IJ,m, or!g!na t!ng from ~1fferences !n 

setting of the rea~-out 11ne 1n the eye p!ece. 

For these two sourees together the total uncerta!nty 1s 

cons!~er~~ to be 2 ï. of the val ue. S!nce the val ue of the 

th!c~ness 1s square~ for some type of numerical analys!s, 

th!s causes uncerta1nt1es up to 4ï. 1n ~2. 
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c) Especially in couples where an 1ncul:la tion time for the 

layer growth is present, 1rregu1ar layers may l:le forme<1, 

s1nce growth begins at <11fferent times for var1ous parts 

of the contact area. The uncertainty in the layer thick-

ness is reflecte<1 in the uncertainty in the reaption rate 

constant. 

~ 3.5 X-ray diffraction 

Although X-ray <11ffract1on has, after all, Qnly :been: 

use<1 in a quali ta ti ve sense, several techniques have :been 

appl1e<1 to stu<1y the structures of the phases forme<1.The X

ray <11ffract1on stu<11es are hampere<1 l:ly the high ox1<1a t1on 

ra te of the s111c1<1es, which ex cl u<1e<1 the general u se of 

pow<1ers for analyses. Slices are use<1 l:leca u se he re the 

oxi<1ation layer can easily l:le remove<1, :but usually the 

crystals in the specimen are very large. This results in 

<11ffractograms where intens! ties are change<1 <1ue to 

preferentlal or1entat1on. 

Diffractograms are recor<1e<1 with a Ph111ps PW 1010 or 

PW 1120 <11ffractometer, equippe<1 with a rota ting. specimen 

holder. An evacuate<1 Gulnier camera has :been use<1 for pow<1er 

<1iagrams, w1th alumina as an 1nternal stan<1ar<1. A micro l:leam 

has :been use<1 to recor<1 transmission X-ray <11ffract1on pat

terns through the e<1ge of a we<1ge-shape<1 <11ffus1on couple. 

High temperature <11ffract1on has :been con<1ucte<1 in an eva

cua te<1 <11ffractometer equipe<! with an electr 1call y he a te<1 

platinum :belt. The <11fferences between the various cu3s1 

phases can not l:le <11st1ngu1she<1 wfth these techniques. 

The possil:lle texture in the react1on layers is <1eter

m1ne<1 w1 th a cyl1n<1r1cal camera. No texture has :been foun<1. 

In all experiments Cu Ka radlation has :been use<1. 
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§ 3.6 Electron Probe Micro Analysis (EPMA) 

§ 3.6.1 General 

When a metal 1s 1rrad1ated w1th electrens of suff1c1ent 

energy a vacancy w111 be created 1n one of the electron core 

levels of the a toms. Th1s vacancy w111 be f1lled w1th an 

electron from a higher level and the energy can be released 

1n the form of character1st1c X-rays. The wa velength of the 

X-rays 1s independent of the environment of the atom, unless 

the vacancy has been ere a ted 1n a bonding level as 1s the 

case 1n ultra light atoms 11Ke boron and carbon. Special 

problems ar1se then (11 t.2), but we w111 not deal w1th them 

here s1nce the elements 1nvolved 1n th1s research, Cu, Si, 

Ge, P all have higher atomie numbers. 

The X-rays that are em1tted from the target or1g1nate 

from a tear drop 11Ke volume, hav1ng the s1ze of about 

1um3, therefore 

Analyses are 

micro analyses are poss1ble. 

performed w 1 th a Jeol 733 Superprobe, 

usually eperating w1th an accelerat1on voltage of 20 KV and 

a beam current of 10 nA, although somet1mes also 30 nA has 

been used. 

§ 3.6.2 Correction program 

S1nce X-rays are character1st1c they can be used to 

1dent1fy the elements present 1n the 1rrad1ated volume 

(qual1 ta t1 ve analyses). Quant! ta t1 ve analyses are a lso 

poss1ble 1f we compare the measured 1ntens1 ties w1 th a 

standard 1ntens1 ty. Several correct1ons have to be made 1n 

order to convert these ratlos to concentratien units. These 

correct1ons are concerned w1 th the effects of atomie number, 

absorpt1on and fl uorescence. In th1s research the so-called 

Th1s program 1s based on a BAS program 1s 

descr1pt1on of 

depth of the 

used (11 t .3). 

the X-ray d1str1but1on as a funct1on the 

specimen w1 th a $(pz) curve 1n wh1ch 
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~ re presen ts the 1on1za ti on and pz the mas:S depth of 

the sample. 

Although th!s program 1n general is superior over other 

programs (11 t.4) several remarKs have to be made here. In 

all correction programs wavelengths are parametrized, as 

wen as cri t!cal exc1tat1on voltages. Mass absorption coef-

f1c1ents (MAC's) are generally calculated using parametriza

tions, wh!ch may not be fully optimalized, since MAC's are 

usually not Known w!th suff!c!ent accuracy. This results in 

large varlation in data for spec!fic systems, for instanee 

the mass absorption coeff!cient for S! Ka in Cu ranges 

from 3513 according to Frazer (11 t.5) to 3212 according to 

Heinrich (11t.6) which is a scatter of 10ï.. The BAS program 

u:Ses the Frazer parametrization, all other parametrizations 

being adapted to these val ues. 

Due to limi ta tions in the computer ca pa cl ty a tomic 

numbers are given as whole numbers, thus the BAS program 

worKs w!th an atomie number of 63 for copper, wh!le in fact 

it is 63.54. The influence on the program, where the atomie 

number is a variable, is diff!cult to estimate. This limita

tion will be removed in a future version of the program. 

These problems and other possible errors in the correc

tion program can be circumvented by choosing a standard 

sample, which composi tion lies close to the unKnown . The 

advantages w.1.11 be demonstrated in chapter 4 . 

Another advantage of this choice is that the optima! 

detector setting can be used for both the standard and the 

unKnown. This can be demonstrated w!th the histograms 

depicted in f!g.3.4 . 

average val ue . 

Here count rates are normalized to the 

The specimen 1s silicon r!ch cu3s1. 

eaUbra ti on is ex ecu ted el ther on elemental copper and sili-

con or on a standard cu3s1 compound. The distribution 

for S! Ka after calibration on cu3s1 is much narro-

wer than after calibration on elemental silicon. That 

especially silicon is vulnerable for this phenomenon is 

partly ca used by the fa ct tha t the coun t ra te in pure 

silicon is 20 times as high as in cu3s1. So eaUbra ti on 

on pure silicon involves detector settings optimal for high 
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count rates to be used for low count rates in the samples. 

Cal1bra t1on on cu 3Si allows the u se of detector setting 

opt1mal for low count rates both for the standard as for the 

samples. Copper is l~ss vulnerable since copper forms some 

88 wt/. of cu3Si and the coun tra tes bet ween pure copper 

and cu3Si do not differ much. 

It is, however, striking that the silicon distribut1on 

is always wider than the copper distribut1on. This must be 

related to the fact that silicon has a lower atomie number, 

so the absorpt1on correction is appreciable. Si Ka is 

more surface sensi ti ve than Cu Ka. The se a tter then is 

ca used by by the surface condi u on: roughness or oxida t1on 

layers. 
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F1g.3.iJ Compar1son of the count rates for copper and 

s111con Ka 1n cu 3 s1, after cal1brat1on on elements 

For each analys1s the CuKa and S1Ka 

have been counted for 10 sec. The count rates are norma11zed 

w 1th respect to the average count rate obta1ned for the 

w hole ser1es. 



9 3.6.3 Specimen preparation 

Quantitative analyses w!th EPMA require a conc1uct1ve 

specimen. Not only the sample itsel:f neects to be conc1 uct1 ve, 

without insulating gaps or interlayers, but also the sample 

holder has to be conc1uct1ve; This is achievec1 by mixing the 

resin with roetal powder. Commonly copper is used, but this 

may be spread out over the sample surface during polishing. 

Since our samples contain copper-· this may lead to m1s1nter-

preta ti ons. To avo1c1 confusion the res1n is mixed with iron 

powder, which can clearly .. be 1c1entif1ed as or1g1néiit1ng from 

the sample holder in case some contamina t1on w1 th the sample 

m1ght occur. 

Samples have to be flat, scratch free anc1 clea~. During 

the analyses 1t appearec1 that silicon is easily oxidized and 

cu3s1 is notorious for 1ts high ox1c1at1on rate. There

fore all specimen are polished 1mmec11ately before analys1s. 

9 3.7 AES at high tempera ture 
Auger Electron Spectroscopy uses A uger electrons to 

study the compos1t1ons of surfaces (li t.7) . 

The incident electron beam creates a vacancy in a core 

level (fig.3.5l. .wh1.ch is immedia tely f1llec1 by a nother 

electron. The energy EK-EL from this trans! ti on can 

be releaseet in the form of characteristic X-rays (the basis 

for ·EPMAl or can be transferred to another electron, e.g. in 

the L2 level, wh1ch is ejected as ail Auger electron. The 

Kinetic energy of Auger electrons Hes in the range of 20 -

F 1g.3.5 Energy levels lnvolved. ln an Auger transltlon 
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2500 eV. 

(about 

These electrons have a 11m1 ted mean free pa th 

nm), result1ng 1n a h1gh surface sens1t1v1ty of 

.A ES. Beca use of th1s h1gh surface sens1 t1 v1 ty .A ES 1s perfor

med 1n ultra h1gh vacuum systems, 1n order to reduce carbon 

and oxygen contam1nat1on. Even at a pressure of w-7 Pa 

an apprec1able fract1on of a monolayer of carbon and oxygen 

can be adsorbed on the surface of the specimen 1n a per1od 

of 30 m1n u tes. 

roounting stage 

UHV system 

<~===============----== electron gun 
'--r------------~---cylindrical 

roirror analyzer 

Fig.3 .6 Schematic view of tb.e b.i/lb. temperature AES apparatus 

H1gh tempera ture AES 1s performed by hea t1ng a specimen 

1ns1de the UHV system (f1g.3.6). A uger spectra are recorded 

wh1le the specimen 1s hot. A different techn1que constitutes 

1n heat1ng the specimen 1n the prevacuum chamber and 1ntro-

duc1ng 1t 1n the UHV after cool1ng down. The results, d1s-

cussed 1n chapter 4, prove, tha t this techn1que would g1 ve a 

false 1mpress1on of the mater1als studled in th1s thesis. 

At the t1me of our exper1ments our sample introduetion 

system cons1sted of a long bar, wh1ch 1s Kept outside the 

vacuum system, when out of use. Heat1ng th1s bar ins1de the 

UHV results 1n a severe deter1orat1on of the vacuum. S1nce 

AES 1s onlY used as an 1nd1cat1on of the 1mpur1t1es involved 

1n the d1ffus1on exper1ments we have not tried to reduce the 

carbon leveL 
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9 3.8. Sta tistical eval u a ti on of the data. 

Several stat1st1ca1 equatlons are used to evaluate the 

data. Since these techniques are standard only the, formulas 

and the de fini t1ons will be gi ven (11 t.8). 

The mean of n values x is given as 

n 

The sample standard deviation ax of x is given by: 

a 2 x 
n-1 

The standard deviation a of x 

nw (n - 1) n 

is given by: 

[ 3. 1] 

[3. 2] 

[ 3. 3] 

The 70 :~ confidence interval of x is given by x t a. 

Regression lines for y ax + b are calculated from: 

[ 3. ~] 

n • ~ ( x • y ) - ~x • ~Y 

a = 

[ 3. 5] 

b = 
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where y is the val ue measurect as a :funct!on of x, which is 

accura tely known. 

The 70 z con:fictence interval :for the slope a and intercept b 

can be calcula ted :from 

[ 3. 6) 

:E[y-f(X))2 

( n -2) 

[ 3. 7) 

where y is the nieasurect val ue and :f(x) ax + b 
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chapter 4 the influence of p.hosphorus 

on the reaction 

between copper and silicon 

§ 4. 1 Scope of this chapter 
As is explained in chapter 1 we are interested in the 

soUd sta te re action bet ween copper and silicon beca u se 

neither the product formation nor the reaction kinetics are 

understood. 

Since the influence of impuri ties on sol1d state reac

Uons has been observed before (11 t.1), we have rel a ted the 

impuri ty content of the various types of copper W1th the 

product formation and the kinetics in the react1on between 

copper and silicon. Although the impur1ty contents in the 

original copper types (Cu Drijfhout, Cu Preussag) seem 

rather simUar (tab 3.1) AES at high temperatures indicates 

a strong phosphorus segregation in case of Cu Drijfhout (for 

details see § 4.5). Cu Preussag shows sulphur segregat1on. 

Sul ph ur segrega ti on has been reported before (11 t.6). 

Prel1minary experiments with dopes of phosphorus and sulphur 

added to the copper start1ng material have suggested that 

the presence of phosphorus is more important than that of 

sulphur. Therefore our attention has been focussed on the 

influence of phosphorus on the react1on between copper and 

silicon. 

The central quest1ons are : a]: in what way are the 

react1on kinet1cs influenced by phosphorus and b]: is the 
. I 

absence of cu5Si and cu15si 4 kinetically deter-

mined or caused by the presence of phosphorus? 

cu5Si and cu15si4 may be absent for kinet1-

cal reasons, which means that the layers are present in 

principle, but are too small to be observed. These products 

will then be found, when the react1on condi tions are 

chansed. On the other hand : the presence of phosphorus 
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miiht chanie the phase <1iairam applyini to the reaction in 

such a way that the <11ffusion path <1oes not reach cu5Si 

In f1i.4.1 a schematic phase <1iairam is 

shown, which explains the absence of the other Si11Ci<1es. 

The essential feature of this <1iairam is that no tie lines 

exist between cu3P an<1 cu15si 4 or cu5S1. In 

§ 4.6.2 it will be arsue<1 that this phase <1iairam can not be 

correct. 
p 

FJ.I/.4.1 PossJ.ble ternary phase dJ.a11ram , rrhJ.ch exc1udes the 

formation of and J.n CU/ SJ. dJ.f-

fusJ.on couples J.n the presence of phosphorus. In § 4.6 J.t 

rrJ.ll be ar11ued that thJ.s dJ.a11ram can not be correct. 
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In this chapter the following su:bjects w111 l:>e discussed: 

literature survey on the solid state reaction between 

copper and silicon in § 4.2. 

- the Cu-Si phase diagram as reported in the 11 ter a ture (§ 

4.3) will :be compared with results o:btained in l:>inary 

auoys (§ 4.4) .. and w ith the prod u cts fo~Qled in diffusion 

couples (§ 4.6). 

after a few remarl<.s . on the initial experiments (§ 4.5), 

the diffusing component will :be determined (§ 4.7) and the 

morphology of the reaction layers will :be discussed (§ 

4. 8). 

the react1on l<.inetics (§ 4.9) in copper-silicon diffusion 

couples, l:>oth with phosphorus free and phosphorus-con

taining copper has :been determined and the effect of 

oxidation of the silicon slices has :been studied (§ 4.10). 

- the in fl uence of the phosphorus on the solid sta te reac

tion between copper and silicon will :be discussed and a 

comparison with data reported in the literature will :be 

made (§ 4.11). 

§ 4.2 Literature survey on the solid state reaction 

between copper and silicon 
The solid state reaction between copper and silicon has 

:been studied :before :by other workers and their results agree 

with the general picture given in chapter 1: only one 

product is formed and there is disagreement on the reaction 

l<.inetics. 

Veer and Kolster (lit.2) have used clamps to press 

the copper and siliconpla telets together. Only cu3Si is 

found. In the temperature range between 350 and 550°C 

the reaction proceeds in a diffusion controlled process, 

after an incul:>ation time. It is noted here that the layer 

thicl<.nesses are plotted as a function of the square root of 

time, which thwarts the correct determination of the incul:>a

tion time as explained in chapter 2. 
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The activation energy for the diffusion coefficient has 

been calculated by Veer et al. 

w:b.ile Kolster (11t. 3) gives 88 

(lit. 2) to be 78 ~J;mol, 

~J/mol. The difference 

between these valuse sterns from a difference in diffusion 

coefficient derived from the same diffusion couples, shown 

by a comparison of table 1 in 11t. 2 w1th table 7. 1 in 11t. 3.-

Ward (11t. 4) has reexamined the original data of Veer et 

al. and finds an activation energy of 107 ~J;mol for the 

reaction rate constant, defined as ~=d2/t (~m2;h). 

The reaction proceeds by exclusive copper diffusion 

through the already formed silicide layer. Kolster (Ut. 3) 

proposes a bul~ diffusion mechanism. The low activation 

energy is attributed by the high defect concentration in 

cu3 si. 

Onishi and Miura (11t.5) have employed a furnace w1th 

the same general design as the one used in our wor~. They 

have examined the influence of the compressive stre;ss on the 

layer thic~ness (fig.4.2a). At low stresses they have found 

a non-11near relat1on between d and t1/2 , However, H we 

replot their data as d2 as a funct1on of t (f1g.4.2b) 

we see, that when higher stresses are applied, the incu

bation time reduces and the reaction rate constant 

increases. The fact that the diffusion seems to be accele-

rated by higher stresses is explained by them by the obser

vation of Kir~endall pores at the copper-silicide interface, 

when low stresses are applied. High stresses ~eep the pores 

closed, so that the reaction proceeds without hindrance. 

When the applied stresses are higher than 8 MPa the layer 

thic~ness is a 11near fil.netion of the square root of time 

and the react1on rate becomes stress independent. 

Between 420 and 465°C, at 12 MPa, the reaction is a 

dHfusion limlted process wlth an act1 va t1on energy of 150 

~J;mol, which is aser-lbed to bul~ diffuslon of copper

through cu3s1. No other phases are observed. 

Ward et al (11 t.4) have used a different technique to 

study the reactlon. SUlcon slices are etch-cleaned and 

electroplated wlth a thln layer of copper. This couple is 

allowed to react for a short tlme (= 100 s} at temperatures 
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between 250 and 350°C; The rema1n1ng copper is etched 

a way and the thickness of the cu3s1 layer is measured. 

Ho 1ncu:bat1on time is o:bserved. The act1vat1on energy of 105 

kJ /mol, is rel a t1 vely low and is ascr !:bed to grain :boundary 

diffusion. The difference in act! vation energy between this 

work (11 t.4) . and On1sh1's (11 t.5) is explained :by Ward et 

al.:by the different temperature range in which the exper1-

men ts are cond ucted : at higher tempera tures :bulk d1ffus1on 

plays a larger role than at low temperatures where Ward has 

experimented. Furthermore the different exper!mental 

technique may cause differences in nucleauon of cu3s1 

when the grains are smaller, and more :boundaries exist grain 

:boundary diffusion w111 play a larger role than in the case 

of larger grains. 
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FiK. 4.2a The influence of the compressive stress on the 

Jayer thickness in Cu/Si diffusion couples accordinK to 

Jit.E at 450"C. 

FiK. 4 . 2b The data of FiK. 4.2a plotted as the thickness 

squared as function of time, clearly showinK the presence of 

an incubation time at Jow stresses. Note the advantaKe this 

plot offers in the determination of the reaction rate 

constant. 
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§ 4.3 The copper-silicon phase diagram 

1100 

. 1 

6 
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F1g . 4.3 The blnary copper-s111con phase dlagram accordlng to 

JU. 7. 

The copper-s111con phase <Hagram accor<11ni to 11 t. 7 1s 

shown 1n f1g .4 .3. The ex1stence of the h1ih temperature 

compoun<1s K, 13, an<1 Cl is of no concern for th1s work. 

our attention is focuss~<1 on the y, E an<1 " phases, 

wh1ch are the only ex1st1ng compoun<1s at temperatu,res l>elow 

The solul>111ty of sUlcon in copper 1s qu1te 

large, al>ou t U a t:l. at 800°C; whUe the sol ub111ty of 

copper in sUlcon 1s negl1g1l>le. on th1s scale : 0.00009a t:l. 
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at 800°C (11 t.8). The y-phase has a cubic structure, 

13-Hn type, a 0 =0.6222nm (11 t.9). The y-phase shows a 

homogene! ty range from 16.8 to 18.1a tY. silicon at 500°C, 

acccor<11ng to th1s <11agram. The alterna t1 ve name cu5s1 

implies a silicon content of 16.7atY.. The E-phase has been 

subject of a <11scuss1on concerning the existence of this 

phase. The existence has been affirme<1 by Hukher jee et 

al.(l1 t.10), The E-phase has a cubic structure, a 0 = 

0 .9615nm. They report some transformation near 600°C, 

but this is not conf1rme<1 by Hul tgren an<1 Desa i (li t . 7). 

Hultgren et al. (lit.7) state the silicon content to be 

20.1atY., whUe Hansen (lit.9) <1ef1nes the E-phase as a 15:4 

electron compound, w1 th 21.1a tY. silicon. Th is is qu1 te close 

to the val ue of 21.2a tY. tha t Hukher jee et al. 

(l1t.10). 

have foun<1 

The <1a ta concerning the ", fl'an<1 ".. phases are 

contra<11ctory. The low temperature transformat1ons as shown 

1n the <11agram are not always foun<1 (li t.8). Accor<11ng to 

Kolster (11 t.3) a th1r<1 transforma t1on occurs aroun<1 

200°C. Hukher jee et al. (11 t.10) have foun<1 a low tempe

rature phase ", with a complex tetragonal cell. At high 

temperatures there are <1rast1c changes in the 1ntens1ty of 

some <11ffract1on lines, 1n<11cat1ng some sort of transforma

tion between 550 an<1 700°C. 

Solberg (li t.11) has <1eterm1ne<1 the structure of prec1-

p1tates in silicon by means of transmission electron <11f

fract1on. The crystal structure 1s <1eterm1ne<1 to be base<1 on 

a tr1gonally <11storte<1 bcc arrangement. The fl" la tt1ce 

is orthorhombic (C) an<1 1s a two-<11mens1onal long per1o<1 

superlat1ce, a = 7.676nm, b = 0.700nm, c = 2.194nm. The high 

temperature forms " an<1 " , are both relate<1 to this 

structure. They have tr1gonal spacegroups R3m an<1 R3 

respect i vely w1 th la ttice parameters a('l) = 0.2t47nm, a(fll 

= 109,7ti 0 ; a(fl') = O.ti72nm, a(fl') = 95.72°. 

The fl-phases are commonly referre<1 to as cu3s1, 

suggesting a compos1t1on with 25atY. silicon. As shown in the 

phase <11agram the fl-phases contain less silicon accor

<11ng to Hul tgren et al.(li t.7) the homogene1ty region ranges 
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from 23.0 to 24.8 atï. silicon. Kolster (11 t.3) does not 

examine the boundary concentrations, but 1nd1cates that an 

alloy w1 th 24.2 atï. silicon is a homogeneous one. On1sh1 

(11 t.5) tal<.es respect! vely 23.2 and 24.3 atï. Si as the 

homogene i ty boundaries of the cu3s1 layer found in dH

fusion couples between 400 and 460°C. Heither Veer 

(li t.2) nor Ward (11 t.4) i1 ve exact determina ti ons of the 

silicon concentration in their reaction layers. 

9 4.4 Determination of the composition of the silicides 
In o:r-der to confirm the copper-s111con phase diagram 

binar.y alloys conta1n1ng 5 30 atï. silicon have been 

prepared by arc-melt1ni (see § 3.2 for practical details). 

Both two-phased and homogeneous alloys have been stu<11e<1. 

§ 4.4.1 X-ray diffraction 

· x-ray <11ffract1on is onlY use<1 in a qua11tat1ve sense. 

The <11ffract1on patterns of cu5s1 an<1 cu15s14 are 

simHar tci those reporte<1 in the 11 terature. Experiments 

with cu3s1 are ham.pere<1 by the high ox1<1at1on rate of 

this s111c1<1e. Si nee pów<1ere<1 specimens have a large surface 

area which results in high amounts of ox1<1at1on pro<1ucts, we 

are obl1ge<1 to u se pla telets tha t can eas11Y be clèane<1 by 

po11sh1ng. The u se of pla telets has the <11sa<1 van tase tha t 

preferent1al orientation may occur. This w111 resul t in 

1ntens1ties of the <11ffract1on lines that <1eviate from those 

given in the literature. 

DUr1ng high temperature <11ffract1on experiments on 

pow<1ere<1 cu3s1 samples in vacu um we have observed a 

change in 1ntens1ty of the <11ffract1on 11nes aroun<1 

200°C, conf1rm1ng a structure chanse as susgeste<1 bY 

Kolster (11t.3). Another small alteration occurs between 465 

an<1 470°C in a sample conta1n1ng s111con-r1ch cu3s1 

an<1 silicon, 1n<11ca ting the transforma u on n"-Hl'· 
These alterations are only recogn1ze<1 <1ur1n8 heatins of the 
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specimen; on cool!ng no changes can be observed to wha t is 

probably the stable room tempera ture form. But 1f a specimen 

is kept at room temperature for prolonged time, the d!ffrac

t!on pattern differs from a freshly annealed sample, so some 

transformation occurs at room temperature. Be ca u se of the 

irreversible nature of the experiments, we have not tried to 

interpret the patterns. 

~ 4.4.2 Conf irmation of the phase diagram 

For the determina t1on of the composi t1on of the sil!

cides we rely totally on electron probe micro analysis 

(EPMA) and inspeetion by opt!cal microscopy. 

In early analyses we have used elementary copper and 

silicon as a cal1brat1on standard for EPMA. The BAS 

t(pz) correctionprogram (11 t.12) is used to calculate 

the composi tion of the samples from the measured X-ray 

in ten si ties. 

These analyses confirm the existing phase diagram in 

the temperature range between 400 and 500°C. The solubility 

of silicon in copper is 10atX, cu5Si, cu15si4 and CujSi 

contain respectively 17, 22 and 24atX silicon on average. No 

other compounds are found. 

~ 4,4,3 Improvement of the analytical procedure 

Puring these analyses a major problem has emerged: the 

oxida tion of the standards as well as the samples. Especial

ly the silicon standard is vulnerable to oxidat!on, which 

may cause deviations as large as 10 X in the cal!brat!on. 

The reproducibility is improved when freshly polished 

standards are used. 

Ag a in the high oxida t1on ra te of cu3Si ca uses 

problems. Hot only because the correction program used for 

the analyses cannot handle specimens covered wi th a thin 

layer of a second phase, but also because a concentration 
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gra<1ient is create<1 in the alloy (fig.~ .~). It has been 

report ed. (11 t.13), tha t copper-silicon alloys are cover ed. 

with a Si02 layer, leaving a copper enriche<1 layer 

beneath. So 1t iS not suf:ficient to polish away the OXid.a-

ti on layer, but a <1eeper layer ought to be removeq.. In a 

contain about 2~ atX silicon 
i have sample, l<.nown to we 

measure<1 16 atx silicon after superficial polishing. 

depth 

F J.g.4.4 A .schematJ.c v J.ew of the .s1.11.con concentratJ.on 

prof 1.1e J.n an ox 1.d1.zed alloy. 

In or<1er to elimina te these oxi<1a t1on problems in the 

samples we have a<1opte<1 the following proced.ure: a specimen 

is abra<1e<1 on 600 Grit SiC paper (mesh 25 ~Jm) , quicKly 

polishe<1 wi th 611m an<1 111m <1iamon<1 paste, washe<1 wi th refine<1 

petrol an<1 ethanol an<1 imme<1iately, covere<1 with ethanol, 

inserte<1 in the pre-vacuum chamber of the electron micros

cope. Here the specimen is allowed. to <1ry un<1er vacuum. This 

proced. ure re sul ts in samples tha t show no <1iscolora ti on. 

Polishing With alumina seems to be particularly :ttazar<1ous 

for the samples. 

For a precise <1eterminat1on of the phase bound.aries of 

cu3Si we have use<1 a homogeneous cu3Si alloy con tai

ning 23.6atX silicon (as weighte<1, melte<1 an<1 anneale<1 't{it-

hout losses) as calibration stan<1ar<1. The use of a stan<1ar<1 

with comparable composition to tne unl<.nown has the ad.vantage 
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that the count rates of the stan<1ar<1 an<1 the sample are 

quite al!k.e, which strongly improves the count!ng stat1st1cs 

Furthermore uncertaint!es in the correction program l!k.e 

a:bsorpt!on coefficients have less influence on the composi

t!on calcula te<1 as is explaine<1 in chapter 3. The <1isa<1 van

tage is that a :bias may :be create<1 in the analyses: if the 

stan<1ar<1 alloy has a <1ev ia ti on in 1ts composition all the 

analyses will <1eviate in the same <1irect1on. But rel a ti ve 

concentrat!ons w!ll :be more rel!a:ble : 1f two concentrat!ons 

<1iffer, say 2. atY., this numl>er has a greater confi<1ence when 

it is measure<1 against a compound with a:bout the same compo

si tion than when elements are use<1 as stan<1ar<1s. 

The improvement in the count!ng stat1st1cs is clar1fie<1 

l>y comparing fig.4.5.a wi th fig.4.5.:b. Fig.4.5.a shows a 

histogram of 75 analyses of the concentrat!on measure<1 with 

EPHA, ca lil> ra te<1 w i th elemen tary copper an<1 silicon. The 

alloy consists of Wi th some so 

point measurements have :been taken in the copper rich 

aoN-.:2'\0~ 
• 4 • • 0 0 0 • 0 • 

M V on 
N N N 

------4 at%Si 

F1g.4.5.a Copper r1ch s1de of cu3s1, 

elementary copper and s111con. 

x = 24.44atx s1, <7g = O.ó, n = 75, q 

F1g.4.5.b Copper r1ch s1de of cu3s1 

Cu3S1 contaJ.n1ng 23.öatx SJ.. 

x = 23.4öa.tx s1, a x = 0.17, n = 99, q 

= 

"' Q) 

"' >o ..... 
"' " "' .... 
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... 
Q) 
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measured aga1nst 

0.07 

measured aga1nst 

0.02. 
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The coneen tra ti ons calcula ted span a range 

of more than 2a ti':. F!g.4.5.:b shows a histogram of 99 ana-

lyses of the same compound, :but now after cali:brat!on on the 

23.6 ati': Si alloy. The latter histogram is much narrower and 

approaches a normal d!str !:bu t!on. The standard ,de via t1on 

ox in a single measurement has :been reduced 'from 0.6-

(f1g.4.5.a) to 0.17 ati': (f1g.4.5.:b). The mean value of the 

silicon concentrat!on x is sh!fted from 24.44 to 23.46ati': 

in the latter case. This may :be the :bias that is introduced 

:by the alloy, although !t is more pro:ba:ble that i after 

cali:brat!on on elementary silicon (f1g.4.5.a) dev!ates from 

the re al compos! ti on :beca u se of errors in the correction 

program. 

§ 4.4.4 Precise determination of the composition of the 

silicides at 500°C 
The use of the 23.6ati': Si alloy as a calil>rat!on stan

dard, together w !th the special proeed ure to a vo!d the 

ox!da ti on of the samples, opens the poss1:b1li ty to determ!ne 

the W!dth of the homogene! ty range of Cu3S1. For that 

purpose two alloys are analysed cu 3s1 With some 

cu 15s1 4 (the copper rich si de of cu 3S1) and 

cu3s1 With silicon pree! pita tes (the silicon r!ch si de 

Of cu3S1). Both alloys are equ!li:bra ted at 500°C for 

2 months. The results are summar!zed in f1g.4.6. 

The measurements on :both alloys are clearly separated, 

when cali:brated w!th respect to the 23.6ati': alloy. If we 

compare these results w!th the calculated range of compos1-

t1on after cali:brat!on on the elements (f1g.4.5.a), we see 

tha t 1 t would :be 1mposs1:ble to se para te the two compos1t1ons 

of cu3s1 in the later case. Now we can calcula te the 

average compos1t1on of :both alloys wh!ch results in a sili

con concentration of 23.46 +/- 0.02ati': for the copper rich 

s!de of cu3s1 and 24.23 +/- 0.03ati': for the silicon r!ch 

s!de. The homogene!ty range is 0.8ati': w!de. 
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conta1ns less s111con than th1s s1mple formula suggests. If 

we compare our results w1th the pul>l1shed phase diagram 

(f1g.4.3) we see that conta1ns less s111con 

accord1ng to our results, and that our homogene1ty region 1s 

smaller. our results agree reasonal>ly wen w1th those of 

On1sh1 et al.(l1 t.5J. 
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flg.4 . 6 Analyses of copper rlch, respectlveJy s1J1con rlch 

cu3s1 wlth EPHA , callbrated on 23 . 6atY. Sl . 

Cu rlch 

Sl r1ch 

x ax 
23 . 46 o. 17 

24.21 0 . 26 

a n 

0 . 02 99 

0.03 99 

The same anal yt1ca1 procedure 

alloys , conta1n1ng <X + Cu5S1, . cu5s1 

cu3s1, equ111l>rated at 500°C, W'h1ch 

the concentrat1on of all phses at that 

The results are summar1zed 1n tal>.4. 1. 

1s appl1ed to other 

+ cu15s14 , Cu15s14 + 

g!ves the 11m1 ts 1n 

temperature. 
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Table 4.1 Summary of the phase boundaries in the copper

silicon system at 500°C, measured with EPHA, calibrated 

on a 23 . 6atX Si aJJoy. 

alloy phase :boun<1ary s111con content at i: 

a+Cu5 S1 . a (S1 r!ch) 10.02 +/- 0.06 

14. 7ati:S1 cu5s1 (Cu r!ch) 16.72 +/- 0 . 05 

Cu5S!+Cu15s1 4 Cu5S1 (S! r!ch) 17.54 +/- 0 . 05 

20.8ati:S1 cu15s14 (Cu r!ch) 21. 70 +I- 0.04 

Cu15si4 +cu3S1 cu15s1 4 (S1 r!ch) 21. 86 +I- 0.06 

23. Oati:S1 Cu3S1 (Cu r!ch) 23. 46 +/- 0.02 

cu3S! + Si cu3S1 (S! r!ch) 24. 23 +/- o . o3 

29. 5ati:S1 

We can compare our results w!th the pu:bl1she<1 phase 

<11agram. The homogene! ty range of cu5s1 seems to :be 

smaller; the compos1t1on fits the formula cu5s1 an<1 th!s 

compound 1s al:>le to a:bsorl:> a small amoun t of s111con. 

cu15s14 has a very narrow homogene! ty reg!on, w 1 th a 

small excess of s111con compare<1 to th!s formula. 

\ 
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§ 4.5 Initial experiments 

The 1n1 tial experiments are primarilY concerned w1 th 

the determination of the possible impuri ty governing the 

reaction between copper and silicon, and wi th increasing the 

reproducibility of the diffusion experiments. 

§ 4.5.1 AES 

Auger spectra are recorded With the apparatus described 

before (§ 3.7). The profiles are shown in fig 4.7. They are 

recorded during heating of the sample in the ultra high 

vacuum chamber. Both profiles show a rather large carbon 

contamination, which is related with the construction of 

the mounting stage. The main feature is the large phosphorus 

segrega tion in Cu Drijfhout (bulK coneen tra ti on 30 ppm). 

Dur!ng heating both sulphur and phosphorus segregate to the 

surface, but the driving force for phosphorus segregation 

seems to be higher in case of cu Drijfhout. The 

concentration of phosphorus at the surface, calculated after 

correction for the carbon con tam i na ti on, is abou t 25a tiC 

This resembles a cu3P surface. The segregation ratio is 

about 104 , a value not exceptionauy h!ih (11t.14). The 

behaviour of Cu MRC VP (bulK concentration phosphorus < 5 

ppm) is quite different. The most important difference is 

that, the phosphorus signal does not change during the 

experiment, while the sulphur signal is rather strong. The 

segregation of sulphur to a copper surface is well 

documentated, since sulphur is a rather common impurity in 

"pure" copper (11 t.6). 

The strong phosphorus segregation challenged us to test 

the hypothesis that phosphorus is the impurity that influen

ces so strongly the reaction between copper and silicon. 
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F11/.4.7 .AES prof11e dur1nl! hot stalle exper1ment'; 

a) Cu Dr1Jfhout, conta1n1nl! 30 ppm P, 

b) Cu HRC VP, conta1n1n11 <5 ppm P. 

In passing we note that the phoshorus signal quicl<ly 

reduces when the heating power is switched off. This implies 

that studying segregation behaviour by heating the specimen 

in the pre-vacuum chamber and recording the surface 

composition after cooling, might give a false impression of 

the surface composi tion at high temperature. 

§ 4.5.2 Improvement of the reproducibility 

The reprad ucibili ty is grea tly improved af ter the re

cognition of the fact that capper from various sourees might 

react differently because of different impurity contents. 

Further impravemen ts have be·en gained af ter changing 

the preparation procedure, in that way that contamination 

With other elements is avoided. Flat mirror lil<e slices are 

used and oxidation is reduced to a minimum (see §3.3 for 

details). 

Attention has been paid to the compressive stress 

applied during a annealing treatment. A campromise between 

the val u es adv ised by Onishi et al. (li t.5), the compressi ve 

stress ought to be larger than 10MPa, and the practical 
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possibili ties of our equipment has been reache<1 : a constant 

stress <1uring all experiments of 3 MPa. This is achieve<1 by 

using larger silicon slices than copper slices, so that the 

contact area is <1etermine<1 by the surface of the copper 

slice. The size of the copper slices is <1etermine<1 by the 

bar in which copper has been supplie<1. In principle i t is 

in<1ee<1 possible to use smaller silicon slices, which woul<1 

re sult in higher stresses. Several <1isa<1vantages exist 

however: smaller slices are <1iff1cul t to manipula te an<1 si<1e 

effects become more important. The lens-shape of the 

reaction layer, as will be <1iscusse<1 in § 4 .8.1 fa vors the 

u se of pla telets as large as possible. When smaller slices 

are use<1, we observe a stress <1epen<1ence simHar t o the one 

observe<1 by Onishi et al. (li t.5). 

The furnace is operate<1 with a vacuum pressure of less 

than 0.1mPa, which proves to be sufficient to avoi<1 

oxi<1at1on of the <11ffusion couples <1uring annealing. An 

experiment <1uring which the vacuum system has faile<1, has 

proven that this vacuum is a necess1ty for goo<1 results. 

§ 4.5.3 Other diffusion couple techniques 

The applicabili ty of other techniques than the vacuum 

furnaces has been teste<1. 

The (tra<1i tional) clamps, as <1escribe<1 in § 3.3, cannot 

be use<1, since a copper-silicon couple shrinks <1uring reac-

ti on . Th is is ca use<1 by the fa c t tha t the resul t1ng 

cu3Si takes 11/. less space than the original copper an<1 

silicon (li t.3,15). Th is con tract1on is ca use<1 by the change 

from the relatively open silicon structure to the <1ense, 

nearly bcc cu3Si structure. 

A secon<1 possible technique is a spring tube (<1escribe<1 

in § 3.3). The results are unsatisfactory. Firstly beca use 

the stress that can be applie<1 is insufficient. Sec on<1ly 

because the experiments have to be con<1ucte<1 in an inert 

atmosphere. The continuous flow of gas, containing a very 

small amount of oxygen, resul ts in <1iscoloration of the 

copper platelets by oxygen contamination. 
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The contraction during the formation of cu3Si 

creates large stresses in the silicon platelet, which shows 

cracks af ter the reaction. The fissures so developed make i t 

impossH>le to reheat a diffusion couple in order to study 

the cummula ti ve growth. 

With different couples. 

So all experiments are conducted 

§ 4.5.4 Initial ditfusion experiments 

The hypothesis, that phosphorus as found in Cu Drijf

hout (§ 4.5.1) is the impurity that strongly influences the 

reaction between copper and silicon, is tested by conducting 

experiments with copper doped with 1at:l. P, which will be 

further denoted as Cu1P. Fig.4.8 shows the results. cu 

Drijfhout en Cu1P show the same beha v iour in the low tempe

rature range : fast reaction with regular diffusion layers. 

No essentlal difference is observed between the layer thick-

nesses of Cu Drijfhout and Cu1P. Cu MRC Marz does not show 

any regular diffusion reactlon at all below 465°.C, while 

Cu MRC VP, With intermediate phosphorus content, shows some 

re action above 

On the basis of these experiments we have decided to 

perform all the other experiments With Cu MRC Marz and Cu1P. 

600 

400 ' 

d/~m 

1200 

-lf- Cu Drijfhout 
0 Cu M~C VP 
-t- Cu MRC Marz 
• Cull' 

• 

450 500 

F1g.4.8 Th1cJcness of the cu3 s1 Jayer 1n Cu/S1 d1ffus1on 

couples after 4 h anneaJ1ng fo:r var1ous types of copper. 
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~ 4.6 Product formation 

~ 4.6.1 The composition of the main product, cu3Si 

As reporte<1 l>efore (11 t.16) we conf!rm the ol>servat!on 

that cu 3s1 1s the ma1n pro<1uct. 

we have <1eterm1ne<1 the compos1t1on of th!s layer l>y 

EPMA. S!nce we want to <1eterm1ne the homogene!ty range of 

cu 3s1 in <11ffus1on couples, we have ma<1e analyses of 

l>oth s1<1es of the react!on layer. A property of EPMA is, 

that analyses near a 1>oun<1ary have less rel1al>111ty. So the 

actual analyses are execute<1 at al>out 51Jm from the, some

t!mes scaly, copper /s111c151e in terface an<1 at al>ou t 3 1-1m 

from the s111c1<1e/s111con interface. F!g.4.9 shows the ana-

1 yses for a <11 ff usion couple anneale<1 at 500°C, for 8 

hours; result!ng in a layer of al>out 6001Jm. If we compare 

the results w!th those <11scusse<1 in § 4.4.4 1t strikes that 

l>oth s1<1es of the s111c1<1e layer have the sa me compos1 tion 

of 23.18atY.S1, although we would expect that the full homo

gene! ty range is forme<1 in a <11ffus1on layer. Furthermore we 

see that the layer seems to conta!n more copper than the 

copper r!ch s1<1e of cu 3s1 fourt<1 in alloys, wh!ch 

conta!ns 23.46atY.S1. 

Th is <11fference m!gh t l>e accounte<1 for l>Y the cons1<1e

rat1on that the analyses are performe<1 separately, so a 

systemat!c error may l>e 1ntro<1uce<1, l>ase<1 on <11fferences in 

cal!l>ra ti on proce<1 ure, con<1 u ct! v1ty an<1 fla tness of the 

specimen. It can however not l>e ex cl u<1e<1, tha t super-

sa t u ra ti on of cu 3s1 occurs when cu15s1 4 <1oes not 

n uclea te. 

It is 1nterest1ng to note here, that in a <11ffusion 

couple, where locally cu15s1 4 has nucleate<1 (Cu Marz 

/81;500,65), the silicon coneen tra ti on in the 

phase at these places is 0.37 ± 0.06 atY. higher than at 

places where iS al> sent. 
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F1g.4.9 Compos1t1on of cu3s1 formed 1n a d1ffus1on 

coupJe (Cu Harz/S1;500,8) at the boundar1es of the react1on 

Jayer a), compared w1th the homogene1ty boundar1es 1n alloys 

at 500"C b). 

cu3Si at the cu3Si/copper interface: 

x= 23.17 +/- 0.03 atY. Si, n = 82 

cu3Si at the cu3Si/silicon interface: 

x = 23. 19 +/- o. 03 atY. Si, n = 80 

cu3Si, copper rich phase boundary: 

x= 23.46 +/- 0.02 atY. Si 

cu3Si, silicon rich phase boundary: 

x= 24. 23 +/- 0 . 03 atY. Si 

Cu3Si 

CU 

I 

,_..._..I 
5 I •m 1 

600 llm 

Si 

I 3 
I •m 

F1g 4.10 Proposed concentrat1on prof1Je 1n Cu/S1 d1ffus1on 

couples. 
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The fact that :both si<1es of the <11ffusion layer have 

the sa me composi ti on can :be explaine<1 :by the coneen tra t1on 

profile given in fig.4.10. If the <1iffusion through the 

silicon rich si<1e of cu3Si is very slow, a high concen

trat1on gra<1ient will occur in the final few micrometers. 

Unfortunately this gra<1ient in compos1tion will :be too steep 

to :be o:bserve<1 :by conventional prof1ling. Therefore we only 

have in<1irect prove for this concentration profile. 

In <1iffusion couples with <1ope<1 copper cu 3P is 

forme<1 next to cu3Si (f1g.4.11). This layer is forme<1 :by 

cu3P precip1tates left :behin<1 when copper <1iffuses away 

to react wi th silicon. The phosphorus content in cu3Si 

is :below the <1etection limit of the conventional analyses 

(less then o.oz a tY. P). 

Z.8 inch 

F1g.4.11 cu3pA formed at the copper8/s111c1dec 1nterface 1n 

a d1ffus1on couple between CuJP and s111con, annealed at 

400@C for 68 hours (bacx scattered electron 1mage). Bar 

1nd1cates JOOJJm 
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F.J.g.IJ..JE The compos.i.t.J.on of the Cu3S.i. layer 

di.ffusi.on couple as determi.ned wi.th EPHA, 

composJ.ti.on of thi.s layer J.n a Cu Harz/Si. 

(calJ.bratJ.on J.s performed wJ.th a E3.6atXSJ. 

a]: Cu HarZ/Si.;500,8: 

Cu-s.J.de: Jt = E3 .17 +/- 0.03 atXSJ., Og = 
S.i.-sJ.de: 1t = E3 .19 +/- 0.03 atXSl, Og = 

b]: Cu1P/SJ.;500,IJ.: 

cu-sJ.de: 1t = E3.E9 +/- 0 . 03 atXSl, Og = 
SJ.-si.de: 1t = E3.E7 +/- 0.03 atXSl, Og = 

M 
N 

J.n a 

at% S i 

.... 
N 

Cu1P/Si. 

compared wi.th the 

di.ffusJ.on couple 

alloy). 

O.E6, n = 8E 

O.EE, n = 80 

0 . 30, n = 81 

o . EIJ., n = 84 

In fig .4.12 a compar1Son is made between the composi

tlon of cu3Si in doped diffusion couples wlth that in 

undoped couples. Two conclusions can l>e derived: a] also in 

the phosphorus doped couples l>oth sides of the cu3Si 

have the same composi tlon, and l>] this composi t1on is diffe-

rent from the one found in undoped couples. The sllicon 

content is shlfted from 23.18 to 23.28atY.. This d1fference 

is most prol>al>ly not caused l>Y systematlc errors, since l>oth 

diffusion couples are contained in the same sample, and 

calll>ra t1on proeed ure, cond uct1 v i ty and fla tness are the 

sa me. The difference in composi t1on is significant wi th 99 7. 

confidence. (student t-test; R1:23. 18, n1=162, R2=23. 28, 

nz=165, o : O. 26; this gives t:3. 477. This 1s larger than 

t (0. 995) : 2. 59. Therefore R1 unequals R2l· Also in other 

diffusion couples has this tendency for higher silicon con

centration l>een ol>served. 
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Usually cu15si4 and cu5Si are absent in copper- silicon 

diffusion couples . As explained before this may be caused 

either by thermodynamic or by kinetic reasons . 

The presence of phosphorus as the reason for the absen

ce of cu15si4 and cu5Si is contradicted bY ) the, admi t tedl y 

rare, observation of the formation of these phases in 

Cu1P/Si diffusion couples, as shown in fig.4 ; 13. Here a 

small layer of cu15si4 has been formed between cu3P and 

cu3Si . So in principle cu15si4 can be formed in the presen-

ce of a trace of phosphorus. 

formed in a diffusion couple between cu3P (containing some 

free copper) and cu3Si as demonstrated in fig . 4. 14. So even 

in the presence of a large amount of phosphorus the other 

sil1cides can :be formed. 

These observations prove that a ternary phase diagram 

as proposed in fig.4. 1 cannot describe the diffusion in the 

copper-silicon system in the presence of phosphorus. In 

chapter 5 we will go further into the details of the ternary 

phase diagram. 

Since cu15si4 and cu5Si are not absent for thermodyna

mic reasons, it may be the kinetics of the reaction that 

prohibits the formation of these silicides . An indication 

that the absence is determined by the reaction kinetics is 

the observation that the formation of cu15si4 is accompanied 

by an overall retarded growth rate of cu3Si (fig . 4. 15). This 

suggests that if the growth of cu3Si is disturbed at the 

silicide/silicon interface, the reaction between cu3Si and 

copper starts and cu15si4 can be formed. 
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Fig.4.J3 Secondary electron image of the formation of 

cu15si4A in a phosphorus containing diffusion couple: 

CuJP/Si;400,40. Bar indicates 100 vm. B=CuJP, C=Cu3S1. 

3.9 inch 

Fig.4.J4 The formation of 

couple between cu3pC and annealed at 500@C for 16 

hours (bacx scattered electron image). Bar indicates JO vm. 

F1g.4.J5 The formation an 

overall retarded growth rate; Cu Harz/Si;400,JOO; ~I. Bar 

1ndicates JOO vm. B=Cu3Si, C=Cu _ 
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F1g.4.16 

between 

The 

CU1pB 

format1on of cu 15s14A 1n a d1ffus1on couple 

and a cu-s1 a11oyC conta1n1ng 23.1 atx S1: 

F1g.4.17 The marKer planeA 1n the cu3s1B layer a d1ffus1on 

couple between s11lconc and an allorD conta1n1ng 18atx 

s111con, separat1ng cu3s1 formed bY decomposlt1on of cu5s1 

(top) and cu3s1 formed by d1ffus1on of copper towards 

s1llcon (bottom). Bar 1ndlcates 100 vm. 
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A way to stu<1y the formation of cu15si 4 is to 

prepare <1iffusion couples between an<1 Cu. 

cu3Si is very quicKly oxi<1ize<1 an<1 covere<1 with Si02 
(11 t.13). As will l>e explaine<1 in § 4.10 this Sio2 layer 

hampers the reaction with pure copper, :but not the reaction 

wi th phosphorus-containing copper. Therefore the reaction 

between Cu1P an<1 cu3Si has :been stu<1ie<1. The reaction is 

carrie<1 out with an alloy containing 23.1atY. Si, which 

implies that alrea<1y some cu15si4 is present at the 

grain l>oun<1aries of cu3s1. 

After 16 hours at 500°C about 120 ~m of cu15si4 an<1 12 

~m of cu5Si has :been forme<1, see fig. 4. 16. Since virtually 

no concentration gra<1ient exists in the <1iffusion couples, 

we can apply the integrate<1 <1iffusion coefficient as <1efine<1 

l>Y Wagner (lit. 17). As <1erive<1 in chapter 2 there exists a 

relation between the thicKness of a pro<1uct layer in a <11f

fusion couple between two elements (<1eil an<1 the thicKness 

of that same pro<1uct layer in a couple between an element 

an<1 a compoun<1 (<1eii>, eq. [2. 12]. 

(1-HelH" 
--------w(<1ei>2 + 

(1-H">H" 
--------w<1ei*<1"I 

Where e <1enotes the cu15si4 phase an<1 " the cu3Si phase. 

Thee phase contains 21.7 atY. silicon(§ 4.4.4). 

The " phase contains 23. 5 atY. silicon in <1iffusion couples. 

So: He= 0.217 an<1 n" = 0.235. 

In a <1iffusion couple between copper an<1 silicon at 500 @ 

after 16 hours 1200 ~m of cu3Si will be forme<1, so dni = 

1200 ~m. Since in the <11ffusion couple between copper an<1 

the compoun<1 " 120 ~m of cu15si4 has been forme<1 (<1eii = 120 

~m), we calculate the formation of 1 ~m cu15si4 in a <1iffu~ 

sion couple between copper an<1 silicon at 500°C, When the 

cu3Si layer is 1200 ~m thicK. At shorter reaction times 

an<1 lower temperatures even less cu15si4 will l>e forme<1. So 

in general the amount of cu15si4 will be too small to be 

<1etecte<1 l>y the usual techniques. 
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This is corrobarated by comparini the integrated dif

fusion coeficients D int and D int Which can be calculated e . 'l'l , 

according to eq [2. 11b). :rn ·case ~ tihe Cu/Si diffusion 

couple with dTl = 1200 IJm after 16 hours, it follows that 

n"int = 2.2w1o- 8cm2;s. While from the cu~i/Cu couple with= 

de= 120 IJm after 16 hours it follows that Deint= 1.6w1o-11 

cm2;s. So the integrated diffusion coefficient in the e 

phase is more than 1000 times as small as the integrated 

diffusion coefficient in the Tl phase. 

For the e phase, with a homogeneity range of o. 16 at/. 

(§4.4.4) we can make an estimation for the value of the 

interdiffusion coefficient De ~ Deint;~He ~ 1w1o-8 cm2;s. 

This value differs from the published value of the diffusion 

coefficient in cu15si4 ~ 2w1o- 13 cm2;s at 500°C extrapolated 

from higher temperatures (lit. 18). This can be an indication 

that in the e phase grain boundary difusion occurs. 

It may be concluded that kinetic reasons prevent the 

formation of cu15si4 in copperjsilicon diffusion couples 

the layer is indeed formed, but it is too small to be 

observed unless the reaction between copper and silicon at 

the cu3Si/Si interface is disturbed, in which case copper 

reacts with cu3Si to form cu15si4 with an overall retarded 

growth rate. 

§ 4. 7 Determination of the diffusing ~omponent 
The solid state reaction between copper and silicon 

can, at least in principle, proceed by three mechanisms 

diffusion of copper through the already formed silicide 

layer, diffusion of silicon through this iayer or diffusion 

of both componen ts. 

The third meohanism 'ean be ruled out immediately, since 

i t would lead to the formation of a markerplane inside the 

silicide layer, which is not observed. The presence of 

natural markers (pores, inclusions) suggest that the copper

silicide in terface is the markerplane. The sa me .con cl usion 

has been reached by Onishi (11t.5), based on the position of 
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the Kirken<1all pores an<1 by Kolster (li t.3) who use<1 

tungsten wires as markers. This latter metho<1 has the <1isa<1-

vantage that the <11ffusion couple suffers from <1eformat1on 

aroun<1 the wires. 

A more accurate technique is the stu<1y of a <11ffusion 

couple between silicon an<1 a copper-s!licon allo,y , where 

cu3Si is forme<1 in two ways by <1ecomposi t1ori of the 

alloy an<1 by <1iffusion. The two pro<1ucts can easilY be · 

<1istinguishe<1 by a markerplane (fig.~.17), where crystals 

nucleate<1 from both si<1es meet. If only silicon <1iffuses 

this marker plane woul<1 coinci<1e wi th the sil1con-sil1ci<1e 

interface. If only copper <1iffuses, we can calculate the 

ratio between the thicknesses of the two layers. If both 

components woul<1 <11ffuse the markerplane wou1<1 be somewhere 

in between. 

The alloy use<1 in this experiment is a two-phase<1 alloy 

with 18atX silicon consisting of cu5Si (17.5atX Si, 

cu825s1 175 > an<1 a small amount of cu 15si~, 
<1istribute<1 over the alloy. 

not uniformally 

Like in other <1iffusion couples cu3Si is forme<1, Which 

contains 23.2 atx Si: cu768si 232 . 

If only copper <1iffuses , 

equations: 

we can <1erive the followlng set of 

a) <1ecomposition of cu5Si: 

175 

Cu 

232 232 

b) reaction of the <1iffuse<1 copper ~ith silicon: 

175•768 825 175 

(825 - Cu + (- - --)•232 Si -IJ; 

232 768 232 

825 175 

(- - ---)Cu768Si232 

768 232 
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The ratio between the layers formed accordlng to a] and b] 

175 825 . 175 

232 

(-

768 

-) : 0.754 

232 

0.320: 2. 36 

If we take cu82s1 18 as a material, the ratio 1s 2.66 : 1. 

The observed ratio varles between 2. 33 and 2 . 65, Wblch can 

be explalned bY the non uniform d1str1but1on of Cu15Sl4 

through the alloy. These results conf!rm the hypothesis that 

only copper dlffuses 1n Cu3Sl . 

§ ~.8 The morphology of the reactionlayers 

§ 4.8.1 Overall morphology 
In general the cu3s1 layer formed 1n Cu/Si d1f

fus1on couples has a colurnnar structure and wen deflned, 

straight lined interfaces. Flg 4 .19 11lustrates thls. If the 

s111con slice 1s smaller than the copper slice (as 1s the 

case for the couple shown in f1g .4.19) r .eactlon layer fol-

lows the . contours of the silicon slice. If, . however. the 

silicon slice 1s larger, then a lens shaped reaction layer 

1s formed. Fig.4.20 gives a schematic view, while fig.4.21 

shows a detail for a real diffusion couple. 

Both ends of the silicide layer have lost direct 

contact wlth the copper slice, and are only embedded 1n the 

s111con slice. Th is 1ndica tes tha t the surface diffusion of 

copper along the surface of the cu3s1 crystals must be 

very fast. This lens-shaped layer 1s someumes accompanled 

by curved columns, as illustra~ed in f1g .4.22, where the 

nuclei grow perpendicular on the copper/s111C1de interface. 

It is not clear which variables favors this morphology. A 

consequence of this leris-shape is tha t the layer thicltness 

in the middle of the couple is larger than near the edges. 

For this reason the couples are abraded unt11 a constant 

(maximal) thicltness is found. 
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Cu 

F1g . 4 . 18 A schematlc view of a straight lined reactlon 

layer, developinK when the s111con sllce ls smaller than the 

copper slice. 

Fig.4.19 A real diffusion couple where slliconA ls smaller 

than copperB, Cu Harz/S1; 500,25I . SEI, bar indlc~tes 1000 

JJm. c = cu3s1 . 

F1g.4.20 

F1g.4.21 

80 

A schematlc vlew of lens-shaped reactlon layer. 

Cu Harz/ S1 ;420,195I; cu3s1-crysta1sA only ln con

tact wlth s111conB. Bar 1nd1cates 100 JJm, SEI. 

C=copper, D= embeddlng resln. 



F1g.4.22 Cu Harz/81;430,89; The react1onlayerA cons1sts of 

curved columns. 8econdary electron 1mage, bar 1nd1cates JOO 

vm. B = Cu, c = 81. 

F1g.4.23 Cu Harz/81;400,J6II; s1ngle crystals of cu381A 

formed between cuE and 81c. Bar 1nd1cates JO vm. 

F1g.4.24 Cu Harz/81;464,41; early form of a cu381 d1ffus1on 

layerA between cuE and 81C bar 1nd1cates JO vm. 
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F1G.4.E5 Cu Harz/81;430,65; th1n columns of cu381A between 

cuE and 81c. Bar 1nd1cates 100 vm. 

F1g.4.E6 Cu Harz/81;500,8; th1ck gra1ns of cu381A between 

cuB aand 81c. Bar 1nd1cates 100 vm. 

F1G.4.E7 Cu Harz/81;483,4; 

between cuB and 81c. Bar 1nd1cates 100 vm. 
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F1g.4.28 Cu Harz/S1;472,4II; th1n and th1cX columns of 

cu3s1A between cuE and S1c. Bar 1nd1cates 100 ~m. 

F1g . 4.29 Cu1P/S1;519,4; th1n columns of cu3s1A between cu1pB 

and S1c. Bar 1nd1cates 100 ~m. 

F1g.4.30 Cu1P/S1;528,4; th1cX columns of cu3s1 

Cu1P and S1 . Bar 1nd1cates 100 ~m. 

between 
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~ 4.8.2 The development of the columnar structure 
As can be seen from figs.4.21-22 the reaction layer has 

in general a colurnnar structure. This structure has some 

defin!te stages of development. After short reaction times 

no layer is formed, but small separate crystals develop, as 

shown in fig.4.23. These crystals indicate that the 

diffusion l!mi ted process has not yet started. Th is 

morphology will be used as an indication that the anneal!ng 

time is smaller than the incubation time at that particular 

temperature. 

In the early stage of the diffusion l!mi tat1on a uni

form layer of single crystals is formed, wi th simHar length 

and width, typically 51Jm (fig.4.24). At low temperatures the 

next stage in the development is the formation of thin 

columns, both in doped and undoped couples. The average 

column diameter is less then 101.1m (fig.4.25). 

In undoped couples this morphology is found until about 

470°C. Above 500°C thicl<. columns. are formed, wi th a 

diameter as large as 1001.1m (fig.4.26). In the range between 

470 and 500°C both thicl<. and. thin columns can be formed 

in the same diffusion ·couple . . Two morphologies are found, as 

1llustrated by fig.4.27 and fig.4.28. Fig.4.27 shows a dH

fusion couple in which both thicl<. and thin columns grow next 

to each other, while fig.4.28 shows a couple in which 

suddenly thin crystals nucleate on the older thic.l<.er grains 

at the copper si<1e of the layer. The inverse tnorphology with 

the thicl<.er grains at the silicon side has not been found. 

In phosphorus coptaining diffusion couples the general 

picture is the same, but the temperature ra11ge in which the 

change from thin to~ thicl<. columns occurs is different. Below 

520°C only thin columns are found (fig.4.29), wh!le 

above 52o•c thicl<. grains are formed (fig.4.30)~ Ho dif

fusion couples with both forms are observed. 
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~ 4.8.3 Interpretation of the morphology 

The forma t1on of the small single crystals is interpre

t a ted. as the occurrence of a nother than a d.!ffusion l!mi ted. 

process, so the anneal!ng time is smaller than the 1ncu:ba

tion time for the particular reaction cond.1 ti ons. 

In fig.4.31 the grain size is plotted. as a funct1on of 

tempera ture. At high tempera tures large gra1ns are formed.: 

the reaction is so fast, tha t al ready the first formed. 

nuclei grow to form a closed. layer. Only a few grain :bound.a

ries are present in the layer, so the d.!ffusion must proceed. 

:by a :bull< d.!ffusion mechanism. At low tempera tures the grain 

size is small: the reaction is relatively slow, so many 

nuclei will :be formed. :before a closed. reaction lay.er has 

:been formed.. The resulting react1on layer contains many 

grain :bound.aries, and. therefore a grain :bound.ary d.iffusion 

mechanism will pro:ba:bly prevail. 

At med.i urn tempera tures we see tha t the grain si ze in 

d.iffusion couples w!th pure copper is larger than when 

phosphorus is present. The presence of phosphorus at the 

copper surface seems to ind.uce so many nuclei, that a closed. 

layer w i th many thin grains can :be formed.. and. fast layer 

growth :by grin :bound.ary d.!ffusion occurs (§ 4.9). In the 

absence of phosphorus the react1on :becomes relat1vely fast 

compared. with the nucleation rate, so fewer nuclei are 

present in a closed. layer. A :bull< d.iffusion mechanism Will 

:become more important, gi ving rise to a slower layer growth. 

A col umnar morphology is often consid.ered. to :be the 

result of anisotropic d.iffusion in the product layer. Nuclei 

w!th a favoura:ble orientat!on grow much faster than the 

others, forming col umnar crystals Wi th a more or less id.en

tical crystallographic orientation (texture) parallel to the 

d.!ffusion direction (11 t.19). This mechanism, however, does 

not apply to the growth of the cu3Si layer, since, 

although the morphology is strongly columnar, no crystallo

graphic texture has :been found.. 
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F1g.~.32 The gra1n s1ze of 

cu3s1 1n copper-s111con 

d1ffus1on couples as a 

funct1on of temperature both 

1n presence and absence of 

phosphorus 1n copper. 

~ 4. 9 Kinetics of the reaction 

250 

200 

I! 
~ 150 .. 
N .... 
" 

0 ( 1ppmP 

400 450 500 550 
_______, TI • c 

~ 4.9.1 The time dependenee of the layer thickness 
The relat!on tested in this paragraph is the parabolic 

growth law. In a dHfusion 11mi ted process the layer thiclt-

ness will show the following dependenee on the react!on time 

Here t 0 is the incubation time, the time necessary for the 

process to become limited by diffusion through the product 

layer. During the incubation time, the layer growth is very 

slow compared with the growth after the incubationtime. 

lt is the reaction rate constant in ~m2/h. 

§ ~.9.1.1 D1ffus1on couples between s111con and pure copper 

Th ere exists a grea t dHference in time dependenee of 

the layer thicltness between doped and undoped couples. 

In the couples with pure copper a large incubation time 

exists, before the reaction proceeds in a diffusion Hmi ted 

way, obeying the parabol1c growth law, fig.4.32. The 

occurrence of the incubation time means that a reaction 
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l>arrier exists. The time necessary to remove this layer is 

red.uced. when the tempera ture is raised. at 400°C the 

1ncul>at1on time may l>e as large as 25 hours, at 415°C 1t 

is al>ou t 15 hours, while at 430°C 1 t is red. uced. to 5 

hours. Al>ove al>ou t 465°C no 1ncul>a t1on time exists, as 

d.emonstrated. l>Y the layer thicltness as a function of 

temperature at 500°C 1n f1g.4.33. The morphology of the 

reaction prod.uct clearly shows whether the annealing time is 

shorter than the 1ncul>a tion time: small crystals are formed. 

1nstea<1 of a cont1nuous layer, as <11scussed. in § 4.8.2. The 

occurrence of such large 1ncul>at1on times also explains the 

early ol>servations (§ 4.5.4): 4 hours anneal is too short to 

start · the proper <11ffus1on process. 

d.eeper 1nto the nature of this l>arrier. 

In §4.10 we w 111 go 

The 1ncul>ation time is not a constant, l>ut . slightly 

changes from experiment to experiment. It ca uses the re la-

tive large d.ev1at1on in the measurements as shown in 

f1g.4.32. The fragil~ ty of the d.Hfusion couples 1nh1l>1 ts 

the rehea ting of a <11ffus1on couple, which would. g1 ve the 

opportunity to stud.y the time d.epend.ence 1n one couple, with 

one 1ncul>a tion time. 

But in all cases, af ter some time the reaction iS 

d.Hfusion 11m1te<1 and. the reaction ra te constant can l>e 

<1eterm1ne<1, although With a relatively large exper !men tal 

error d.ue to the var1al>111ty of the 1ncul>a ti on time. \111 th 

the least-squares· method. we co me to the follow!ng results: 

at 400°C k : 3600 .tf- 400 ~m2;h (In }{; : 8.2 +/ -

at 4U5°C }{; : 7900 +/- 2300 ~m2;h (ln k 9.0 +/-

at 430°C k : 9400 +/- 800 ~m2;h (In k : 9. 2 +I-

At 415° C the reprod.uc1l>ll1 t:Y 1s not very good., 

a 1 arge error. 

0. 1). 

0. 4). 

o. 1). 

resulting in 
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-----'..;;...;.., time/ hours 

Fig.4.32 The thickness of the reaction layer as a function 

of time for undoped diffusion couples at low temperatures. 

4 

20 40 60 
tirne/nours 

Fig.4.33 Thickness of the cu3si layer in Cu/Si diffusion 

couples in the absence of phosphorus as a function !Of time, 

500 DC. 
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§ 4.9.1.2 Diffusion couples between silicon and 

phosphorus-containing copper 

The time <1epen<1ence is completely change<1 1f phosphorus 

is present in the copper. The amount of phosphorus is not of 

great influence, :both 30ppm an<1 lat% act in the same way: 

the incu:bat1on time is el1minate<1, fig.4.34. This means that 

the react1on :barrier is remove<1 :by the segregation of phos

phorus to the copper surface <1uring the start up of the 

furnace (a:bout 20 minutes). From the AES experiments (§ 

4.5.1.) we Know tha t the copper surface is covere<1 w i th 

phosphorus in circa 30 minutes, so the segregation of phos

phorus is fast enough to occur <1uring the in1tial phases of 

a heat trea tmen t. 

Furthermore the reaction rate constant in the presence 

of phosphorus is much larger than in the un<1ope<1 case (at 

400°C 1<. = 10500 +/- 200 ~m2;h; ln 1<. = 9.26 +/- 0.02). 

10 

8 

6 

• 
4 

)C Cu1P 

• Cu Drijfhout 

2 

0+---~~---r----,---~-----r--

0 20 40 60 80 100 

time/hours 

F ig.4.35 Layer thic.kness of cu3 Si as a function of time 

in the presence of phosphorus at 400°C. 
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~ 4.9.2 Temperature dependenee of the 

reaction rate contstant 
The reaction rate constants are determined in two ways, 

depending on the type of copper and on the temperature. At 

low temperatures, in the absence of phosphorus, the constant 

is determined bY the least squares method from 'the time 

dependenee of the layer th1ckness accord1ng to the formula : 

At higher temperatures (above 470°C), after confir

ma ti on of the absence of an 1ncuba ti on time, the la yer 

th1ckness is only determ1ned at one reaction time. Th is 

procedure is followed for the whole temperature range for 

the doped couples. The values so determined agree very well 

w 1 th those from a full time dependenee determ1na ti on. 

F1g.4.35 shows the temperature dependenee of the 

react1on rate constant, plotted as an Arrhen1us plot: the 

natural logar1thm of the constant versus the reelprocal 

tempera t ure. Such a plot g1ves the act1vat1on energy of the 

rate determ1n1ng step of the process. 'We have already proven 

that the react1on is d1ffus1on 11m1ted (from the parabolle 

growth law) and that the d!ffusing component is copper, so 

here we determine the act1vation energy of the d1ffus1on of 

copper through the cu3Si layer, assuming that the con

centration 11m1ts of cu3s1 are temperature independent. 

There is a d1st1nct d1fference· between pure copper and 

copper, that conta1ns phosphorus. 

activation energy of the copper 

At high temperatures the 

d1ffusion is 175 +/- 3 

kJ /mol, both for undoped and doped copper. Undoped copper 

reacts w1th th1s act1vat1on energy down to temperatures as 

low as 470°C. Th en the act! va t1on energy changes - to a 

much lower value: 110 +/- 12 kJ/mol. These values are inter

preted in the follow!ng way : at high temperatures copper 

d1ffuses bY a bulk diffus1on m.echan1sm, wh1le at low tempe-
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ratures grain boun<1ary <1iffusion occ:urs, a process known to 

involve a lower activation energy. The same conclusion has 

been reache<1 in § 4.8.3 on basis of the morphology of the 

reaction layer: at high temperatures t.hick grains are forme<1 

while at low temperatures thin grains occur, which results 

in a faster supply of copper through the boun<1aries. The 

tempera ture where the change from grain boun<1ary to bulk 

<1iffusion occurs <1etermine<1 from the activation energy, 

coinci<1es with the temperature where very small grains are 

forme<1 (f1g.4.31}. 

In <1ope<1 <1iffusion couples the situation is somewhat 

different: alrea<1y at 530°C the mechanism is change<1 

from bulk <1iffusion to grain boun<1ary <11ffusion, which is 

shown both by the grain size (fig.4.31) an<1 by the tempera-

ture <1epen<1ence of the reaction rate constant. The presence 

of phosphorus implies the early nucleation of many crystals, 

so that grain boun<1ary <11ffusion can provide a1rea<1y at high 

temperatures a substantial part of the copper supply. This 

means that the preexponential factor, which is not tempera

ture <1epen<1ent, is larger in case phosphorus is present. 

This preexponential factor contains terms like the number of 

sites a vailable for <1iffusion. From our results we have to 

conclu<1e that the presence of phosphorus in<1uces the forma

tion of more nuclei, resulting in more grain boun<1aries 

a vailable for <11ffusion. 

The activation energy at low temperature in the presen

ce of phosphorus is 92 +/- 4 kJ/mol. On basis of our <1ata 

we cannot conclu<1e whether the achvation energies in the 

presence an<1 in the absence of phosphorus (110 +/- 12 

kJ/mol} are equal within experimental error. There is no 

theoretica! basis for the two values to be equal: we are 

<1iscussing grain boun<1ary <11ffusion of copper an<1 the phos

phorus Will be present on these grain boun<1aries. So in 

principle the two procesa-es may procee<1 with <11fferent acti

vation enerties an<1 preexponential ,factors. 

The conclusion from these experiments is that alreà<1y a 

trace of phosphorus (30 ppm) eliminates the appearance of 

incubation times at low temperature an<1, between 470 an<1 
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530°C, changes the <11ffus1on process 

n1sm to a gra!n l:>oun<1ary mechan!sm 

from a :bulk mecha

. Relate<1 w!th th!s the 

morphology of the react1on pro<1 u ct 1s change<1 from coarse

gra1ne<1 to f1ne-gra1ne<1. 

14 

w Cu1P 

• Cu MRC Marz 

10 

temperature/°C 

650 600 550 500 450 

1.1 1.3 1.5 

1000/T ( 1000/K) 

F J.g.4.36 ArrhenJ.us plot of the reactJ.on rate constant versus 

temperature, both for doped and undoped copper-sJ.lJ.con 

d.iffusJ.on couples. 
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§ 1!.10 Oxidation experiments 

As shown in § 4.9.1 there exists a major <1Hference in 

the time <1epen<1ence of the layer thic}{ness between <1ope<1 an<1 

un<1ope<1 <1iffusion couples~ at temperatures below 470°C 

pure copper reacts after an incubation time, wh!le <1ope<1 

copper reacts imme<1iately. This incubation time suggests 

that a reaction barrier exists in clean couples which is 

remove<1 by phosphorus. 

A reaction barrier that Will always be present is most 

probably an oxi<1ation layer. Especially the presence of a 

silicon <1ioxi<1e layer on silicon is very li}{ely. It is }{nown 

that silicon is always covere<1 w!th a thin layer of oxi<1e, 

even when extreme precautions are ta}{en. This layer has a 

thic}{ness in the range of 2nm (li t.21). 

In or<1er to f!n<1 out, whether 1t is in<1ee<1 this oxi<1a

tion layer, that hampers the reaction, we have con<1ucte<1 

experiments wi th pre-oxi<1'lze<1 silicon slices. Polishe<1 sili

con slices are oxi<1ize<1 in a furnace at 1000°C, for half 

an hour un<1er pure oxygen. This results in a violet <1iscolo

ration of the slices. The reaction barrier then create<1 is 

so large that pure copper <1oes not react at all, even at 

500°C after 65 hours. 

The s!tuation 1S completely <1Hferent for copper which 

contains phosphorus. Both at 400 an<1 500°C the reaction 

layer thic}{ness is comparable to the results of the expe

riments w!th non-preoxi<1ize<1 silicon. iAfter 16 hours at 

500°C a layer of 1050 IJm is forme<1, wh!le in regular 

<1iffusion experiments a layer · of 1200 IJm is expecte<1. For 

400°C an<1 66 hours annealing the numbers are 680 IJm 

forme<1, an<1 830 IJffi expecte<1 in ·the usual set-up. 

we have to conclu<1e from these experiments, that the 

oxi<1at1on _layer on silicon is 1n<1ee<1 a barrier for the 

reaction between copper an<1 silicon. It is }{nown (li t.22) 

tha t the <1Hfusion of copper through Silic.on <1ioxid.e is a 

very slow process. 
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We can th!nl< of several ways !n wh!ch phosphorus re

moves the react!on barr!er: 1t m!gh t be that phosphorus 

!nduces crystall!sa t!on !n the amorphous silicon dioxide 

layer, so that copper can diffuse through the gra!n bounda

ries. Another way 1s the formation of volat!le phosphorus 

oxides, wh!ch are then removed by the vacuum system. A th!rd 

poss!b111 ty !s the forma t!on of silicon phospha tes. 

Forma t!on of S!02 .P2o5 !n the bul!< phase has 

been descr !bed (11 t.23). We have observed the forma t!on of a 

compound conta!n!ng S!, P and 0 dur!ng a react!on between 

phosphorus powder and s111ca 1n the presence of copper 

powder. The presence of copper seems to be necessary, s!nce 

no product has been found · 1n the absence of copper. 

When phosphorus 1s absent the oxide layer has to d!s

solve !n copper, a process Wh!ch !s apparently slow. 

The effect of a silicon dioxide layer on the react!on 

With copper has also been demonstrated by exper!ments w!th 

cu3s1 alloys. These alloys are covered w! th a silicon 

dioxide layer and do not react w1 th pure copper, only W!th 

phosphorus doped copper, a react!on !n wh!ch cu15s1 4 
and cu5s1 are formed. So also 1n th!s case the presence 

of silicon dioxide prevents the react!on of pure copper. 
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~ 4.11 Discussion and conclusions 
In § 4.1 we have asKed ourselves two quest1ons 

f1rstly, why are two products missing 1n copper-s111con 

d1ffus1on couples, or why 1s cu3Si the only product 

formed, and secondly can the presence of phosphorus expla1n, 

that var1ous types of copper react so d1fferently. 

If we study our d1ffus1on couples carefully, we see 

that somet1mes cu15 s1 4 and cu 5 s1 are formed, 

even 1n phosphorus conta1n1ng d1ffus1on couples. If we 

change the react1on cond1 t1ons and allow copper to react 

w1 th cu 3s1, cu 15s1 4 and cu 5 s1 are formed, 1n 

small amounts. From the layer th1cKness 1n these exper1ments 

we can calcula te, tha t 1n the regular copper-:s111con 

d1ffus1on couples the cu15s1 4 and cu 5 s1 layers 

w111 :be too th1n to :be o:bserved. The rare o:bserva t1on of 

these layers 1n normal d1ffus1on ,couples 1s caused :by an 

o:bstruct1on at the react1on interface, so that copper reacts 

w1th the already formed cu3s1. 

In the 11 ter at ure cu 15 s1 4 and cu 5s1 are 

never found 1n d1ffus1on couples. Th1s can :be accounted for 

:by two reasons : the react1on times are too short, and no 

d1ffus1on couples between cu3s1 and copper have :been 

descr1:bed. 

The layer th1cKness of cu3s1 o:beys the para:bol1c 

growth law, although somet1mes an incu:bation time ex1sts (§ 

4.9.1). The rate 11m1t1ng step 1n the formation of cu3s1 

1s the d1ffus1on of copper through the already formed layer 

(§ 4.7). From the temperature dependenee of the react1on 

rate constant we can calculate the act1vat1on energy of the 

d1ffus1on of copper through the already formed s111c1de 

layer. 

We o:bserve two different act! va t1on energ1es re la ted to 

two different d1ffus1on processes. The temperature range 1n 

wh1ch the react1on follows one of the react1on mechan1sms 1s 

dependent on the amount of phosphorus present. At high 

temperature (a:bove 530°C) :both w1th and without 
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phosphorus, the reactlon has a hlgh act1vat1on energy 175 

+/- 3 l<.J/mol and the reactlon layer èonslstes of very thlcl<. 

crystals: the reactlon proceeds by bull<. dlffuslon of copper. 

If phosphorus ls present the actlvatlon energy changes 

to a much lower val ue at abou t 530°C. The actl va tlon 

energy then ls 92 +/- 4 l<.J/mol and based on thls lower value

and the morphology of the layers we con cl u de tha t the 

mechanlsm changes to a graln boundary dlffuslon mechanlsm at 

low temperature. 

If phosphorus is absent, however, the bull<. dlffuslon 

mechanism ls preserved tlll about 470•c. At lower tempe-'

ra tures also a graln boundary dlffuslon mechanlsm ls 

operatlve, the activatlon energy being 110 +/- 12 l<.J/mol. 

The preexponentlal factor for grain boundary diffusion 

changes in presence of phosphorus. This is probably rel a ted 

to a difference in the number of grain boundaries present, 

so i t is rel a ted to the nuclea ti on process of cu3s1. 

In case of pure copper, at low temperatures, an incuba-

tlon time exists. This is caused by a reactlon barrier, 

notably a silicon dioxidelayer present on silicon. In case 

phosphorus-containing copper is used, phosphorus segregates 

to the reactlon interface and removes this reaction barrier. 

In fig.4.36 a comparison is made between the results of 

this worl<. and those from the li te ra ture, recalcula ted to 

the same scale. Although different techniques and materials 

are used, we see a great resemblance between the results. 

ward et al. (lit.4) have found a low actlvation energy at 

very low temperatures. Their reaction rate constants 

coicides w i th an extrapola ti on of our re sul ts for the 

phosphorus containing diffusion couples. The lacl<. of 

incubat1on time can be accounted for by consideration of the 

experimental technique: the silicon slices are etch-cleaned 

and electropla ted wi th copper. Ho oxidation layer w111 be 

formed. The preexponentlal factor is qu1te similar to the 

one found in this worl<.. 
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The resul ts of Veer et al.(l1 t.2), an<1 Kolster 

(lit.3) are similar to ours for phosphorus free <1iffusion 

couples, although a grain boun<1ary <1iffusion mechanism is 

sustaine<1 up to higher temperatures. Kolster aseribes the 

correspon<1ing act1vat1on energy to bulK <1iffusion. The low 

value of the act1 vation energy is attribute<1 to the high 

<1efect concentration in cu3s1. 

Onishi et al.(l1t .5) have el1minate<1 the incubation 

time at low temperatures bY the appl1cat1on of high compres

sive stresses. At 450°C we see (figs.4.2 an<1 4.37) that 

the react1on rate constant raises from a value consistent an 

extrapolat1on of our high temperature <1ata, to a value that ' 

fits our <1ata in the presence of phosphorus. The <1ata Onishi 

et al. have obtaine<1 at temperatures above 450°C, an<1 we 

have obtaine<1 at 500°C w1th pure copper at high stresses 

fit this Cu1P plot. This suggests tha t this curve Fepresents 

a Kin<1 of maximum reaction rate constant, when th~ react1on 

has become independent of compressi ve stress or phosphorus 

content (fig.4.8). In those cases man y nuclei are formed at 

the react1on interface resulting in a close<1 react1on layer 

containing many grain boun<1aries. 

At low stresses or in the absence of phosphorus only a 

few nuclei are forme<1 resulting in a layer with a few grain 

boundaries. The <1iffusion of copper procee<1s predominately 

through the bulK phase. 

At low temperatures the <11ffusion through the bulK phase 

is so slow that many nuclei can form before the reaction 

layer is close<1. This leads again to a reaction lél.yer con-

taining many grain boundaries, where the <1iffusion is very 

fast. The overall process w ill then be determine<1 by grain 

boundary <1iffusion, but other factors, 11Ke for instanee the 

compressive stress, will determine the amount of grain 

boun<1aries an<1 therefore the react1on rate constant. Both 

the presence of phosphorus in the reaction interface and the 

presence of a compressi ve stress increase the · amoun t of 

nuclei and therefore will enhance the contribution of grain 

boundary <1iffusion. In the absence of phosphorus an<1 

compressive stress bulK diffusion will be important. 
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Summarizing we can co nel u de tha t in copper-s1licon 

d1ffusion couples cu3si is the ma in product. It can :be 

formed :by grain :boundary or :bulK d1ffusion of copper through 

the already formed silicide layer. Which . process occurs 

depends on the part1cular react1on con di t1ons, al though in 

general at low tempera tures (T<450°C) grain :boundary 

diffusion occurs wh1le at high temperatures (T>550°C) 

:bulK diffusion dominates. In the medium range a su:bt1le 

interplay of react1on :barriers, impuri ties and stresses 

determines the precise mechanism and there:by the morphology 

of the react1on layer. 
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chapter 5 the reaction between 

copper phosphide and silicon 

§ 5. 1 Introduetion 

In the prev1ous chapter we have studled the 1nfluen~~e 

of a trace of phosphorus in copper on the sol1d state reac

tion between copper and silicon. We have found 'that the 

segrega t1on of phosphorus changes the react1on 1<1net1cs. The 

copper surface resembles a copper phosphlde surface. We have 

studled the react1on between copper phosph1de and silicon, 

1n order to get more 1ns1gh t 1n the details of the 1nfluence 

of phosphorus on the react1on. The sol1d state react1on 

1 tself has proven to conta1n many 1nterest1ng aspects. 

Aga!n it 1s the behav!our of phosphorus that dom1nates the 

react1ons tha t tal<e place. In th1s case 1t 1s the vol a t111 ty 

of phosphorus that determ!nes the react1on. 

We have determ1ned the low phosphorus part of the 

ternary phase diagram cu-51-P. by preparing and analyz!ng 

ternary alloys. Also the products formed 1n d1ffus1on 

couples give 1nformat1on on the shape of the ternary phase 

diagram. 

The sol1d state react1on between cu3P and silicon has 

been studled both 1n vacuum and 1n closed evacuated 

capsules, in the temperature range between 400 and 550 °C. 
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~ 5.2 Ternary phase diagram cu-Si-P 

~ 5.2.1 Literature survey 
The binary phase <1iagram cu-Si has been <1iscusse<1 in 

the previous chapter. 

In the binary system cu-P two phosphi<1es are know~ 
The sol ub1li ty of (11 t.1) cu3P an<1 CuP2 (fig.5.1). 

phosphorus in copper is consi<1erable at 350°C 1.2 at% 

an<1 at 714°C (the eutectic temperature) 3.5 atx (11t.2) . 

Because of the high phosphorus content CuP2 is pf no 

concern to the stu<1y <1iscusse<1 in this chapter. cu3P has 

a hexagonal crystal structure (11 t.3), wi th a 0.694 nm 

an<1 c/a = 1.028. The strU.cture shows resemblance to the 

cu3Si structure (11t.4). 

The 

(f1g.5.2) as 

most recent si11con-phosphorus phase <1iagram 

pub11she<1 in Huffa tt's han<1book in 1986 (11 t.5) 

states SiP as the only compoun<1 in this system. But <1epen

<1ing on the preparative techniques SiP2 (lit.6), Si3P2 

(lit.7) an<1 Si2P (lit.8) are reporte<1. Confusion exists 

about the structures of these compoun<1s: an orthorhombic 

structure wi th a = 1.36 nm, 

attribute<1 

wh1le for 

both 

SiP2 

to SiP 

a lso 

b = 2.05 nm an<1 c = 0.35 nm is 

(11 t.9) an<1 to SiP2 (11 t.6), 

an alternative orthorhom bic 

structure wi th a = 1~399nm, b = 1.009nm an<1 c 0.343nm 

(11 t.10) is reporte<1. 

The <1ata on the stab111ty of SiP are contra<1ictory: SiP 

is reporte<1 to be stable in water an<1 air (11t.11), but on 

the other han<1 SiP has to be consi<1ere<1 as an hazar<1ous 

mate.~ial (11t.12), . ~ecomposing into Si02. an<1 PI:13 in 

contact w1th humi<1 air (11t.13). 

one ternary compoun<1 has been <1escribe<1 in the 11 tera

ture CuSi2P3, a semicon<1 uctor (11 t.14) which 

crystal11zes in the sphaler1te structure w1th ran<1om <1istri

but1on of copper an<1 ·· silicon atoms on the cation sites . 

(11t.15). The latt1ce constant a = 0.525 nm. No further 

information has been foun<1 on the ternary system. 
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9 5.2.2 Determination of the ternary system at 500 °C 
Alloys have been prepared bY are melt!ng lumps of 

copper, silicon and copper phosph!de. Dur!ng the melt1ng 

cons1derable losses occur, presumably phosphorus vapour, 

wh1ch condenses on the glass container of the apparatus. The 

cho1ce of the ra w ma ter !als lim1 ts the overall compos1 ti ons 

of the alloys: the maximum phosphorus content lies below the 

line Cu3P/Si. Series of alloys have been prepared 

conta1n1ng less than 30 a tt: silicon and var1able (2-15 a tt:) 

amount of phosphorus. Alloys conta1n1ng high amount of 

silicon (abou t ~0 a tt:) have been prepared w 1thou t the 

add1 t1on of copper to the silicon and cu3P. Alloys 

conta1n1ng 75 att: copper and vary!ng amount of silicon and 

phosphorus w111 be d1scussed in § 5.2.3. 

The alloys are equ111bra ted 1n 

capsules for one to t wo mon ths. at 500 

capsules ensure tha t the alloys are 

equilibrium phosphorus pressure. No losses 

annealing trea tmen t. Af ter quench1ng in 

evacua ted s111ca 

°C. The closed 

annealed under 

occur dur 1n~ the 

sal ted water the 

specimens are cut w1th a water cooled SiC saw, ground on SiC 

paper, and polished w1th diamond paste. Occas1onally the 

character1st1c odour of PH3 has been percel ved. 

The compos1t1on of the phases is determ1ned w!th EPMA. 

The results are shown in fig. 5. 3. As the diagram shows, 

there ex1sts an equilibrium between Cu3P and cu 1 5S!~ and 

between cu3P and cu5S1; both s111c1des conta1n some 

phosphorus. Furthermore a three phase tr1angle exists 

between cu3P, cu3S! and cus12P3. Another equilibrium ex1sts 

between Cu3S!, silicon and a ternary compound conta1n1ng 16 

att: Cu, ~3 att: Si and ~1 att: P, denoted F in the phase 

d!agr~ Th1s last compound lies nearly on the conneetion 

11ne between CuSi2P3 and Si. 

Three explanat1ons for the compos1t1on are th1nkable: 

- F is a microscopie mixture of CuSi 2P 3 and Si. 

A variable composition would strongly support this idea, 

but in all alloys with an overall composition within the 
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triangle cu3Si-Si-F the same compound has been found. 

-Fis in fact cuSizP3, but with a maximum. of dissolved Si. 

This idea is based on the analogous system Cu-Ge-P, Where 

it is Known that considerable amounts of Ge dissolve in 

CuGezP3 (11t. 16). 

F is a true ternary compound. 

Since we have not been able to prepare alloys With an 

overall composition in the triangle Cu3Si-CuSi2P3;-F, Which 

is very small within the composition range at our disposal, 

we can not decide against either of the two latter 

possib1li ties. 

p 

Cu ...... ~~~~~-~~~~-~~-!~--------------------------------------~Si 
"' "' "" " "'" u ~u 

" u 

F1g.5.3. PJJase relat1ons 1n the ternary system cu-S1-P as 

determ1ned w1th EPHA 1n alloys, equ111brated 1n evacuated 

s .111ca capsules at 500"C. 
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§ 5.2.3 The cu3Si-Cu3P pseudo binary system 
The crystal structures of cu3Si and cu3P are related 

(lit.4). Both compounds show the same anisotropic behaviour 

in polarized light. During the analyses discussed in §5. 2 . 2 . 

data are found, Which suggest the formation of a continuous 

range of compositions between cu3Si and cu3P, all with 75 

at~ copper. 

Alloy have been prepared by are melting cu3Si and Cu3P 

and are equilibrated in evacuated silica capsules at 500 °C. 

Non of these are homogeneous. They either decompose in cu3P, 

cu15Si4 and cu3si or in Cu3Si, CuSi2P3 and Cu3P. Cu3Si and 

cu3P in these alloys show a slight mutual solubility, but it 

never exceeds 1 at~. 

A diffusion couple has been prepared between cu3P and 

cu3Si. Fig. 5.4 shows the concentration profile through the 

reaction layers as determined with EPHA, While fig.4. 14 

shows a detailed .Picture of similar reaction layer. The 

diffusion path leads from cu3Si Via cu15Si4 and cu5Si to the 

solid solution of Phosphorus and silicon in copper ending in 

Cu3P. Phosphorus can only be detected in the solid solution, 

the silicides are virtually phosphorus free. Ho sign of 

mutual solubility has been found. It should be noted here , 

that the starting materials cu3P and cu3Si contain a little 

excess of copper, meaning that the diffusion couple is 

completely on the copper-rich side of the line cu3si-cu3P. 

Alloys containing less than about 70 at~ copper (the 

other side of the cu3Si-Cu3P line) also contain either cu3P 

with 1 at~ Si or eu3Si with 1 at~ P. 

A critical reexamination of the original data on the 

composition of the alloys indeed raises doubts, Whether this 

mutual solubility really exists. The analyses are performed 

with EPMA and although it is a micro-analyzer, the analyzed 

volume has a finite extent. If two crystals are mixed on a 

scale of comparable or smaller size, an average composition 

Will be determined. A consequence is that the composition 

changes from area to area. This is the case With at least 
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part of the analyses in the cu3 (P,Si) alloys: within wnat 

appears to be one crystal, the composltion changes. We have 

to conclude that this is not an equilibrium composition and 

that no mutual mixability exists between Cu3Si and Cu3P, in 

agreement w1th the diagram of fig. 5. 3. 
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F1g.5.4 Concentrat1on profile through a Cu3S1-Cu3P ;d1ffus1on 

coupJe, as determ1ned w1th EPHA. The d1ffus1on couple has 

been annealed for 70 h at 500°C 1n vacuum. 

~ 5. 3 The solid state reaction between 

cu3P and Si in vacuum 

We have prepared diffusion couples with Cu3P and Si 

platelets. The react1on takes place in the vacuum furnace as 

described in · chapter 3. The vacuum pressure is less than 0.1 

mPa. The experiments are conducted in the temperature rante 

between 400 and 550°C. 
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§ 5.3.1 Product formation 

If we looK at the phase diagram as determined in §5. 2, 

we see that the slope of the tielines changes on going from 

cu3P via cu3Si to CuSi2P3. Therefore we expect the following 

layer sequence in a cu3P-Si diffusion couple: 

as explained in chapter 2. 

However, we only observe the formation of cu3Si, 

growing in columns that separate the original platelets, 

although the platelets are pressed together w1th a weight of 

20Kg. This is shown for a real couple in fig.5.5 and 

schema tically in fig .5.6.The se para t1on of the cu3P and 

Si platelet, deserves attent1on, since in a d1ffusion couple 

where the reaction is hampered and only proceeds locally, 

the original interface stays intact. This is shown 

schematically in fig.5.7 . 

discussed in § 4 .8.2. 

This latter morphology has been 

The crystals in a diffusion 

couple are embedded in the silicon layer, showing a perfect 

pore free interface, but the contact w1th the cu3P layer 

is remarKable: the smallest crystals have lost contact w1th 

the Cu3P layer, as if the Cu3P platelet had already 

been 11fted away by faster growing crystals before the 

part1cular crystal could react, so the 11 ttle one has lost 

contact w1th the Cu3P layer and has stopped growing. The 

contact wi th the large crystals is also rather unusual. The 

Cu3Si column only touches the cu3P platelet, but is 

not embedded in it. This morphology indicates that the whole 

of the Cu3P surface taKes part in the reaction, instead 
of only the immedia te contact area. So the surface ditfusion 
of copper on the Cu3P surface is very fast. 

At 550°C a different morphology occurs (fig.5.8) : 
the columns formed are bUllY instead Of straight. We at tri-

bute this to plastic deformat1on, since the react1on tempe-
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rature is relatively high, T 0.73 Tm, an<1 the 1oa<1 

of 20 Kg is carrie<1 by only a few mm2 of pro<1uct layer, 

lea<1ing to stresses in the range of about 20 MPa. 

The pro<1uct forme<1 is cu3Si, containing less than 

0.02 a t:t.P. No concentra ti on gra<1ient is foun<1 in the pro<1uct 

layer (fig.5.9) an<1 the histogram of the <1istribu ti on of the 

silicon content in the layer is similar to those <1etermine<1 

for Cu/Si <11ffusion couples (fig.5.10) 

FJ.g.5.5 Back scattered electron J.mage of a cu3P/S1. dJ.ffusJ.on 

couple, annealed at 430 oe for 145 h, showJ.ng large columnsA 

and small crystalsB of cu3s1. and the gapG between the 

orJ.gJ.nal s1.D and cu3pE platelets. Bar J.ndJ.cates 100 pm. 

Si 

Cu 

FJ.g.5.6 SchematJ.c drawJ.ng of FJ.g.5.7 SchematJ.c drawJ.ng of 

a cu3P-SJ. dJ.ffusJ.on couple. a CU/SJ. dJ.ffusJ.on couple, 

a denotes the amount of 

sJ.lJ.con consumed. 

b denotes the amount of 

cu3s1. formed 
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FJ.g.5.8 cu3PA/sJ.B dJ.ffusJ.on couple annealed at 550°C for 73h 

showJ.ng plastJ.cally deformed CugSJ. columnsC. Bar J.ndJ.cates 

1000vm, secondary electron J.mage. 
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F J.g.5.9 ConcentratJ.on prof J.le throug h the reactJ.on layer 

of a CugP/SJ. dJ.ffusJ.on couple, annealed at 500°C. 
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F1g.5.t0 H1stogram of tbe 

d1str1but1on of tbe s111con 

concentrat1on 1n Cu3S1 

formed 1n a cu3P/S1 

d1ffus1on couple. 

n = 78, g = ê3.49 atXS1 

s = O. Oê L 
0 N ""' \!) ..; . 
N -----+ at\Si 

"' 0 . .; 
N 

So in Cu3P/Si diffusion couples cu3Si is formed, that 

contains negligible amounts of phosphorus. This observation 

contradiets the mass balance: if cu3P is decomposed and the 

copper reacts with silicon, we expect the formation of a 

phosphorus containing compound. Based on the shape of the 

ternary phase diagram (fig. 5. 3) we expect the formation of 

this compound at the cu3P;cu3Si interface. 

Since the reaction takes place inside a vacuum system, 

i t is possible that a gaseous product is formed, that will 

be removed, so that no layer w111 be detected. We can thinl< 

of some different reactions, ~or instanee : 

We 

(11t.17) 

Si -11; 

Si -liJ 

know the volumes 

0 .049nm3 and 

a] 

b] 

SiP c] 

per 

Si 

formule unit 

(11 t.18) 

of cu3Si 

0.021nm3. 

Therefore we can calculate the ratio between the amount of 

silicon consumed (fig.5.5,a) and the amount of Cu3Si 

formed (fig. 5.5,b). Both for reaction a] and b] this ratio 

is 21/49 = 0.41. Both reaction~. are sim1lar wi th respect to 
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the products formed 

Cu3Si) does not con tain 

1.e. the 

silicon. 

second product (beside 

If silicon is part of 

the second product the ratio raises to 0. 71 for reaction dl 

and 0.82 for reaction c]. 

This ratio can be determined in the d1ffusion couples 

if we l<now where the origlnal silicon surface i.S after the 

reaction. Since the unreacted silicon surface is still 

mirror-lil<e, we assume that the surface we observe in the 

side view is the original silicon surface. The average ratio 

as determined in the diffusion couples at 400, 430 and 500 

oe iS 0.43. Only couples at 550 oe deviate from thiS 

value, probablY because of the deformat1on of the eu3Si 

columns. Fr om this ra t1o we con cl u de tha t the gaseous 

product does not contain any silicon. 

Ho eu2P could be detected. Th is lea ves as the most 

probable react1on the formation of phosphorus vapour, which 

Will be accompanied w1th weight losses in the diffusion 

couples. The weigh t losses determined at 500°e are com-

pat1ble w1th the formation of phosphorus vapour. 

The phosphorus formation is not in agreement w1th the 

phase diagram as presented in fig.5.3. This may be caused by 

the difference in reaction conditions, especially w1th 

respect to the vapour pressure: the alloys are equ1libra ted 

in closed capsules, resul t1ng in an equilibrium phosphorus 

pressure. The diffusion couples, however, are annealed in a 

vacuum system, which will remove any phosphorus vapour 

formed. 

SiP is on the borderline of stabUi ty under the 

circumstances in the vacuum furnace, as can be seen from its 

Gibbs energy (for data see Bar in and Knacl<e, 11 t.19); 

700 K: AG1 :-17489-1/4W15i306+93303:+37987J 

800 K: AG~ :-21480-1/4W186234+100742:+32703J 

From these values it follows that: 
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Therefore, in the dynamic vacuum in the turnace of 10-4 

Pa the decomposition of SiP into Si and P4 is li~ely. 

This is more so in the presence of cu3P, since then the 

reaction 

t~es place. 

We can estimate Whether SiP is stabie in the 

of cu3P by calculating the change in Gibbs energy 

need a value for the Gibbs energy of cu3Si . This 

presence 

4G2. We 

is not 

~nown, but an estimate can be made based on the correspon

dence in structure between cu3Si on one hand and cu3P and 

cu3As on the other hand. 

According to Barin and Knac~e (11t. 19) the following 

values for the Gibbs energy of cu3P and cu3As apply: 

700 K 

800 K 

Gcu3p(J/mol) 

-223664 

-244274 

Gcu3As(J/mol) 

-222057 

-244893 

These values are very close to each other, therefore we t~e 

as an estimate for the values of cu3Si those of Cu3P. 

This leads to the following calculation of 4G2 : 

- 23664 - 0 . 5w151306 + 223664 + 93303 = 17650 J (700K) 

or 

-244274 + 0 . 5w186234 + 244274 + 100742 7625 J (800K) 
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Thus, if only pure compounds occur in the reaction: 

700K + 17650; Pp-4 230 Pa 

800K 

From these values we conclude that, if SiP is formed 

during the reaction of cu3P and Si, 1t Will decompose in 

the presence of cu3P with the forma ti on of phosphorus 

vapour in a dynamic vacuum system, where the pressure is 0.1 

mPa. A consequence is tha t the ph a se realtions in a closed 

system will be different from those in a vacuum system. In 

fig.5 .11 a schematic diagram is drawn that applies for a 

vacu um system. The diffusion pa th in cu3P /Si diffusion 

couples is denoted, showing the formation of cu3Si and 

phosphorus vapour. 

F 1.6.5.11 A ternar y dJ.a6ram that J.llustrates the formatJ.on 

of pllosphorus vapour J.n a cu3 P/SJ. dJ.ffusJ.on couple .in a 

vacuum system. The arrow denotes the formatJ.on of vapor, the 

dotted lJ.nes denote a possJ.ble J.nstabJ.lJ.ty, the cJ.rcles 

denote the dJ.ffusJ.on path. 
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§ 5.3.2 The kinetics of the solid state reaction between 

cu3P and Si in vacuum 
The time dependenee of the thicl<ness of the cu3Si

layer has been determined at 1!- different temperatures. The 

results are summarized in fig.5.12. 

The spread in the data is rather large, since the 

crystals are thin and scarce. Therefore 1t is difficult to 

decide whether a particular crystal is really the largest 

one obtained at a specific time and temperature. 

The thicl<nesses for the couples at 550 °C are 

corrected for the plastic deforma tion. Th is is done by 

measuring the thicl<ness of cu3Si in the silicon slice 

and multiplying this value by 1/0.1!-1, being the ratio 

between the amount of silicon consumed and the amount of 

Cu3Si formed if the columns are straight. 

It is clear tha t the react1on in Cu3P /Si couples is 

never faster than in Cu Marz/Si couples at the same tempera

ture (if necessary extrapolated to higher temperatures). 

Only at 550°C if a closed react1on layer has been for

med, and at I!-00°C the reaction ra te is sim!lar to Cu 

Marz. Th is indica tes tha t the reaction has slowed down, 

because some hinderence occurs. At I!-30°C a linear time 

dependenee is found, indicating that an interfacial reaction 

is the rate determining step, instead of the diffusion of 

copper through the already formed silicide layer. 
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F 1g.5.12 T he th1c.kness of the Cu3Sl layer in Cu3P /Si 

d1ffus1on couples, plotted as a funct1on of react1on t1me 

for several temperatures. T he couples have been annealed in 

a vacuum system. For compar1son parabolle grorrth curves are 

plotted, us1ng the react1on rate constant be1ng determ1ned 

from the Arrhen1us plot for Cu Harz/S1 as shorrn in f1g.4.36. 
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§ 5.3.3 Horphology of the reaction layer in cu3P!Si 

diffusion couples annealed in vacuum 
The formation of gaps in the reaction layer in cu3P/Si. 

diffusion couples provokes curiosity, since this is certain

ly not a usual situation. We see that the overall growth is 

retarded in such cases. Furthermore the shape of the Cu3Si

cu3P interface shows, that the Whole cu3P platelet is invol

ved in the reaction instead of just the contact area. 

If a closed reaction layer is formed, the :diffusion 

couple must shrink in height, since phosphorus vapour is 

lost at the cu3Si-cu3P interface. The layer thickness will 

be determined by the diffusion of copper through the 

silicide layer as long as the contact between cu3Si and cu3P 

remains good. 

When the contact between cu3Si and cu3P is lost, cu3P 

will be removed towards a point Where the reaction still 

continues. Then the contact between cu3Si and cu3P is 

definitely lost, leaving a cu3Si crystal that has only 

contact with silicon. The gap that is left behind, is the 

space originally tal<en by cu3P. The overall reaction rate is 

retarded compared to a couple Where a closed layer is 

formed. 
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§ 5.4 The solid state reaction between cu3P and Si 

in a closed system 
A c11ffus1on couple has been preparec1 1n a sta1nless 

steel clamp, anc1 annealec1 1n an evacuatec1 s111ca capsule at 

500°C. After 65 h the capsule was allowed to cool down 

slowly anc1 was carefully openec1. The specimen became warm 1n 

contact w1th air anc1 the character1st1c smeu of PH3 

spread arounc1. Inspeetion by opt1cal m1croscopy showec1 that 

the outs1c1e of the react1on layer was coverec1 w1th small, 

wh1te crystals, c1ef1n1tely different from cu3S!. Metal

lograph1c preparat1on of the specimen turnec1 out to be 

c11ff1cult, s1nce the seconc1 phase formec1 (fig.5.13) e1 ther 

1s crushec1 unc1er the pressure c1ur1ng the heat treatment or 

c1ecomposec1 1n contact w1th water anc1 air. 

EPMA analyses show that one product 1s cu3s1, wh1ch 

1s in contact w1th silicon. A seconc1 phase has been formed. 

Ho quan t1 ta t1 ve analyses can be performec1. Qual1 ta t1 vely 

only s111con anc1 oxygen can be c1etectec1, no copper or 

phosphorus. Th1s suggests that th1s seconc1 phase or1g1nally 

cons1stec1 of SiP, wh1ch c1ecomposes 1nto S102 anc1 PH3 
(11 t.13) as 1s supportec1 by the character1st1c smeu. Th1s 

react1on woulei account for the fact that the specimen became 

warm anc1 for the 1mposs1bl1ty to polish the specimen. 

Accorc11ng to the phase diagram c1eterm1nec1 1n § 5.2, we 

ex peet the forma U on of CuS1 2 P 3 at the cu 3P

cu3S1 interface. In tha t case, however, even 1f th1s 

compound c1ecomposes, some copper woulei be left beh1nc1 1n the 

proc1 u cts. S1nce no copper 

cus12P3 has been formec1. 

has been c1etectec1, probably no 

We have to concluc1e that 

the diagram of f1g.5.3 1s 1rrelevan t for th1s exper !ment, 

because of c11fference 1n phosphorus pressure anc1 that the 

diagram of f1g.5.14 1s more 11kely for the c1rcumstances 

usec1 1n th1s exper1men~ 

The th1ckness of the react1ori layer 1s smaller than 1n 

case of a vacuum annealec1 couple: the c11ffus1on of copper 

through SiP m1gh t be ra te c1eterm1n1ng. 
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. ., .. 

F1g.5.13 Secondary electron 1mage of a cu3PA/s1B d1ffus1on 

couple annealed 1n a closed capsule at 500°C for 65 h. The 

br1ght react1on product 1s cu3s1C, the second crumbly phase 

1s probably S1pD, Bar 1nd1cates 100 ~m . 

p 

F 1g.5.14 Ternary phase d1agram for cu3P /S1 d1ffus1on couples 

1n closed evacuated capsules._ 
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F 18.5.15 Schemat1c ternai'Y d1agram for a vacuum system at 

500°C show 1ng the d1ffus1on pathes of a CutP / S1 couple 

(o), and a Cu3S1/Cu3P couple (x J 

5.5 Con cl usions 
The central problem in this chapter is the phosphorus 

pressure: it is certain that the phosphorus pressure c1uring 

the annealing treatment of the alloys is c1ifferent from the 

vacuum c1iffusion experiments anc1 there exist c1oubts whether 

the s1tuat1on for the alloys is comparable w!th a c1iffusion 

couple annealec1 in a closec1 capsule. In all three cases 

cu3Si is formec1, but phosphorus is founc1 in c1ifferent 

compounc1s: in the alloys CuSizP3 (anc1 maybe a seconc1 

ternary compounc1) is formec1, in c1iffusion couples in a 

vacuum system phosphorus vapour is formec1, while c1uring 

annealing of a c11ffusion couple in a closec1 capsule. SiP 

seems to be formec1. 

The c1iffusion couples annealec1 in a vacuum system 

exhibi t an extraorc1inary morphology: of ten gaps are formec1 

between the original pla telets. They are crea tec1 when 

Cu3P c11ffuses away when the reaction is obstructec1 at a 

certain point. This morphology is accompaniec1 by an overall 

retarc1ec1 growth rate 1f we compare 1t With results on grain 

bounc1ary c11ffusion of copper through the sil1cic1e layer. 
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chapter 6 the solid sta te reaction 

between copper and germanium 

§ 6.1 Introduetion 

In the previous chapters we have studied the solid 

state reaction between copper and silicon. The reaction is 

characterized by the presence of large incubation times at 

low temperatures, which are removed when a trace of 

phosphorus is present in the copper. 

We have wondered whether such a large influence of an 

impuri ty would also occur in similar systems. An obvious 

example seemed to be the reaction between copper an<1 

germanium. Silicon an<1 germanium are very much ali:Ke: they 

have the sa me crystal structure and have a similar chemical 

behaviour. Furthermore the phase <11agrams of the copper-

silicon and copper-germanium systems as well as the diagrams 

of the phosphorus-silicon and phosphorus-germani urn systems 

are much ali:Ke. 

The solid state react1on between copper an<1 germanium 

has not yet been described, to our :Knowledge. Therefore we 

have studied the react1on between copper and germanium in 

diffusion couples between 400 and 575°C. Special a tten

tion has been paid to the occurrence of incuba ti on times and 

the influence of compressive stress an<1 the presence of 

phosphorus on the react1on :Kinetics. 
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§ 6.2 Phase diagrams 

§ 6.2.1 Literature survey 
Fig. 6. shows the binary copper-germanium phase diagram 

according to Hansen (11t. 1), adopted bY Hultgren (lit. 2). 

The solubility of germanium in copper is considerable: 

9. 5atX at 300°C, and with a maximum of 11. 8atX at 823°C. The 

solubility of copper in germanium is negligibly small: the 

maximum copper content is less than 3M1o-4atX at 875°C 

( 11t. 1). 

In the low temperature range two compounds exist: the 

t-phase or cu5Ge and the e-phases or cu3Ge. Some confusion 

exists about the composition of these phases. Hansen (lit. 1) 

states that the t-phase ranges from 11.4 to 18. 7atX, but 

Schubert (11t. 3) places the boundaries at 11.9 and 19. 4atX 

Ge. The t-phase has ah. e.p. structure (A3 type). It is to 

be considered a 3:2 electron compound, 

compos1tion cu5Ge (16. 7atx Ge) (11t. 4). 

based on the 

The e-phases form a group of three compounds. The e-

phase is the only one existing at low temperatures. It has a 

orthorhombically distorted A3 type structure with 

a:O. 2645nm, b:0. 4553nm and c:0.4202nm at 25atX Ge (lit. 3). 

Hansen does not give homogeneity boundaries (which is copied 

by Hultgren) but suggests them to be 24.25 and 25.5 atXGe 

( 11 t. 1). Above 570• c the e 1 -phase is formed, h . c . p. wi th 

a:0.420nm, c;a:1. 20. The e 2 -phase is cubic with about 

27.5atXGe (11t.1). 

Reynolds and Hume-Rothery (lit . 5) give a different 

interpretation for this region as is shown in fig. 6. 2. The 

homogeneity region of the e phase is much wider, 

transformation to e 1 occurs at 550°C. 

and the 
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acc ord.i.ng t o Reyno lds 

et al{l.i.t . 5) . 

The Cu-Si and Cu-Ge phase diagrams show great 

resemblance ( li t. 5) . In both systems the complicated 

sequence of solid phases is confined in the first 27atz of 

the solute. A maximum in the solidus-liquidus curve 1s found 

at approximately 24atx. The extent of the primary solid 

solutions is of the same order. In the copper-germanium 

diagram the range of compositions 11-19atï.Ge is occupied by 

the one h . c . p . t-phase. In the copper-silicon diagram almost 

exact 1 y the same range of composi ti ons 1s covered l>y the K, 

[3, a , y phases, some having a h . c. p . struc ture, wllile the y

phase has to be considered a 3:2 electron compound, lil<e the 

t Cu-Ge c ompound. The copper-silicon ~-phases occupy 

composition ranges sim1lar to the copper-germanlum e - and 

e 1 - pha ses. In each there are high and low temperature 
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modifications. The e 2 cu-Ge compound does not find a counter 

part in the cu-Si system, and the reverse applies for 

cu15si4 . 

In the germanium-phosphorus system onlY one compound is 

known: GeP (lit. 1). 

No information has been found on the ternary Cu-Ge-P 

phase diagram. One ternary compound is known: CuGe2P3 

( 11 t. 6), a semiconductor (lit. 7) with a zinebiende type 

structure having a lattice parameter of o. 5375nm (lit. 6). 

Germanium can dissolve in the compound, in which case the 

lattice parameter can vary significantly (lit.8). 

§ 6.2.2 Determination of the phase diagrams at 500°C 

Alloys are prepared by are melting lumps of copper. and 

germanium for binary and lumps of copper, germanium and 

copperphosphide for ternary composi tions. The alloys are 

equilibrated for 1 month in evacuated silica capsules at 

500°C. They have a tendency to stick together when they 

accidentally touch each other during the annealing. Th is 

phenomenon has not been observed with silicon containing 

alloys, After the heat treatment the alloys are 
metallographically prepared, as described 1n § 3.2 . The 

composition of the const1 t u ting phases is determined w ith 
EPHA. Quan tita ti ve analyses are performed w ith the BAS 

correction program (11 t.9) and elemen tary copper and 

germanium as calibra ti on standards. 

The maximum solubility of germanium in copper is deter-

mined to be 10.5a tï. at 500°C. The low germanium limit 

of CusGe has not been detected in cu-Ge auoys, s1nce 

the gap between this phase and the primary solid solution is 

that small that no two Phased alloys could be prepared in 
this region. In dHfusion couples where cu5Ge is formed 
as well, the compos1 ti on ranges from 11.6 to 17.8atï. . In 
alloys the germanium rich si de of cu5Ge has been de ter-
mined to contain 17.2atï.Ge, Which is less than has been 
described in the literature (11 t.1, 3). The beundarles of 
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Cu3Ge as determined in alloys wi th EPHA are 21.7 and 

24.2atZGe, again rather low compared wi th the 11 terature 

values. In diffusion couples 24.8 a tz germani urn has been 

found as the maximum germanium content of the cu3Ge 

phase. Within experimental error these values are equal to 

these found in alloys. The width of the homogen~itY region 

is in agreement w i th the re sul ts obtained by Reynolds 

(11 t.5), but is shifted towards the copper si de. Thlis can be 

a result of the use of elements as cal1bration stapdards. No 

ether binary compounds are found. 

The ternary alloys have an overall composi yion below 

the 11ne cu3P-Ge, since cu3P is the only phosphorus 

souree used. In f1g.6.3 the ternary phase diagrami is depic-

ted as is determined from 

con tains ia t ZGe at the most. 

the ternary alloy,s . Cu3P 
I 

The compound is in equilibrium 

w i th cu3Ge, cu5Ge an<1 wi th the primary so,11d solu

t1on. Both germanides contain 1atZP as maximum at the corner 

of the three phase tr iangles. 

exists between 

• À 

A 

Another three phase triangle 

and Ge. 

Ge 

F1g.6.3 Low phosphorus part of the ternary phase d1agram Cu

Ge- P. The alloys are equ111brated at 500°C 1n :evacuated 

s111ca capsules. The compos1t1ons are determ1ned w1th EPHA. 

T he hatch1ng 1nd1cates an area of non-equ111br1um 

"compos1t1ons" somet1mes observed and w111 be d1scussed 1n 

the text. 
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F1g.6.4 Back scattered electron 1mage of a ternary alloy 

w1th the overall compos1t1on of CuöoGe3oPto· The alloy 

conta1ns cu3P (dark}, Cu~e (grey) and a ternary compos1t1on 

(br1ght, bounded by black and wh1te 11nes). 

Bar 1nd1cates tovm. 

Th is s1tuation exists in most germanium rich alloys, 

In the 

material 

but somet1mes a 

back scattere<l 

pecullar ma ter i al has been found. 

electron image (fig.6.4) this 

appears as bright areas, although the brightness is not 

constant. Furthermore the areas are surroun<1e<1 w1th wh1te 

and black 11nes. This may point to a con<1uctiv1ty problem 

occurring in these specific spots. If we try to make quant1-

tat1ve analyses of this material, we see a very large sprea<l 

in compos1tion, even wi thin one "crystal". In fig.6.3. the 

compos1tions (normal1se<1 atomie percentages) are plotted as 

a hatche<l area. As is to be expecte<l the brightest areas are 

relate<l to the highest germanium content. The average atomie 

number is the highest there an<l this gives the greatest 

brightness in a back scattere<l electron image. If we stu<ly 

the results more closely, notably the measure<l weight 

percentages, we see that the total amounts are not 100ï.. 

Sometimes they are as low as 95ï. ·al though the specimen is in 

focus, the overall con<l ucti v i ty is goo<l, an<l no other 

components can be <1etecte<1 with EDS (energy <lispersive 
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spectrometry}, But even more odd : the totals can be as high 

as 1051:. No explanation exists for this phenomenon. We have 

to conclude that this is a non-equilibrium s1tuat1on, 

perhaps a microscopie mixture so finely divided that the 

electron probe also irradiates "grain boundaries". The 

normalised compositions suggest that this is a mixture of 

the original cu3P and Ge used to prepare the alloy. 

Since it is clearly not an equilibrium compound, we have not 

included 1t in the ternary phase diagram. 

Contrary to the Cu-Si-P system, no ternary compounds 

are found by us in the Cu-Ge-P system in evacua,ted silica 

capsules at rel a ti vel y low phosphorus con tent at 500°C. 

9 6. 3 Diffusion reaction between copper and germanium 

9 6.3.1 General remarks 
Diffus1on experiments are conducted in the temperature 

range from 400 to 575°C in the vacuum furnace described 

in § 3.3.2. Below 570°C the react1on between copper and 

german1.um l.S considerably slower than between copper and 

silicon, but seems less vulnerable for perfect slice pre pa-

ration. This was already suggested by the fact that alloys 

stic:K together, although they only touch each other. High 

mechanical · stresses are induced in the diffusion' couples, 

somet1mes result1ng in :spectaoular flee-li:Ke jumps of the 

germani urn pla te let away from the couple after the annealing. 

The influence of the compressive stress has been tested 

explic1tely and found to be non-existent: between 2 and 

9.5MPa the layer thic:Kness is independent of the compressive 

stress. The influence of the phosphorus concentz;-at1on in 

copper has been tested and again no influence has been 

found. Copper containing less than 1 ppm (Cu MRC; Marz), 1 

att: (C.u1P) and 25 att: (Cu 3P) phosphorus all react at the 

same ra te wi thin the experimental error. 

As is shown in f1gs.6.5 and 6.6 straight-lined react1on 
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layers are formed. In all cases the ma1n product cu3Ge 

1s coarse gra1ned. Also cu5Ge 1s formed in th1n layers. 

In <11ffus1on couples w1 th Cu1P, the cu3P crystals 

are present at the copper-german1des interface (f1g.6.6). 

Copper 1s the only <11ffus1ng component in the copper-germa

n1um system. 

Since no d1fferences 1n react1on rate ex1st between the 

varleus <11ffus1on couples, all w1ll be discussed together. 

Fig.6.5 Cu MRC MarzA/G~;500,48,IV. back scattered electron 

image, showing the straight lined interfaces, and the coarse 

Cu3Ge grainsC. Bar indicates 100 !Jm. 

Fig.ó.ó Cu1pA/G~;500,48, back scattered elec~tron image, 

showing the large Cu:JGe crystalsC, and the formation of cu3p 

at the .copper-germanides interfa.ceD. Bar indicates 100 /.Jm. 
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9 6.3.2 Time dependenee of the reaction between 

capper and germanium 

In figs.6.7 an(j, 6.8 the time dependenee of the layer 

thic.Kness in Cu / Ge diffusion couples is plotted. It is 

obvious that significant experimental errors exists. This 

can be 1llustrated with the thic.Kness of three <1Hferent cu 

MRC Marz;Ge diffusion cou.ples annealed at 500°C for 48 

hours. The thic.Kness.es are respectively 219, 18Ó and 168 

~m. If we square these vai ues vie get for d2 (in 

~m2) ll7961, ?.2llOO an(j, 2822ll. Nevertheless fig.6.8 shows 

tha t these val u es still fit w i thin the range set by the 

other d!ffusion couples. It is this experimental error which 

forces us to trea t all the types of copper as equal, since 

we can n o t distinguish between them. 

Fig.6.7 and 6.8 show that at both temperatures probably 

the parabolle growth law is obeyed, so d!ffusion through the 

already formed layer is the rate 11mit1ng step. The absence 

of an incubat!on time indicates that the react1on is not 

hindered by a reaction barrier. The reaction between 

copper and germanium is much slower than the react!on 

between copper and silicon: . at .400°C, a ft er 100 h abou t 

80 ~m of germani<1es are formed , wh!le abou t 550 ~m 

s111cides are formed under the sa me condi ti ons. 

9 6.3.3 Temperature dependenee of the reaction between 

capper and germanium 
The temperature dependenee of the reaction rate con

stant has been determined in the tempera ture range between 

400 a nd 550°C. The results are plotted in fig.6.9 . The 

activation energy (j,erived from this plot with the least-

squares method is 104 kJ/ mol . The stan<1ard deviation is 12 

.KJ / mol. Since the d!ffusion of copper through the germanides 

is the rate <1etermining step in the process, this activation 
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energy has to be attr!buted to th!s copper d!ffusion. From 

the p!ctures in f!gs. 6. 5 and 6. 6 !t is clear that the 

Cu3Ge is coarse gra!ned and that d1ffus1on is l!Kely to 

occur through the bulk of the crystals, s!nce there are net 

enough grain beundarles to supply the react!on interface 

with copper atoms. The observed activatien energy is a 

rather lew value for bulk d!ffusion. A vacancy mechanism 

seems unllkely; 1t may be poss!ble that the crystal 

structure of Cu3Ge offers routes for easy d1ffus1on. 

At 570 (lit. 1) or 550°C (l!t. 5) a structure change 

occurs ln cu3Ge. We recogn!ze th!s structure change in a 

sudden enhancement of the reaction rate above 570°C. The 

excessive growth of cu3Ge occurs for both CuiP anp Cu 

MRC Marz. At 575°C a layer of 616~m grows in 10 m!nutes 

time, leading to ln K = 16. 4. The react!on is so fast that 

experiments are v!rtually lmposs!ble: the few m!nutes neces

sary to reach a temperature over 570°C and to cool down 

afterwards w111 result in th!ck layers, that clearly 

1nf 1 uence the determ!ned 1 ayer th!cKness. Forthermore very 

thicK pieces of copper and germanium are necessary to let 

such large amount of german!des grow, but these w111 result 

in mechan!cally lnstable dlffusion couples, Where a goed 

contact cannot be guaranteed. Therefore only a few short 

exper!ments are conducted at 575°C. 

The enhancement is c 1 earl y a- discontinu! ty in the 

react!on rate. Two explanat!ons are conceivable: 

- Above 570°C the e 1 1s formed, Wh!ch has a different crys

tal structure. Therefore the d1ffus1on coeff1c1ent and the 

frequency factor may be different (fig. 6. 10) 

- The Hedvall efffect (lit. 10) a sudden enhancement of the 

reactlon rate occurs 1f the solid undergoes a structure 

change (fig. 6. 11). The acceleration has be.en ascr!bed to 

the formation of metastable defects, Wh!ch fac111tates the 

react!on. At temperatures above the transformation the 

reactlon rate is reduced to the expected value. In our 

experiments probably the formation of vacanc!es is fac111-

tated near the transformat!on, thereby !ncreasing the 

d!ffusion rate. 
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The fact that we observe this enhancement in reaction 

rate above 570°C suggests that the structure change 

occurs at 570°C (l!t. 1) or a little higher temperature 

instea<1 of at 550°C (l!t. 5). 

ln k ~ 
l 

I 
I 

I 
L.., 

____, 1/T 

F1g.6.10 Poss1ble dependenee 

the react1on rate constant 

on the temperature. Above 

570°C a d1fferent phase 1s 

formed w1th a d1fferent 

act1vat1on energy and 

frequency factor. 
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F1g.6.11 The Hedvall effec~t. 

The react1on rate 1s 

enhanced when a structure 

change occurs. 

§ 6.3.4 Determination of the diffusion coefficient 111 copper-

germanium diffusion couples 

In cu;Ge <1iffusion couples all expecte<1 compoun<1s are 

formeel (the (Cu,Ge) solution, cu5Ge, an<1 cu3Ge) an<1 all 

layers show a concentration gra<1ient. This gives the possi

bility to <1etermine the inter <1iffusion coefficient accor

<1ing to formula [2. 8]. 

The molar volumes of cu3Ge an<1 cu5Ge are calculate<1 

from lit. 11. For cu3Ge it is given that the volume of a unit 

cell is o. 10116nm3. This cell contains 2 molecules of Cu3Ge, 
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so the volume per atom is 0.01264nm3, the molar volume is 

then 7. 61cm3;mol cu0 . 7 5Geo. 25 . For cu5Ge this value is 

7.55cm3;mol Cuo. 83Ge0 . 17· For pure copper and germanium 

these values are, respectively (lit. 12): 7 . 11 and 13.63 

cm3;mol. This means that the reaction between copper and 

germanium to cu3Ge causes a shrinkage of 13/. . 

In fig . 6. 12 the concentration profile of a copper/ger-

manium diffusion couple is given. The couple has been 

annealed 30 hours at 500°C. With graphical integration the 

diffusion coefficients can be determined according to equa

tion [2. 8) . The results are summarized in fig. 6 . 13. Two sets 

of values are given, both deduced from the same profile, 

with the same technique. The differences show the ,experimen-

tal error made in this Kind of determinations . The problem 

is that at the phase boundaries the concentration gradient 

is usually the steepest, but that EPMA may result in less 

reliable concentrations at these boundaries. Furthermore, 

there exists always an experimental error in the determina

tion of the concentration Which gives some uncertainty in 

the drawing of the concentration profile . 

The average diffusion coefficient in the solid solution 

is 6w1o-12cm2; s, While in the cu5Ge phase the diffusion 

coefficient is 4w1o-11cm2;s. In cu3Ge the diffusion coef-

ficient raises from about 1w1o-10cm2; s at 22at/.Ge to about 

In the diffusion couples this high 

diffusion coefficient leads to a thicK layer of cu3Ge 

containing about 24-25at /.Ge , 

gradient . 

with a small concentration 

We can compare these values with those given in the 

literature on the catalytic activity of copper-germanium 

all oys in the format ion of germanes ( li t. 13). From the 

amount of germanes formed, the diffusion coefficients in the 

all oys can be deduced. 

that germanium diffuses, 

Although Chong and SKaates assume 

contradictory to our fin~ings, the 

interdiffusion coefficient they determine 

measure for the total transport in the alloys. 

der1ve the following values: 

cu3Ge D = 5w1o-10cm2; s . 
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From these values and the value for the activation 

energy. determined in § 6. 3. 3 (104 kJ/mol), we can calculate 

a value for 773K leading to DCCu5GeJ=2.7w10-10cm2;s and 

D(Cu3Ge)=2. 7w1o-9cm2;s. 

These values are comparable with those determined in 

this study. 

solid 
solution 

25 .:- Cu5Ge ,:.,._::..___ ______ __, 

I 

20 

15 

at%Ger 
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0or---~2o~~4~o~~6no---s~ll~~~--~--~~----
100 120 140 160 

distance/~m 

F1G . 6.12 concentrat1on Pl'O:f1Je o:t a CU/Ge (11:f:fus1on coupJe, 

annealed at soooc, :tor 30h , determ1ned w1th EPHA . 
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F1g. 6 .t'l. d1ffus1on 

couple, annealed at 500"C for 16ê hours, show1ng the large 

crystals of cu3Gec. Note the absence of cu5Ge and the 

pr1mary Cu-Ge-P sol1d solut1on .. Bar 1nd1cates 100 JJm. 
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9 6.4 The reaction between cu3P and germanium 

in a vacuum system 

So far we have considered cu3P as a type of copper 

containing a lot of phosphorus, but similar to the other 

types of copper. Obviously this is not true. 

If we inspeet the ternary phase diagram of fig.6.3, we 

see that there ex1sts an equilibrium between cu3P and 

germanium, so it is not immedia tely clear at all how a 

reaction can occur in a cu 3P /Ge diffusion couple. 

Furthermore the absence of a phosphorus containing reaction 

product contradiets the mass balance. Contrary to the copper 

-germanium coup les, in copper phosphide-germanium couples 

nei ther the solid sol u ti on of germanium in copper nor 

cu5ae has been formed (fig.6.14). So again we have to 

con cl u de, tha t the phase diagram as determined wi th ternary 

alloys, equilibrated in evacuated capsules, does not apply 

to diffusion couples annealed in a vacuum system. We do not 

have thermodynamic data on GeP or cu3Ge, so we can not 

calcula te whether GeP is stable against cu3Ge in a 

vacuum system. The fact that GeP melts incongruently at 

725°C shows, tha t this compound is not particularly 

stable (11 t.14). Therefore we propose a phase diagram (fig. 

6.15) applying for the vacuum system, analogous to the cu

Si-P diagram: in the reaction between cu3P and Ge 

Cu3Ge is formed and 

Cu3P in a vacu um 

phosphorus vapour. 

aeP, 

system 

which 

and 

is not 

reacts 

stable against 

to cu3Ge and 

Fr om the observed reaction ra te i t follows, tha t the 

forma ti on of phosphorus does no~ hamper the reaction. Also 

the morphology of the react1on layer suggests tha t the 

contact at the Cu3P/Cu3ae interface remains good. 
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P vapour 

Fig.6.15 Part of the ternary Cu-Ge-P diagram prososed to 

apply for äiffusion couples in a vacuum system . The dif-

fusion patl1es 1n cu3P/ Ge couples (o) and CutP/ Ge (X) are 

denoted, the arrow denotes the evaJution of phosphorus 

vapor, GeP is considered to be instable. 
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9 6.5 Con cl usions 
The results on the so11<1 state react1on between copper 

an<1 germanium can be summar1ze<1 as follows. 

Copper an<1 german1 urn react 1n a <11ffus1on 11m1 ted 

process between 400 an<1 Copper !S the 

<11ffus1ng component. The act! vation energy 

104+/-12 

for 

only 

tne 

<11ffus1on of copper through 

The morphology of the react1on 

d1ffus1on occurs. All expected 

1s :KJ;mol. 

suggests tnat 

phases are formed. 

bul:K 

No 

1nfluence of the compress1 ve stress nas been foun<1. The 

presence of pnosphorus 1n copper does not 1nfluence the 

reactlon rate, or the morphology of the reactlon layers. The 

react1on between copper an<1 germanium proceeds without an 

1ncuba t1on time. All expected reactlon layers are formed, 

slnce the dlffusion coefficlents 1n the varlous layers are 

sucn that layers wlth observable thlc:Knesses can form. 

At temperatures above 570°C tne reactlon undergoes 

a sudden acceleration, probably due to a structure trans-

forma ti on 1n 

Copper phosph1<1e an<1 german1 urn are 111 equ111br 1 urn whlch 

eacn other 1n closed s111ca capsules. In a vacu urn system, 

however, they react to form cu3Ge and pnospnorus vapour. 

In thls case Cu5Ge nas not been found. The ra te <1eter

m1n1ng step 1s tne <11ffus1on of copper tnrougn the 

german1<1es, react1on ra tes be!ng equal to those foun<1 for 

cu;Ge couples. 
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chapter 7 a comparison between 

silicon and germanium 

in their reaction with copper 
When we see the results discussed in the previous 

chapters, we can d1st1nguish four aspects, in which silicon 

d!ffers from germanium 1n the react1on w!th copper. 

a] In copper-s!licon d1ffus1on couples only Cu3Si is 

formed, wh!le in copper-germani urn couples the (Cu, Ge) 

solid sol u tion, Cu5Ge and cu 3Ge are formed. 

Furthermore the layer th1cknesses in copper-s111con coup

les are much larger than in copper-germanium couples at 

the same time and temperature. 

b] In copper-sil1con couples we can dist!nguish two act! va

tion energies, 175 and about 100 kJ/mol, attributed to 

bulk- and grain boundary diffusion of copper through 

cu 3s1, respectively . In the copper-germanium couples 

only one activat!on energy has been found. Based on the 

morphology of the product layer we attribute it to bulk 

d!ffusion of copper through cu3Ge, although the value 

of 105 kJ ;mol for the act! va ti on energy is much lower 

than for the bulk diffusion through cu3s1. 

c] Copper phosph1de-sil1con diffusion couples exhib!t a 

remarkable morphology. Gaps are formed in the product 

layer, which cons1sts of columns of cu3Si, se para ting 

the original platelets. Only at high temperatures - some

times a closed product layer has been found. 

The product layer in copper phosphide-germanium couples, 

however, is closed 1n the whole temperature range. 

dl In copper-sil!con d!ffusion couples a react1on barrier is 

present, which results in the occurrance of an 1ncubation 

time at low temperatures. Connected w!th this the reac

tion is influenced by the presence of phosphorus in 

copper and by the appl1ed compressi ve stress. These phe

nomena are absent in copper-gerinanium di:ffusion couples. 
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a<1 a) 

The layer thicknesses in copper-silicon an<1 copper

germanium couples <1epen<1 on the respective <1iffusion 

coefficients. Unfortunately, the cu3Si as well as the 

cu15si4 layers <1o not show a concentration gra<1ient, so 

we can not <1etermine an inter<liffusion coe~ficient. 

However, we can <1etermine an integrate<1 <1iffusion coeffi

cient by eq. [2. 9) . 

For the copper-germanium compoun<ls we can <1etermine the 

inter<liffusion coefficients for cu5Ge an<1 cu3Ge using 

eq. [2. 8). we get the following values at 500°C: 

cu3si: Dint ~ 2. 2w1o-8 cm2;s 

CU15Si4: Dint ~ 1.6w1o-11 cm2;s 

cu3Ge: n ~ 1o-1o - 1o-8 cm2;s 

cu5Ge: n ~ 4w1o-11 cm2;s 

From these <1ata we <1erive that, since the integrate<1 

<1iffusion coefficient in cu 15si 4 is over 1000 times 

smaller than in cu3Si, 

invisibly thin compare<1 to the cu3Si layer in a Cu/Si 

<1iffusion couple. The same is true, to a lesser extent, 

for the layer thicknesses of cu5Ge an<1 cu3Ge. Therefore 

Cu5Ge can be observe<1 in Cu/Ge <1iffusion couples, 

very thin. 

albeit 

A <1irect comparison between the <1iffusivities in cu3Si 

an<1 Cu3Ge is not possible from the <1ata cite<1 above. 

However, we can estimate a minimum value for the inter

<1iffusion coefficient D in cu3Si from a mo<llfication of 

eq[2. 9): 

Since the <1ifference in mole fraction ~N in the growing 

Cu3Si layer from the silicon to the copper si<le is 1ess 

than O. 001, it follows that the average 

coefficient Dav in cu3Si > 2. 2w1o-6 cm2;s. 
inter<liffusion 
This is about 

100 times as large as the inter<1iffusion coetficient in 
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cu3Ge. 

From ihese values for the !nterd!ffus!on coeff!c!ents and 

the act!vat!on energ!es , we can determ!ne the frequency 

factor Do for cu3Ge and Cu3S! by appl!ng eq[2. 15). 

D Do exp-Q/RT 

We get for cu 3Ge that D0 ~ 0.06 cm2;s and for cu3s1 that 

Do > 1. 5•106 cm2;s. The value for cu3Ge !s qu!te normal 

for bUlK d!ffus!on ( 11 t. 1 l, but that for cu3s1 is very 

high. 

The d!fference in d!ffus!on coeff!c!ents between the 

germanides and the s!l!c!des may be related W!th 

d!fferences !n structure. 

ad b] 

When we want to compare the act!vat!on energ!es for the 

copper d!ffus!on in cu3s1 and cu3Ge, we have to tal<e !nto 

cons!derat!on the fact that the melt!ng point TM of cu3Ge 

(1022K) is about 100°C lower than that of cu3s1 (1132K). 

We can allow for th!s d!fference by plott!ng the results 

as a fucnt!on of the relat!ve temperature, in the 

same way as T!war! has done When compar!ng the selfd!f

fus!on coeff!c!ents in f . c . c and b . c . c metals (l!t. 2). 

Fig. 7. 1 g!ves an Arrhen!us plot for the react!on rate 

constants as a funct!on of the reelprocal temperature. 

The slope obtained from th!s plot g!ves G/TM· 

Se ver al remarKs can be made. The relat!ve temperature 

ranges, Wh ere Cu3S! and cu3Ge are formed in coarse-

gra!ned 1 ayers, seem to be !dent!cal. The act!vat!on 

energ!es for the bulK d!ffus!on of copper in cu3Ge and 

cu3s1 are unequal ( 104 resp. 1 7 5 KJ ;mo 1 ) . The values for 

Q/TM are also different, but to a lessr extent : 100 and 

150 J;mol.K for Cu3Ge and cu3s1 respect!vely. For compa

r!son, T!war! has found 145 J/mol.K for the selfd!ffus!

v!ty inf. c. c. and b . c. c. metals (l!t. 2). 

These values suggest, that bulK d!ffus!on occurs, but 

that in cu3s1 fast d!ffus!on routes ex!st, expressed in 

the high frequency factor. In cu3Ge bulK d!ffus!on occurs 
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with a relative low activation energy. 

The reaction rate constant for the cu;ae reaction at 

575°C fits an extropolation of the cu3Si bulK diffusion 

at higher relative temperatures. This suggest that the e 1 
phase formed in Cu/Ge couples has a diffusivitY comparab

le with cu3Si . Furthermore we expect a change in slope in 

the cu3Ge curve similar to the cu3Si curve, occurring at 

1 ow temperatures, for instance, above TM/T ~ 1. 5. In 

order to determine this transition experiments ought to 

be conducted in the temperature range between 400 and 

200° c. Unfortunately, the reaction rate will then be 

that small, that experiment s are virtuall y impossibl e . 
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ad c] 

In Cu3P/Si diffusion couples, annealed at 550 °C, we 

observed plastic deformation of the columns, sometimes 

leading to a closed layer, with a reaction rate 

comparable with the reaction rate in Cu/Si diffusion 

couples. In cu3P;Ge diffusion couples we observe only 

closed product layers and reaction rates comparable with 

cu;Ge couples. Since the cu3P/Ge couples are annealed at 

higher relative temperature, plastic deformation is more 

liKely to occur. This may be the reason for the diffe

rence in morphology of the product layers. 

ad dJ 

The reaction of silicon with copper is charaterized by 

interfacial problems. Silicon 1s covered with a silicon 

dioxide layer, which is nearly inpenetrable for copper. 

If the reaction conditions are such that this layer is 

removed (high compressive stress, phosphorus in copper or 

after long incubation times) the reaction proceeds, but 

the morphology of the reaction product is strongly 

influenced by nucleation phenomena. 

The reaction between germanium and copper proceeds liKe a 

text booK example: all expected products are formed, no 

incubation time exists, no influence of compressive 

stress or phosphorus content. The copper-germanium inter

face seems hardly vulnarable for obstructions. The same 

phenomenon has been observed during heat treatment of 

alloys, Which sticK together although they only touch 

each other. Extensive diffusion occurs then. The reac -

tions of silicon are dominated by the presence of an 

oxidation layer. Evidently the stability of the oxidation 

layer on germanium is different . 

Some experimental prove for this statement is found in 

the literature, Where the oxidation of copper-silicon 

respectively copper-germanium alloys has been studied. 

When cu3Si is oxidized Si02\ is formed, While cu remains 

unchanged (lit. 3). After 2 weeKs even 0.4~m of Si02 has 
been formed. The layer underneath is enriched in copper. 

If however cu3Ge is oxidized GeO and cu2o are formed 
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( llt. 4) at 400 and 500K. Only at 600K thls surface is 

transformed to Cu + Ge02. 

For the dlffuslon couples thls means that S102 on the 

silicon surface w111 be stable wlth respect to Cu, but 

that Geo2 w111 be transformed in the presence of Cu to 

cu2o and GeO, thereby breaking the oxldat!on Iayer. No 

reactlon barrler w111 exlst, as the results of the copper 

germanium diffus!on couples clearly show. Sine~ no reac-

tlon barrler exists, the react!on between copper and 

germanium is not influenced by the phosphorus c;ontent of 
I 

the copper or by the appl!catlon of compressive stress. 

In thls thesis we have seen a large !nfluence lof only a 

trace of an !mpurity on a sol!d state reactlon. The 

lnfluence can be that large since segregatlon caus~s a high 

enrlchment of the impur!ty at the surface of the reactant. 

Therefore the react!on interface is different from What is 
' suggested by the bulK composlt!on. It 1s preclsery at thls 

interface Where the copper-s111con reactlon dev!ates from 

the copper-germanium reaction by the presence of a large 

reaction barrler. And so the Whole of the react!on is 

changed by the presence of the !mpur!ty. 

Generallzing the results, one can say, that 1n so11c1 
state reactlons, exact Knowledge of the react!on interface 

is necessary to understand the course of the reactlons. Or 
the other way around: lf a reactlon proceeds different from 

What has been expected lt m!ght well be 

play a major role. 
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Th1s thesis describes a research concern1ng the 1nflU

ence of a trace of a th1rd element on the react1on in a bi-

nary system. The sol1d state react1on between copper and 

silicon 1s studled 1n d1ffus1on couples. Copper and silicon 

slices are pressed together in a vacuum furnace. We have 

worKed with a constant load, because the compress1ve stress 

appears to influènce the thicKness of the product layer. 

The reaction rate is determined by the diffusion of 

copper through the already formed product layer. At high 

temperatures the d1ffus1on proceeds w1th a bulK mechan1sm, 

at low temperatures (T<470°C) copper d1ffuses through the 

grain boundaries. In the latter case also an 1ncubat1on time 

occurs. If a trace (ppm) of phosphorus is present in copper, 

the incubation time disappears and the grain boundary dif-

fusion mechanism is operative until 530°C. Based on our 

exper1ments we explain th1s incubat1on time w1th the presen

ce of an oxyde layer on the silicon, which is removed by 

segregat1on of phosphorus to the react1on interface. 

Both in the absence and in the presence of phosphorus 

the only react1on product is cu3s1, although the 

diagram also prediets the formation of cu15s1 4 and 

The absence 1n d1ffus1on couples can by expla1ned by the 

K1net1cs of the format1on: these compounds are formed in 

principle, but the react1on rate 1s that low, that the layer 

th1cKness is too small to be detected in normal Cu/Si d1f

fusion couples. In d1ffusion couples between copper and 

Cu3Si, however, these compounds are found. 

Ternary d1ffus1on couples between cu3P and silicon and 

ternary Cu-Si-P alloys are studied. Also in these d1ffus1on 

couples only cu3Si is formed. Based on the mass balance we 

expect the formation of phosphorus or a phosphorus conta1-

ning compound. In alloys, Wh1ch have been annealed 1n eva-
cuated s1lica capsules, ternary compounds are found. These 
compounds are absent 1n the product layer. The couples lose 

weight dur1ng the react ion, so a gasous product is formed. 
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Based on the morphology of the product layer it can be 

determined, that this product does not contain silicon. If 

we also taKe the weight losses into consideration it can be 

concluded, that phosphorus vapor is formed. It appear s , that 

isothermal sections of the cu-Si-P phase diagram are depen-

dent on the experimental conditions: the phase relations in 

the vacuum furnace differs from those in a closed capsule. 

The reactions between copper and silicon are compared 

with those between copper and germanium. The reaction 

between copper and germanium is not influenced by the 

presence of phosphorus, or by the applied compressive 

stress. The reaction is diffusion limited, no incubation 

times have been found. Copper diffuses with a bulk diffusion 

mechanism between qoo and 570°C. At higher temperat ure s 

the reaction rate is much larger and maKes experiments 

impossibl e. All germanides, ex i st ing according the phase 

diagram, are formed in copper-germanium diffusion couples . 

No ternary compounds are found in cu-Ge-P alloys. In 

cu3P;Ge diffusion couples only cu3Ge is formed. Also in this 

case phosphorus is lost as a vapor. 

The differences between binary copper-silicon and 

copper-germanium couples can be explained by the differences 

in the properties between the oxydes of silicon and 

germanium: germanium oxyde does not hinder the 

reaction with copper, while silicon oxyd~ is an effectlve 

diffusion barrier for copper. Therefore, the fact ors that 

influence the reaction with silicon becaus e of removal of 

this barrier, do not influence the reac ti on between copper 

and germanium. 

A comparison has been made between our results ans 

those reported in literature on the reaction between copper 

and silicon. These literature data, which seemed to be 

conflicting, appear to be intepretable, When we taKe the 

above mentioned oxyde layer on silicon into account as 

as the occurrance of grain boundary respeçtively 

well 

bulk 

diffusion in temperature ranges, 

of the copper used. 

which depend on the purity 
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samenvatting 
Dit proefschrift beschrijft een onderzoe~ ~aar de in

vloed van een spoor van een derde element op de , re~tie in 

een binair systeem. Met behulp van de diffusie~oppeltechnie~ 

is de vaste stof re~tie tussen ~oper en silicium bestu-

deerd. In een vacuumoven zijn ~oper en silicium plaatjes 

tegen el~aar aan ge~lemd met behulp van ~onstant gewicht. 

Het blij~t dat de ~lemdr~ van invloed is Óp de di~te 

van de prod~tlaag. De snelheid van de re~tie wordt bepaald 

door de diffusie van ~oper door de reeds gevormde re~tie-

laag . Bij hoge temperatuur vindt diffusie plaats via een 

bul~echanisme, bij lage temperatuur (T < 470°C) diffundeert 

~oper via de ~orrelgrenzen. In dit laatste geval treedt oo~ 

een incubatie tijd op. Indien het ~oper een spoor (30 ppm) 

fosfor bevat, verdwijnt deze incubatietijd en het ~orrel

grensdiffusie mechanisme treedt op tot 530°C. Op grond van 

onze experimenten ver~laren wij deze incubatietijd met de 

aanwezigheid van een oxidelaag op het silicium, wel~e ver-

wijderd wordt door de segregatie van fosfor naar net re~tie 

grensvl~. zowel in aan- als afwezigheid van fosfor is het 

enige re~tieprod~t cu3Si, hoewel het fasendiagram oo~ de 

vorming van cu15si4 en cu5si voorspelt. De afwezigheid in 

diffusie~oppels ~an ver~laard worden op grond van de ~ine-

tie~ van de vorming 

we 1 gevormd, maar 

deze verbindingen worden in 

de snelheid is zo laag, dat 

~oppels de re~tielaag te dun is om te detecteren. 

principe 

in CU/Si 

In ~op-

pels tussen ~oper en cu3Si worden ze wel aangetroffen. 

Ternaire diffusie~oppels tussen cu3P en silicium en 

Cu-Si-P legeringen Zijn bestudeerd. In deze diffusie~oppels 

wordt all een cu3si gevormd. Op grond van de massàbalans zou 

oo~ fosfor of een fosforhoudende verbinding gevormd moeten 

worden. In legeringen, die verhit zijn in geevacuéerde sili

cacapsules, zijn wel ternaire verbindingen aangetroffen. De 

~oppels verliezen gewicht tijdens de re~tie, dus wordt er 

een gasvormig prod~t gevormd. De morfologie van ~e re~tie-

laag laat zien, dat dit prod~t geen silicium bevat. Oo~ op 
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basis van de grootte van het gewichts verlies Kan geconclu

deerd worden dat fosfordamp gevormd wordt. Het blijKt dat de 

isotherme doorsnede door het fasendiagram cu-Si-P afhanKe

lijK is van de proefomstandigheden: in de vacuumoven zijn de 

fasenrelaties anders dan in een gesloten capsule. 

De reaKties van Koper met silicium zijn vergeleKen met 

die van Koper met germanium. De reaKtie tussen Koper en 

germanium wordt niet beinvloed door de KlemdruK tijdens de 

reaKtie, evenmin heeft de aanwezigheid van fosfor enige 

invloed. De reaKtie is diffusiegelimiteerd, er treedt geen 

incubatietijd op. 

tot T 570° c . 

Koper diffundeert via een bulKmechanisme 

Bij hogere temperaturen wordt de reaKtie-

snelheid veel groter en is dan experimenteel niet meer 

toeganKelijK. Alle germaniden die volgens het fasendiagram 

bestaan worden ooK daadwerKelijK gevormd in Koper-germanium 

diffusieKoppels. 

In Ge-Cu-P legeringen zijn geen ternaire verbindingen 

gevonden. In diffusieKoppels tussen cu3P en germanium wordt 

alleen cu3Ge gevormd. OoK in dit geval verdwijnt de fosfor 

als damp. 

De verschillen tussen de binaire Cu/Si en Cu/Ge Koppels 

Kunnen verKlaard worden door het verschil in eigenschappen 

van het oxide van silicium en germanium germaniumoxide 

vormt geen belenunering voor de reaKtie met Koper, terwijl 

siliciumoxide een effectieve diffusiebarriere vormt. Daarom 

hebben faKtoren, die in het geval van silicium een grote 

invloed hebben juist door de verwijdering van deze oxide

laag, geen invloed op de reaKtie tussen Koper en germanium. 

Er is een vergelijKing gemaaKt tussen onze resultaten 

en die, welKe in de literatuur vermeld worden omtrent de 

reactie tussen Koper en silicium. Deze literatuurgegevens, 

die vaaK strijdig leKen, blijKen geinterpreteerd te Kunnen 

worden als men reKening houdt met de genoemde oxidehuid op 

silicium en het voorKomen van Korrelgrens - en bulKdiffusie 

in temperatuurtrajeKten, die afhankelijK zijn van de zuiver

heid van het gebruiKte Koper. 
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STELLINGEN 

In tegenstelling tot de bewering van Guy, biedt het 

gebruiK van een "mole-fixed" referentiesysteem voor het 

beschrijven van een binair diffusieproces, geen voordelen 

boven het gebruiK van een "volume-fixed" referentie
systeem. 

A.G.Guy; J.Mater.Sci.~(1985),4317-4328 

2 De uitscheidingen, die door Quinn et al. worden gevonden 

in de titaancarbide laag, die wordt gevormd in diffusie

Koppels van het type TiC-Ti duiden eerder op verontreini

gingen met zuurstof en/of stiKstof, dan op uitscheidingen 

van Ti2C, zoals door hen wordt aangenomen. 

c. J.Quinn, D.L.Kohlstedt; 

J.Am.Cer.soc.~(1984), 305-310 

3 BiJ de door Armigliato et al. voorgestelde deconvolutie

methode om de bijdrage van de TiLl rÖntgenemissieliJn te 

scheiden van de NXa door gebruiK te maKen van een constant 

veronderstelde verhouding tussen de TiLa en de TiLl liJn, 

wordt voorbiJ gegaan aan het feit, dat deze verhouding 

sterK gewiJZigd wordt door de aanwezigheid van de N-Ka 

absorptie Kant in het emissiespectrum. 

A.Armigliato, L.Dori, A.Garulli, P.Venturi; 

J.Microsc.spectrosc.Electron.~(1982),593-603 

4 In de ontwiKKeling van een model, dat de warmteoverdracht 

en de depositiesnelheden gedurende laser-CVD beschriJft, 

wordt door Esrom en Wahl ten onrechte geen reKening gehou

den met de mogeliJKe beschadiging van het sUbstraat door 

thermoshocK. 

H.Esrom, G.Wahl; Proc. Euro-CVD VI, Jerusalem (Irsael), 

30 mrt-20 apr 1987, ed. R.Pirat, pp 367-380 



5 Gedurende de vaste stof reaKtie tussen N1 en S1C bij 800°C 

ontstaat naast N1 5 s1 2 (+Cl, zoals gevonden door Yamada et 

al., OOK N1 3 S1 en N1 2Si(+C). 

T. Yamada, H. SeK1guch1, H.OKamoto, S.Azuma, A.K1tamura; 

Proc. 2nd Intern. Symp.Cer.Mat.Compon.Engines, LÜbecK 

(FRG), 1~-17 apr 1986, ed. W.BunK, H.Hausner, 

pp ~~1-~~8 

6 Bij de verKlaring van de eleKtrische eigenschappen van 

samenstellingen 1n het systeem gaat 

D1ssanayaKe ten onrechte voorbij aan de rol van de anion 

doter1ng. 

M.A.K.L.D1ssanayaKe; 

Sol1d State Ionles ~(1987).~9-51 

7 De door N.S.Rasor gebruiKte uitdrukKing voor de uittree

arbeid van de collector 1n een therm1on1sche energie

omzetter bevat alleen de collectortemperatuur en de 

cesiumreservoirtemperatuur als parameters; ten onrechte 

wordt hierbij de chemische constitutie van de collector 

geheel buiten beschouwing gelaten. 

N. s. Rasor; Appl. Atom. Coll. Phys . .§.( 1982), 169-200 

8 Het verdient aanbeveling onderzoeK te verr1ch}en naar de 

vraag of de voordelen van het gebruiK van am1d1ne bescher

mende groepen voor de exocycl1sche aminogroepen van de 

nucleotidebasen adenine, guanine en cytosine ooK gehand-

haafd blijven 1n de automatische DNA synthese. 

L. J.McBr1de, R.K1erzeK, S.L.Beaucage, M.H. Caruthers; 

J.Am.Chem.Soc.~(1986),20~0-20~8 



9 De door Frank et al. geconstateerde diffusielimitering 

tijdens de vorming van silaan uit methylchloride en cu3si 

moet niet worden toegeschreven aan de diffusie van 

silicium in Cu3Si maar aan de trage diffusie in de 

KoperverrijKte fase aan het oppervlaK van de cu3si 

Korrels. 

T.C.Frank, K.B.Kester. J.L.Falconer; 

J.Catal.2i(1985),44-53 

10 Hoewel Moissan in de door hem ontwiKKelde vlamboogoven 

voor zijn tijd ongeKend hoge temperaturen heeft bereiKt, 

is het gezien zijn opstelling technisch onmogelijK, dat 

hij over gesmolten ijzer van 4ooo•c heeft beschiKt, zoals 

snelders stelt. 

H.Moissan; comptes Rendus de l'Academie des Sciences, 

~(1892), 1031-1033 

H.A.M. Snelders; Chemie en TechnieK,~(1955),400-402 

11 Mensen, die het eng vinden om een KarKas van een Klein 

dier als een KiP of Konijn zelf aan stuKKen te snijden, 

zouden ooK geen vlees moeten eten dat door anderen in 

lapjes is gesneden. 

Elncmoven 22 mel 1987 J.G.M. Becht 


